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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Macomb County Community College has traditionally offered vocational/
technical training to CETA funded students. TO prepare them for their

jraining, MCCC has given CETA students about' thirty hours of instruction

' in the form of a ShOrt orientation to the college and a refresher course
'in basic-study skills.

However, many CETA prospects lack the basic,academic -and coping skills

essential to success in technical/vocational programs. They are critically

deficient in reading, writing, computational and study skills. Their Nelson-

Denny "Comprehension" scare 'would fall below the tenth-grade,level. Furthr-
morel, their academic problems-would often be compounded by personal problems.

A short orientation and study skills review, however beneficial, Would

not be enough to prepare ManyCETA students for successful experiences in
vocational/technical classes.

Reljable program designs to improve pre-vocational training have been

few. A curriculum developmegt'effort therefore seemed necessary. It was
felt that the effort nould include a consideration of the population to be
served, the idejitification of appropriate diagnostic instruments, the
'design of a basic skills curriculum, and the development of a teaching

strategy. The lupe was that such a model could be applied to ,CETA prograqs

generally. This model came to be called the "Basic Skills Program" as it it

referred to throughout this repont.

INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS,
. .

Some.philosophical and pedagogical assumptions ugderlay Macomb's Basic

Skills Program.i, .

A.. A team approach to diagnosis and instruction would insure the
integration of academic and career objectives thereby improving

41! chances for success.

B. The primary components of the team effort would be

developed by a counselor, a readfng/stUdy skills instructor,
A writing instructor, and a mathematics instructor.

C. Continuous monitoring of student progress Wo uld provide -immediate

feedback which would improve 4chievement.'

D. Individualizatioti of student progress- within a group.aot4vity

would improve achievement.

E. Division,of course work into units would create a model which
could prOvide multiple entry and exit points. /

N,
F. _The program design would provide a systematic technique for

following up student achievement. -

G. The program design would provide a systematic technique for

evaluating itcomponents and for evaluating the total program.

13.
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GENERAL REVIEW OF POST-SECONDARY DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

The assumptions of the MCCC Basic Skills Program were given some

-.encouragement by.a review of pertinent literatdre and research.

,e- However, as Roueche and.Snow (1977) noted, compensatory programs have

often "neither spe'cified in enough detail their methods to achieve success

nor determined which of the many student, program, or staff factors con-

tributed to their success or failue." -Though Roueche and Snow observed

that developmental programs, in general, had received increasing documen-

ts on throughout the 1970's, Murphy (1974) stated that 'Striggent research

t iniques had not been applied to the performance of basic skI1ls,c4asses

for vocational/technical students:

z
...vocational educators concerned with a postsecondary

setting have said relatively liAle about remedial

education. .All located statements on this topic

deal with tilt proposed goals for such a program.

Apparentlyno evaluation studies exist.

An Eric search by the Projett team during the summer of 1980 discovered

little more. One broad-scale survey of developmeqtal programs for occupational-

students in New York State (Cornell Institute for ' esearch and Development,

1976) appeared useful
in'iseveralAgays;ifionetheless, it was based upon sub-

jective responses to a questionnaire,
O

A. Perceived Needs of Postsecondary Developmental Students in Vocational/

Technical Programs

The New York survey, Overview of Developmental Studies for Occupational

Students: A Sourcebpok for
Post-SecondAry Programs, drew responses from staff

members involved in bievelopmental programs in five agricultural and technical

colleges, six private colleges, four EOC center's, and twenty community colleges.

The responses were used as criteria to develop a composite college. Within

that mythical composite college, the needs of the developmental students

were perceived to be these:

.,.reading, communication, and study skills are

the highest priority, closely followed by self-

, awareness and motivation. skill in mathematics,

personal goal setting, career decision-making

and cultural differences are identified as less

pressing needs.

e

4g

Such perceptions seemed to resemble'those of teachers and administrators *

throughout the nation, for scores of developmental programs were designed to

respond to the same,needs.

There likewise seemed to be a rough consensus on,who needed the develop-

mental programs. The extremes of those students who were admitted to the

programs were far apart. The begin/1111g achievement levels ranged from

kindergarten to college. Yet Eric dbcuments describing programs in many

14
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states -- including New York, Ohio, Texas, California, and others-Lindicated
that the usual beginning level was from about the sixth to tenth-grade
reading level. .This range was pot surprising, for itincluded the top
edge of the Adult Basic Education.(ABE) level- -those who had deficiencies
in literacy and in basic skills subjects necessary for a high school
diploma -land the bottom edge of those who could presumably cope. with

college cogrses, .The Macomb Basic Skills course was planned for students
who achieved from the seventh through,the ninth grade level on the Nelson-.
Denny "Composite" score. This determination was influenced by a study of .

James Smarr, the MCCC program's Reading4Study Skills instructor. Smarr

k

analyzed the academic preparedness of CETA students at MCCC from .1977-
1979. He noted the difference between the students' "c posite" grade
level in the.Nelson-Denny test and the reading level of their occupational
texts a§ determined by Gunning:s FOG index (Smarr, 1979).

One important intention of the Basic Skilfs program was, of course, to
raise the Students' academic capabilities to the point where they could make
use of the texts and other materiels of their future classes.

B. Integration of Courses

Program designs ,to improve students' academic and personal skills seemed
to vary almost as much as the histories of the institutions which had created
thed., An examination of Eric reports of developmental programs across the

country revealed these forms:

-isolated academic courses
--a combination of two or more academic^Cburses
- -a combination of academic courses with formalized learning
center support

--a combinatidn of academic courses With formalized counseling
support

- -a combination of academic courses and at least one vocational
course

--a combination of academic courses, formalized counseling support,
and at least one vocational course

2-vocational courses which systematically employed learning labs to
improve particular'academic skills as needed.

Though the most frequent pattern of developmental courses still appeared to
be those of isolated lasses (as it is at MCCC), many programs seemed to have

X . followed the advice f Roueche and Snow: "Total integrated programs yield
better results than i olated courses1R (Meth@ and Snow, 1977). An integrated
programwas a feature of "Composite College," an institution invented as the con-

,

sequence of the Cornell .survey of developmental studieS-for occupational
students. A "composite of a mythical most successful program:' followed this
design:

-..a developmental studies program was orgariized

using the b1oCk scheduling design, and supple-

mented by a skills center operation'managed by
(c, volunteer facility. The block schedule includes

elective courses in reading, composition, and
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study skills in a class/lab format. Counseling

and tutoring assistance, are available, and in

'
addition, course instructors infuse attitudinal
and interpersonal experiences with cognitive/
basic skills and applied field experiences....
Most courses meet four hours weekly with an
additional hour in the lab being the norm rather

than the exception (Cornell Institute for

Research and Development in Occupational Edu-
cation, 1976).

4
An actual block system which has had wide emploSiement wasthat of the

Thirteen College Curriculum Program (TCCP). The TCCP was originally a

consortium of thirteen predominantly black colleges which had been expanded

to include three new consortia and over forty institutions. A TCCP

institution would assign freshmen to a set of four courses: English,

math, social science, and physical science.and biology. The.set was team

taught, and the team would include a counselor. "A central methodology

that-femphasized student participation and discussion was established in

all coursesiNDonovan, 1976)

C. Integration with Occupational Goals

For occupational teachers and students, "integration" often meant

integrating career searches or vocational pursuits with academic lessons.

Murphy citecharecommendation by Robertson to build curriculummaterial

around occupational themes in order to add interest' o subject matter for

occupational students (Murphy, 1974). Subsequently, Murphy conducted a search

evidence ofthe integration of vocational learning experiences with academic

courses in four'Texas Postsecondary Institutions. One particular focus was

the English/Communications course. Evidence included "the presence and use?

of occupationally related books and/or stated assignments in the course

syllabi." Interviews with instructors and &lamination of syllabi, courses,

and learning materialg of other courses also provided documentatioq

Although only one program gave evidence of integration with vocational

goals, Murphy recommended that this eleMent be included in developmental

programs.

n

The Cornell Survey noted that 10% of the rdcoondents consciously made

an "effort to integrate remedial or gevelopmental instruction in,regular

course offerings as needed by students" (Cornell Institute for Research
. and Development in Occupational Education, 1976). Despite the small per-

centage of programs which practioed this sort of integration, the survey:
listed a consensus recommendation which paralled Murphy's:

...to the extent possible, subject matter used in..,
developmental courses should be drawn from
regular college.courses and the skills taught
should be those needed by students in their
occupational program areas.

(This concern was manifested in the Macpmb Basic Skills Reading course and,

to a greater degr'ee, in the Basic Skills/Writing course.',. The Basic aills
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. 0

'Counseling, course and Introduction to Technical Careersacourse addressed

themselves- still more directly to vocational pursuits.)

(At the conclusicin of the Basic Skills Program, a related question was

considered: Would vocational integration be more effective if at least one

vocational class& were added to the basic skills block?)

Integration with Vocational Classes

Several programs assume that a vocational class -cir classes should

bccompany developmental instruction for academic skills. Murphy described

a technical Development curriculum in one institution which included'Social

Foundations, Preparatory-Mathematics, General Concepts of Science, Communi-

cations Skills, and Reading Improvement plus Basic Electricity'or.Basic
Drafting-or Basic Photography (Murphy, 1970.

.. ..

In another Texas institution, an Applied Studies program offered a core

of academic courses for pre-business students. The core consisted of Applied

Communications, College Reading and Human Relations. In addition, the students

enrolled in two business electives.

Variations of the Texas patterns of integrating vocational classes
with academic studies have been developed across the nation. At one ,extreme

were eight Kansas vocational-technical schools (Briley, 1976). Eadh of these

schools employed a basic skills center which taught reading, mothematicsi
technical writing, and oral and written communications. These skills were
taught to students, "as needed," in order to help them succeed in vocational

classes. Scheduling in the learning centers was usually informal. The

instructors developed "self - directional" materials to Ove students a

sense of responsibility for their learning process. The bas.ic skills centers

were funded on a yearly basis by'the Kansas State Department of Vocational

.Education. Moreover, the State'e'valuated the centers according to its

objectives:

%,

(1) Seventy-five percent of the students enrolled
gain two grade levels in reading a year.

(2) A student will solve mathematical problems
pertinent to his vocational field.

(3) The student will read and understand resource
materials in his vocational field.

(4) The student will write clearly and concisely
materials ,necessary for success in his voca-
tional field i.e., reports, forms, charts, etc.

(5) The student will accept the responsibility for
his actions in both spoken and written

communication.

(6) The student will listen to and comprehend oral
communications in his vocational field.
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The author of the Kansas document, Paula Briley, reported that-instructors

were able to use some conventional materials, but she admired their ability

to 4,0apt or improvise individualized materials to supplement training for a

wide variety of vocational Classes.

E. Adapting Teaching Materials to Vocational Training and Vogaional Needs

The importance of adapting teaching materials to skills which students

would need for vocational classes and which they would need bn their jobs

has been addressed by several researchers. Reports from Purdue and from .

Wisconsin seemed especially ambitioul and detailed.

The Purdue reports were addressed to the neeli,of adults with minimal,

academic skills who wished to enter skilled or semi-skilled occupations

(Moe and others, 1979). The reports covered requirements of reading, writing,

,listening, speaking, and mathematics for the training.and practice of ten

occupations. The researchers derived their information for each report from

materials collected during visits to three job sites and three vocational

college courses.' Each of the ten reports concluded with a table summarizing

the reading and mathematics requirements for all ten occupations.

The Wisconsin report-concentrated on communication skills which students

in postsecondary vocational/technical institutes should possess upon.graduation

(Farnig and Boyce, 1976). The report generated by the Mid-State Vocational,

Technical, and Adult Education District, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin --

surveyed employees and graduates involved in eleven different industrial

and service areas. Useful competencies were defined and ranked for each

type of occupation. The conclusion of this report stated that "...these

skills can be presented in the classroonis and/or learning laboratories and

can be learned'by students." And the recommendation was that the " instructional

materials which can beutiTized to teach/learn these competencies be

identified and categorized." Finally, the report recommended that similar

research be conducted for physics, chemistry, mathematics, and social science.

Both the Wisconsin and the Purdue reportslisted extensive bibliographies

pertaining to basic skills requirements for occupations and occupational

training.

F. Career and Personal Guidanee in a Counseling Course

In some developmental programs, the'copnection of academic studies to

vocations is not made in a "course like reading, writing, or mathematics so

much as it is in a, counseling component. Murphy described an Occupational.

Relations course, taught by a counseldr (Murphy, 1974), The course "provides

students the opportunity to explore their interests, abilities and personality

traits as they relate to on-the-job demands such as punctuality." More

often, a counseling course will not concentrate to such a degree on vocations.

Rather, the counselor will introduce matters,of personal adjustment as well

as career training. Murphy discussed a Human Relations course in another

Texas program which taught the students to analyze the job market, to fill

out applications, and to develop a resume. Additionally, the course employed

the transacti nal analysis model to 'assist studentsin understanding them -
III .

selves as we as interpersonal relationships."
0'
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Sometimes, the Counselor does not teach a separate course but is closely
and continually involved in the developmental effort. In the widely employed
Thirteen College Curriculum Program model, _."the colinselor'was established as
an integral part of the new educational team with respionsibility for recruiting)

students, arranging campus and financial aid packets and for' helping students

with personal, social and academic matters" (Donovan, 1976).':

What appeared. to be an extremely pervasive system of "Aggressive
Counseling" was adopted by the People Center program of Staten Island
Community College (Donovan, 1976). "Each Counselor is required to have two
personal contacts as well as two telephone contacts per month with ea qi of
his students." Furthermore, "Each semester students rate counselor i on
such variables as concern,,empathy, respect, support, etc. and on more
specific factors such as help in studying staying in school, with- regis-

tration, courses instructors, and financial aid procedures." Moreover,

"Counselors are eld responsible for the a emic performance of students

on their caseload..."

In the preparation of Macomb's Basic Skills Program, the question of
whether to Integrate counseling with the academic courses or to present a

distinct counseling course became an issue. The counselor, Bart FiuMano,

preferred to work within, the parameter of the other courses. The other
team members, who could not easily imagine how the counseling could be
interwoven with their courses, encouraged him to develop a separate counseling

course. As developed, that course concentrated on personal assistance. An

additional course, taught by a technical division teacher, Chris Panos,
concentrated upoh career orientation.

I

G. Orientation

An ortefttatioR period to introduce developmental training was usually
one of the most important' responsibilities of a counselor. Roueche and

Snow (1977) urged consideration of.an entire semester-long orientation
"course which resembled some " counseling co6ses." The orientation course

would include diagnostic testing and would confer institutional.credit.
Roueche and Snow believed that -the orientation course "would ease the
transition from non-student to student and provide an opportunity for
assessing thefacilities and faculty of the college." Inher discussion
of "Programs that Work," Slade (1977)-referred approvingly to orientation
sessions "whi,ch pro&ose to demystify all aspects of college life."

The orientation sessions in several developmental programs varied in

,length and contend but most were much shorter than 'a.semester. At Bronx

Commuhity College, an initial slide presentation was followed by a six- .

session, no-credit orientation orogrIm (Donovan, 1976).1 At Staten Island
Community College, orientation'.occurred durin§ the months preceding classes 1

when students meet "several times" with program counselors. The most.ela=

borate orientation system noted had been developed by Southeastern Community

College, Whiteville,ltiorth Carolina, for its "Resources for Student Learning"

program:

Before class's begin students are oriented to.the,

program and to college by spending three days in a

L
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retreat that is far away from the college. campus.

Workshops, led by RSL faculty, serve to introduce

.students to each other, to the faculty, and to

.what will be expected of them in tollege.cNActi-

vides are structured to imporve self-cOncept

and &introduce students, to contrtaing. plen-
tation.is_continued in the Fall quarter
tation.101" which meets twice.a week.- Study
skills and pergional adjustment are emphasized

in this segment. ,

For Macomb'sBasic Skills students, smile orientation was provided by.

MacOmb Comity's CETA office in Mount Clemens, Michigan. Ali but two of,-the .

,students attended a five-day session at the office's assessment center where

they were given a battery of tests, some vocational advititigzand some

instruction in study skills. Prior to the beginning of the semester, the

students came to the MCCC campus where they were helped to register and

given some familiarization with the college. During the first -day activities

of the program, they were introduced to the instructors, were introduced to

the.courses,and were encouraged to get to know one another.

H. Structured Learning Environment

.
The system most conducik to the" progress of developmental students -

especially during initial stages - was presumed to be supportive yet

;structured.
. ,

In his consideration of one program that had a higher rate of retention 411
.

then others Murphy (1974) surmised that a contributing variable may have beesn

"a tightly knit supportive environment."' '

:
. .

A similar "thought was expressed by Slade (1977) in her, description of
...

"programs that work": '

Nearly eveny program has concluded that students

require an extremely,structured environment upon

entrance to college. ,

At the workshop on Educational Contracting it be-

. came clear that rules,.mandates, and penalties, \ ,

once considered counter-educational appear in all

these programs. The structure often takes the form

of educational contracting, a system wherein students

contra4t ... to perform a specific task in a

specified amount of time...
/ ,..,

(The Contract's) purpose is to demonstrate to students

_ that their own actions rather-than externalpforces,

such as luck or the professor's whims, willroduce

failure or success and'to build self-discipline and 44

internal direction.

Para llel inferences were made by Rouech and Snow in regard to the "Systems

approach" (1977).

We do find indications that the use of instructional

1

u.(
4
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objectives and criterion-referenced tests, as wellos
flvible/fime frames;-aids in'the'success of developr
mental students.

/
Thehegative side of a lap el.% structured self-paced system is expressed. by

'Cross (1976):

StUdents who have not experieiieed'success
relate tasks are especially likely candidatesfor
problewith,procrastination and subsequent with`-,V
drawal..

None of these comments were intended'to dispaf-age individualization or mastery
learning. They do, however, point to sOthe problems, which prompted a more

closely structured schedule in the last.half'of the Basic Skills program.

I. Individualized Instruction . I

. Cross believed ffiat "mastery learning,is'the critical link in the education.

of low achlovers." Two concept essential to mastery learning are, of course.;

the achievement of "performance objectives" and the ability of the'student

to move at his "own pace." These concepts influenced the development of the
Basic Skills Rrogram, especially the early stages of the Math and Writing
classes:

( Yet Cross qualified her recommendations concerning mastery learning in
`several ways. cone significant qualification was that mastery learning could
be applied most effectively in elethentary phases of a.s'ubject. Another

qualification was that mastery learning wObld work best with subjects which
could be "sequentially learned, such as reading and frethematics." .

Several sources concurred with both Cross's recommendations and her

qualifications. The most frequent term used to describea system of self-
paced achievement of. objectives, however, was not "master learning" buf
-"individualized instruction." Slade's description of "program that work,"
Murphy's recomMendatiod follbwing,hisiotudy"of Texas programs,and the
"consensus recomniendations"ief the Cornell surve 11 encqurage "individualized

instruction." Sometimes, this term seemed to ,beTtrictly Ipplieckto self-

pacing throUgh a defined sequence. Sometimes.- as in the 'cases of Slade's

description of leading a studerirto use his aim experiences/ft) apply to a
lesson, in Murphy's concern with "hon.of control,""and in.the Cornell'
survey's.concern with."exit skill's" - the phrase "individualized instruction"
seemed to mean giving the. individual as much Attention as possible.

As. the subject letter became Tore complex, as the desirability of
miniscule steps became less obvious, and as the'terminal point of the cburse

came a consideration, the theory of teachirig "modelest:tecame more

applicable to the Macomb experience. ,f
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J. Modules

According to Cross (197t), "a lernin9 module i9 a selt:contained
'Warning unit with well-defined objectives. Usually it consists,of learning
materials, a sequence 'of activities, and provisions for evaluation." She

believ esj '.The learning module can be used to present the cencepts and
interrelationships of higher-levellearning, and students generally `find
modules more interesting and' appropriate for collepe-level. study."

The components of a module -could be diagrammed in several ways.: Young
and4anMondfrans (1973)listed several components which.- correspond ,to the

usual pattern:

The 'teacher. sets the goals and objectivescL The
student is'tbld-what they 4e and is often allowed
some choice of objective or goal. . r 4

,

Students often have a choice of ellernative routes
, fr"

to pursue toward:a .goal or objective.

. .

The teacher ensures that evaluation proctOures
are consistent with theibbjettive. The student

may have a choice of Wys-to demonstrate that

he can perform as expected, .Q

Evaluation takes place when thes&dent.indicates, ,

he is ready. .

Another sort of description was lister] by, ZucOffe 6). This description

applied to successful behavior in remedf1 English classes, It is more .

convential than the preceding "modole' because it,omits'the'element of

self- pacing. 'After defiving the objective; the teacher prattices.these .

successful techniques:. . .
.

Teacher encourages class discussion and refrains
' from lecturing. .

." , .

Teacher gives specific, detailed examples to

r illustrate eachlaajor concept taught.

Teacher'Constantly asks and answers questions.

.Teacher allows students to participate constantly.

Teacheruses audio-visual materials.

Teacher gives individualized heTp.in class.

Teacher corrects eiercises quickly.

Such quick, individuali,z ed, and constant methods would obviously be difficult

for a single instruct° to manage. Intensive developmental programs nearly

always employed.the assistanceof tutors.

4

22
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K. Tutorial Assistance
4; G. .

rlo recommendation was more consistent in discussions of'devel-gpmental
programs that that t ..rs be used to &Man,- 'indiv alization. One con-
sensus recommendation of Cornell (19 .)'survey wa that, "a peer
tutoring or tutoring program s ld b rofessionally s tanized and managed
as part of the developmental effort." In reference to "p ogra that work"
Slade'(1977) stated, 'Because one faculty member cannot p e such indi-
vidualized attention for an entire cla s, professional and peer tutors
suppleient the teacher's work."

A'cross the nation, tutors took the form of those contacted by indivi-
dual students in tutorial` assistance offices, learning centervassistants,
peer tutors retruited withing classes, experienced students recruited by.
instructors to serve astutors Within particular classes, professional
tutors*recruiteefor develOmentalOrogOms by the institutions, peer

,4a co,unselOrs recruited by a counseling division, and many others.

In Improving Learning Skills, Martha Maxwell (1979) presented a
thorough and weltdocumented chapter on "Creating Tut6r1ng Services" which
discussed the recruitment, organization, and training of tutors.-

The Macomb Basic Skills program engaged two tutors. These tutors were
used a little differently than other tutors for'they usually, assisted
throughout the classes and labs of the Reading/Study Skills, Mathematics

. and Writing courses of each class day. their presence was valuable in
several ways; for, as Slade remarked,"...underprepared students need
more contact to succeed inAcollege than do .other students."

L. Length of DevelOpmentaljProgram

Itr'

Most of the developmental programs. covered one conventional quarter or
semester. Murphy referred to one developmental program for technical .

students, but the program was integrated-'with regular vocational courses.
The TCCP program (Donovan, 19.76) lasted fortwo years, but in the second
year the progra was integrated with conventional liberal arts courses.

At t e opposite extreme would ,be the.,scheduling Of instruction' for
the Kansas Le ning Skill( Centers which occurred "as needed" sometimes for
very brief periods (Briley, 1976). This system generally corresponded to
one "consensus recommendation" Of the Cornell Survey:

'Institutional course schtduling should be sufficiently
flexible to allow students to take advantage of
egments of developmental"-prOgramS as needed.

In the three specific programs cited above, the basic skills program§
either lead directly to a general education program, or accompanied conven-
tional general education classes, or accompanied vocational clas?es.
Whether or not a student should be expected to defer vocational or tech-
nical classes for as long as a semester in order to acquire basic skills
became a question both before and 1Tter the Macomb program.

O

$
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M. Measurements and Objectives

The, achievement Qf a developmental program.could be evaluated in
several ways.

Pre-post tests provided the most obvious measures within the course of
study. 'Most of the twenty Ohio postsecondary institutions,',which,responded
to,a request from the Subcommittee of the Ohio State-wide Advisory Committpe
on Developmental Education in 1976, justified their developmental programs
by pointing to gains in, reading, English, oriMath tests (Subcommittee on

-Measurement-of Effectiveness of the Ohio State-wide Advisory Committe
Developmental Educa 'lion, 1976). Pre-post tests of academic skills also
proyjded the most substantial evidence of student progress in the programs
of/ /some institutions participating as associates for the-Fund for the Improve-

megt of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) National Project,II.

More extensive evaluations compared the- test gains, or grade point averages:

or retention rates of developmental programs to those of -control groups; Such

coMparisons of various sorts were made bysome Ohio programs and by some

4, FIPSE programs.

t

.

Of the FIPSE institutions', only Malcolm King and Oscar Rose Junior College .

attempted to measure the influence of its 'program on its studentX job status

(Donovan, 1976):
.

. .

While noting the.fiazards of each type of measurement, Webb (1977)

concedes that the most widely used and impolant standards for developmental

eograms remain retention, grade point averages, and standardized test scores. ill

f
n addition, the inclusion of some'"saft evaluation" .- appropriate to the

i, purpo e of the program - was encouraged by Ball's (1977) discussfgn-of ,

pract,tes in FIPSE reports. He cited question4ires which wereiMed to
obtain evidence of student responses to programs in such institutions as -p

Southeastern Comminity Colege'and the Universp of Florida.
...

.
. .

The importance of systematic and pertinent'data collection was e hasized

Aby the survey of the New York State developmental staffs. One consensus

recommendation was this: ,

ogir

1

A diagnostic testing program.should be used as the basis

for assessing student Isrogress through performance objectives_
or competencies identified for all components of developmental

programs,

In order to make such rigoro/os evaluation possible, "The teathing,

assignment of developmental instructors should include time allocation for

joint planning and follow-up 'activities" Cornell Institute fo'r Research and

Development in Occupational Education..1976 ).

One.of the-most important functions of thbse activities would be to

determine "a realistic range of entrance and exit measures" which would'be

"in accordance with institutional_policy. However, the consensus on what

a developmental exit criterion should be was not clear-cut. Many, but not

all, developmental staff member's thought that an eleventh-grade-reading level

2 4.1 '

7
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, C
,

would be an appropriate-criterion. Other staff members referred 'to "a well-

written essay," "discrete writings skills," "success on an interdepartmental

mathematics test," improved self-concept,"%'increased skill in decision- ,

making," and the setting of "a firm carder goal.';0;

Because of the diversity; the Cornell survey defined the consensuson
exit standards to be "general improvement" which was interpreted to mean
.)"the instructor's judgment that improvement in skills and attitudes has taken

place to the extent that the student nowhas a reasonable chance tosucceed
in his or her chosen course,of study." The final test of the instructors'

. judgments would seem to be retention.
...

.
.

Macomb's Basic Skills team.Will measure retention of its students
through the next semester of their occupational program, thobgh that measure
of success cannot be provided f& this report.This report.will present
comparative tetention rates through the Spring semester, of 1981. In addition,

the report will compare the-gains of the Basic Skills students to conventional
classes in terms of standardized tests. Furthermore, the report will present

the subjective evaluations of Basic Skills students and their tutors of the
several progam components. I

Follow Up

Por the sake of the developmental students who have passed thrpugh a
program, Roueche andl'Now urged a continuance of student.ito-student,

Student-to-counselor, and tpdent-to7instructor relationships. For the sake

of future students and for their institution's, they urged long-term evaluation.
Murphy'argued for a longitudinarstudy which would follow students until they
had functioned in a work setting for at least six months. Similarly, Mackenzie

(1977) zecommended A evaluation system which would track "long term retenitan;
further educational and occupational careers of students; benefits related to
project staff experience ilis the quality of life for students and their

families."

Research of this nature goes beyoFd the limits of the Macomb prografl
It will follow the Basic Skills students"up.to the end of the semester beginning
in the fall of1981. The Macomb 'Basic Skills-teachers, in the fashion of

other 'developmental teachers whom they have visited, have given most of their
attention to immediate methods and results.

'0. Summary

Several points emphasized by,the research or description of developmental
eiefforts across the nation either influencep or related to the design of the
MCCC Basic Skills program

pw
1. Little specific research conclusively defined methods Or

staff factors which contributed to success in compensatory'

programs. ;

2. Little specific research of developmbntal education for
voCational/technica) students - except in the form of surveys

- had been published.

4
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3: The usual pattern.of,a developmental block included-
reading, study skills, writing, and math.

4. The usual range of achievement levels for beginning
developmental students was from the sixth to tenth

grades.

5. -The most frequent pattern for develoPmental trajmilo

still consisted of isolated courses.
"

,

6. Blocks of developmental classes, of several-patterns,
were. frequently described.

7. Developmerkal prograMs Often integrated vocational
matter with academic studies.

aa

Sometimes develo ental Ofograms integrated votational

classes with academic classes.

In extreme cases, academic teaching was used merely to

supplement vocational teaching.

a

10. Some studies examined the literate or mathematical skills
which vocational/technical students actually used in

classes and in their jobs.
alb

11. Counseling courses were frequently used to relate,academic
and vocational pursuits. st

k-

.

12. Counselihg courses frequently provided personal assistance
and guidance toward more positive self-imiges.

13. Counseling was sometimes interwoven with other developmental
activities ratherthen being presented in a',distinct course:

14. Orientation was often treated as an important segment of .

developmental education.

15.. DevelopmjilW1 students were assumed to profit most,
especially in early stages, from 'structured,learning

environment,

16. "Self-paced mastery learning" was.frequently,consideed
to be the best system for developmental students.
.

17. Mastery,learning'was described as workingjl?esif in early
stages and,with subjects which can be "sequentially .

learned."

18. "Individualized instruction" was,a term more frequently

employed than "mastery llarriing" inJecent publications.

19. Teaching,in small units - often called "modules" - was

frequently recommended. t

26
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20. Tutorial assistance was termed essential for the intensive
teaching of devel opmental students.

ik;:4.2'

21. Developmental programs which lasted as longas a semester
consisted of (a) general education classes which led directly

, to other general education classes; or (b) general education
classes which we're accompanied by conventional general
educatiOn classes; or (c) classes for vocational/technical
students which accompanied vocational/technical classes.

22. A few developmental programs offered short-term segments
of academic training "as' needed" to assist technical
training.

4
23. The usual measures of student progress in developmental

programs were pre-posttests, retention, and grade point. e

averages.

24. Frequently, student evaluations were. employed to evaluate
developmental programs.

25. Though consistent exist criteria were not clearly defined,
the most frequent criterion seemed to be the instructors'°
judgment that the student had progressed enough to have
a chance for success in the next courses.

26. Longitudinal follow-up studies to evaluate developmental
programs, or particular features'of developmental programs

/ were consistently urged.

t
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II. COMPARISON OF CETA BASIC SKILLS PROGRAMS.

'During the fall of T9 O, the Macomb-Basic Skills team compared what it
had learned from its survey of research to the experiences of three exemplary
developmental programs in Michigan and one in a 'suburb of Chicago. The

team also studied the results of an eight-week basic skills preparation
program at MCCC for autoMotive.apprentices.

None of the six programs which the Macomb Basic Skills Team studied
could offer very broad statistical data. None of the class-sized programs

began earlier than the summer of 198%.

Yet. all of the programs were developed by institutions whiCh had

experience in remedial training and which had developed facilities to assist

remedial training, In general, the administrators and teachers who have

been involved in these efforts were/donvinced that they had helped their *

students.

(A remark must be inserted that the staffs of the institutions which

the Macomb team visited - Kalamazoo Valley Coni1unity College, Southwestern

Community College, Kellogg Community College, and Triton College - were
enthusiastic, were knowledgeable,'and were generous with their time and

information. They provided admirable examples of what fellow scholars

should be.)

The table below presents a quick comparison of the six programs inclu-

ding MCCC's Automotive Apprentice Program and Basic Skills Program. Varia-

tions in the programs have been produced by varying responses to several
familiar but inevitable questions:

(a) What are reasonable criteria for selection?

(b) Whit is the right size for a basic skills section?

(c) What is the best length of time for basic skills training?

(d) Should basic skills training precede vocational training or

accompanyit?

(e) If basiC skills 'does precede vocational training, how can
the students be encouraged to keep in mind the-Value of
basic skills'for their future vocational classes and

.employment?

(f) What are the most effective components for abasic skills
program?

(g) To what extent can personal counseling forward the aims of
'a basic skills grogram?

(71-7 To what extent can career counseling forward the aims of a

basic skills prdgram?

(i) To what extent can the, personal assistance of tutors enhance

the achievement of basic skills students?

30



, To what extent can systems of Mastery Learning be
employed?

(k) How can facilities best be arranged to assist Mastery
Learning?

40
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CETA
Program

o
. .

Kellogg CC's
Allis Centers

0
.

Southwestern College's
COPP Progrant

TABLE r. 1.

Kalamazoo Valley CC's
BEST Program

Triton College'sL
H. E. L. P.
Program

Macomb CC's
Automotive Apprentice

program

Macomb CC's
Basic Skills
Program

.

i're-.Tests
%

(by College)
Carder Reading
Progreg's Report: -
College Math Test;
SRA Writing Test;

. , (also referral of
instructor)

(by College)
Several Tests;
TABE and College
Boards.have been used.

(by Subcontractor)
Writing and Math
Tests originated by
college;
Nelson-Denny Reading
Tests

(by College)
Math and Reading Tests
originated by college;
});say awl Sentence-
Writing Tests

(by CETA Sponsor)
Nelson-Denny, Reading;
Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills, Math.

(by CETA Sponsor)
Nelson-Denny Heading;
Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills, Math

Achievement
Level

,,,,,,
-

No specific criteria
except referral to
writing clime if
achieves a raw score
of below 24 on
SRA Writing Test.

Capability of
college-level
work.

.

8th to 10th Grade
on Nelson-Denny

From college-level
to kindergarten level

1

6th to 9th Gra e
on Nelson-De ny;
6th Math

7th tp 9th Grade
on /41son-DennY

. $

.

Number
per ,Section

No s-sized CETA
oups

15 Students per clinic
at a given hour

20 25-30

60 Total; subdivided
into groups as small
as five 16 24

Duration
From a few weeks to
a whole semester.

.

4 leeks

,

10 Weeks
3 Days to 3 weeks .

depending on a students
public assistance Job
schedule ,

8 Weeks

.

16-Week
Semester

Weekly
Schedule

Optional: defined
by student contract
with clinic

.

30 Hours .
30 Hours

sa

.
36 Hours 24 Hours 30 Hours

Componen
Reading Skills'
Writing Skills
Math Skills
(1/2 to 3 Credits
from any clinic,
depending on Students'
contract)

Reading - 3 Credits
Writing - 3 Credits
Math - 3 Credits
Career Exploration-

2 Credits

. -

Reading - 2 Credits
Study Skills - 3 Credits
English - 3 Credit;
Math -
Career DecisionsCr-edit

1 Credit
'

Monday - Thursday -
Reading 1-1/4 hr/day
Wilting 1-1/4 hr/day
Math - 1-1/4 hr/day
Communication/
Computation 1-1/4-

day
Plus 1 hr/day for each
class
No College Credit

Reading - 3 Credits
English - 3 Credits
Math - 2 Credits
Counseling Seminar-
2 contact hrs., no
Academic Credit

$

Reading - 4 Credits
Writing - 4 Credits
,Math - 4 Credii
Counseling - 3 Credits
Introduction to Technical
Careers -3 Credits

.

Support
Staff

Student Assistants to
keep records and
help with machines

,

Tutorial Assistants Experienced' students
e ployed as tutors in
ab

Tutors, Student Aides

,

.

.
No Tutors
Programmed Learning
Instruction-

,

Tutors, internal consult-
ants;
Guest speakers for
Counseling and Introduction
to Technical Career
Courses

Facilities
-

Writing Lab
Reading Lab
Audio/lb torial Re ng
Lab
Math Lab

,

Learning Center
Lecture Hall,
Classroom

.

-

Writing Lab and
Math Lab
Classroom

.

Learning AssiStance
Center Including
Reading, Writing, and
Math Areas Plus
Counseling Offices

Classroom,
Programmed Learning
Center
Visitation to Automotive
Facilities , ../ .

.

Classroom,
Programmed Learning
Center

....

IN

3" r

r

O
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A. Components

As the table indicates;all six programs had some elemerrf in-common:
reading, writing, and math components. These components did not appear to
be clbsely correlated%

B. Counseling

Except for the program at Kellogg Community College - which did not teach
`class-sized CETA groups - all programs offered componepts which preiented a,
greater or lesser degree of personal counseling and career counseling.
1

In fact, Kalamazod Valley Community'College provided two sorts of
couriselors: CETA Counselors, who gave personal ,counseling plus assistance in
terms, of benefits, transportation, and CETA probiram information; and
Kalamazoo Valley Community College staff coulseiors-i--who also gave personal
counseling in addition to teaching a career awareness course.

In MCCC's Basic Skills Program, personal counseling and some career
counseling was undertaken by the Counseling course. The Introduction to
Technical Careers course attempted to acquaint the students with different
possibilities for vocational advancement.

C. Tutors and Teaching Assistants

Most of the programs provided another sort of personalized assistance in
the form of tutors. At Kellogg Community College, student assistants were
used only to 'keep-records and manage the teaching, machines in the learning
skills centers:

If

In three other programs; tutors were considered essential teach g

assistants. 'Kalamazoo Valley Community ColTegk utilizetthe help of experienced
students, including ex-CETA students, in the learning 1 s. Southwestern
Community College employed tutors who had some experience as tOchers. 'Triton
college employed both types of assistants - tutors with some. professional
training and experienced students.,

Macomb's Automotive Apprentice program did not involve tutors except in..
the case of a few individuals who sought help fromMCCC's tutorial office.

Macomb's Basic Skills' Program employed two tutors. These were students
who were_enrolledin some MCCC classes. Yet one had been an experienced
teacher in a local high school whdwas also teaching a math class as a part-
time instructor. The other tutor had some acquaintance with .CETA students
working as a cashier in MCCC's finance office. The use of tutors in the MCCC
Basic Skills program varied from the disposition of tutors in other programs.
At. Kalamazoo Valley Cammacity College, Southwestern Community College, and
Triton, theifutors assisteid students in the labs. -At MCCC, both of the tutors
usually attended the math, reading, and writing classes and then helped
students in the labs which followed the classes. The help of the tutors was
invaluable, not only in assisting students but' also in providing suggestions
about classwork-and insights aboUt students' difficulties. ,

34
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D. Mastery Learning and Facilities

The MCCL students' work, with.the help of the tutors; was individualized

as much as possible. But their lessons, as the semester progressed, deviated

from the methods of mastery0earnitng: Inpart the deviatiorroccurred beCause
of the nature of MCCC's facilities.

.
Thefacilities of the othee-institutions seemed tg,,,haA been designed for

,a more direct commitment to mastery learning. The arrangements of kalamaz64
Valley Community College, Kellogg Community - College, and Triton resembled 'one

another in some respects4 Kellogg had separate rooms for the reading, writing,

acrd math skills cent&s, Each room had teaching machines and software. Each

had-files of materials Whichmight be used for individualiied mastery learning.
°

Similarly, Kalamazoo-Valley had separate rooms for writing and math labs.
Each of these rooms had teaching machines, software, and files for individual-
jied learning.- Howewr,-the reading component was taught-in a conventional
classrpom setting.

Southwestern used Oily one large room for reading,- writing, and math work.
The software, hardware, and lesson files were, again, available for mastery
-learning. Placing all the labs)in one room, neverthelessi lead-to a problem
with which the Southwestern staff 5-barently felt it had learned to cope. A

,..-stv0e0-who was working on math, for instance, would turn for help to the first'
teach& or tutor who was free. As a result, the teachers and tutors felt
that they had to learn to assist in all the academic areas.

MCC's facilities contributed to different sorts of strengtils.and weak-

nesses. MQCtfis Basic Skills team enjoyed the use of alarge Programmed Learning
Center which was located next to the Basic Skills classroom. Both the Basic

Skills program and the Automotive Apprentice program made considerable use of

the Programmed Learning'Center.\\

Nonetheless, the layout did not make Mastery 'Learning as easy to pursue

at'M CC as at the other colleges. Mastery learning necessitates files of-
' less ns which are organized and readily assessible. The-other colleges had

file ooms or areas which were usually managed by d student assistant. The

\lesson and records for the reading and writing classes were. kept in the

MCCC classroom,(J,229). -But a file_cabinet can becopi easi4y disorganized if
a class of,student triesto search through it.

P-.

. E. Mastery Learning Materials

Still another peoblem of introducing mastery learning at MCCC was the
necessity of prdvidirig enough materials to.fitthe level and interests of

the class.
k'

Kellogg, Kalamazoo Valley7Southwesternand Triton had accumulated large

blocks of such materials. They had originated many of their materials and

had learned froM experience which other materials were effective. The Macomb

.team was.in the process of learning about and 6riginpting materials. So

its stock of availablelessons was not as large as those of the other programs.



F. Leh6th of Programs

-
.

. .

,One of the difficuItTes of practicing self-paced mastery learning is
thait the faster students keep getting farther ahead and the slower students
keep fallig,farther behi0. Probably the MCCC difficulty was exaggerated
by the sixteen -wee course. The Basic Skills Program was longer than any
other of the clas's-sized CETApeograms. 4, , .

The Kellogg learning centers1',i7whip did not serve groups made up
,

entirely of CETA students, worked bU6ndividual contracts with students to
achieve certain skills. The achievemeNt of these skills might take as little
as three weeks for one student and.as long as a whole semester for another.
But the choice was'that of the particular student. . -

Triton Colleges.H.E.L.P. program would also vary its sche e. Unfor-

(6n
01,- ately, the controlling factor would be the student's public sistance

job schedule. Depending onlerheri the student would-need to retu n to
work, he might receive from three days to -three weeks in his ba is skills
classes. The Triton staff.could demonstrate some achievemeri1t w th the1980
W.E.L:P. program, but itwas happier with the summer 1981 system. In 1981,
Triton was givjng a two-week job-upgrading Course to CETA students. The
Learning Centertutors would visit the job-training classrooms to help the
students acquire skills they,woold_need with the class materials.

A pre-votationel class-sized CETA program was presented by Southwestern
Community CgAlege. It lafted four weeks. Also,pre-vocational was MCCC's
Automotive Apprentice program.' The Automotive Apprenticeship program lasted
eight weeks.. Kaiammed Valley Community College's pre-vocational program
lasted ten weeks. ,

- .
.

.

Teachers.and administrators of the other programeavored courses of
.

less than a semester's length, They reminded the MCC Basic Skills teachers,/
that the CETA,students were putting off vocational courses, which,seemed to
lead-to employment,-for the sake of reading, writing, and, math, classes which

-- would not lead directly to jgbs.

So a distinguishing feature of the Basic Skills.progrom - its.sixteen-
-week length - seemed to be of questionable valuer, Yet the student evaluations

''"of-the-progrem-did-lotiodicate that the students considered the course to be
too long. Fifteen outtif seventeen students "strongly'Areed" or "agreed"
that', if the course were taught again, it should last sixteen weeks. This
finding could be questioned and it is discussed at greater length in the final _

recommendations.

G.. Summary of Distinguishing Features

The most distinctive`features of MCCC'S Basic SkiTls program appeared to
be these:

---

o

(1) Itwas taught for a/i'greater length of time than the other programs.,

(2) It 4Mployed mastery learning techniques somewhat less than the
other programs.

Ar'
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- (3) It uged tutors differently, by'having the same two help in all

.- .
the Math, Reading /Study Skills, and Writing classes and labs.

,.;

I

e.

i

fl

(4) The program introduced two different courses which gave some
help with career orientations. The Introduction to Technical
Careers. Course presented career possibilities and the Counseling
course preSented help with personal and career plannIng.

.4.
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III. EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS

The Macomb Basic Skills team was fortunate to obtain two notable

authorities as external consultants.

Teat members had a lengthy interview with John E. Roueche, co-author

of Catching Up: Remedial Education and Overcoming Learning Problems, at-the

Atlanta Developmental Conference, November 6, -1980.

On November 25, the MCCC Campus was visited by Martha Maxwell, author of

Improving Student Learning Skips and Skimming and Scanning Improvement.

Prior to the meeting with each authority, the team had forwarded an
eighteen-page description-of the proposed project. The description include
data on student characteristics, MCCC resources, the projected schedule,.
the initial testing program, the program evaluation systems, and the semester
designs for ,the unseling, mathematics, reading/study skills, and writing ,

,components.

The last section presented a list of gues.tions pertaining to the segments

of the course:

A.' Are'the evaluation instruments the most useful?

B. Would the current plan result in overtesting?

C: Should a "self-concept" scale be added?

b. Should the career awareness lessons be integrated into the other?

courses rather than being presented in a separate course?

E. Would a closer integration of all the courses be useful?

F. Is the current weekly schedule as useful as.it could be?

G. Should the students' work be scheduled, as mualaS it is, in one

room?

K. Should an attempt be made to integrate the CETA students more

fully into the student body?

I. To what extent should the CETA students' judgments be solicited

to influence-the program's design?

J. What is the current consensus on the problem of math anxiety?

K. What would be epractical considerations of attempting to balalice

individualized'instruction *ith self-pacing?

L. What is the current judgment of,th-e-importance-of discovering and'

plannifig'fOr learning styles?

M. What would be some sources for useful computer-taught programs?

N. Should other-features be added to the means of evaluating the program?
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Neither Roueche nor Maxwell responded to the list in a question-by-

question manner. Nevertheless, they did address the Macomb Team's concerns.

Their remarks, though varying'in particulars, were encouraging. Their

cautions and recommendations did suggest similar sorts of modifications.
41b.

1. Both were concerned about motivation. They stimulated

renewed attention to the problem of convincing the
students that reading, writing, and math would bel

useful for their vocations.

2. rEattrencouragedShe use.of materials which the students
could directly relate to jobs and interests.

3. Both suggested a clear definition of course objectives
'for the students.

4. Both suggested a clear structuring of schedules and

rules about punctuality and attendance.

5. Both reminded the team that rewards and penalties
should be administered to all the students in exactly

the same way. . #

6. Both encouraged short'range incremental lessons.

7. Roueche believed that students should not be given-

many choices'aboyt pace.

8.' He recommended that the courses should follow class

objectives. For those students needing more time,

lessons could be expanded "horizontally!'

9. Both were concerned. that the assessment' package

might result in overtesOing.

Theitice of .Doctor Maxwell and Doctor'Roueche influenced the program

design in the direction of more careful structuring of policies and lessons

and resulted in a lithe less testing than had been originally planned. Their

concern about motivation corresponded to a team concern which resulted in the

addition of the' Introduction to Technical Careers Course to,the program.

\

o

39
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IV. PROGRAM DESIGN AND SEOUENCE

°

A prpgram for twenty -five CETA students was planned to. begin- on

January 14r, 1981, and to end on May 15. To increase tpec skills the

program presented mathematics, reading/study skill§riliid writing courses,

plus working labs.. To provide personal and vocational support, the program

presented a Counseling and an Introduction to Technical Careers course.

If the program were successful, the students should, at its conclusion,,

be able to'succeed in a variety of occupational classes at a higher rate f

than-the CETA clients who had not undergone the program.

A. Questions of Design

The plan had been questioned 'by instructors and administrators who had

$ome experience with CETA students for two important reasons.

First, a semester was considered to be too long for pre-vocational students.

The thought was that unemployed adults would not want to sit through sixteen-

weeks of basic skills before getting sothe training whi0 would lead t-jobs.

The second apprehension was that an entire class of' CETA students would
. ,

reinforce one another's personal and behavior problems. This fear,had some

basis in experience. In fact, after a few bad experiences some years before,

the technical areas'Id argued against enrolling entire sections of CETA

students. An excepii n was the section of CETA students which had received

basic skills training in the Fall'1980 semester. However, that section

enrolled only sixteen students, it lasted only eight weeks, and it was intended*.

for students who shared a cone on6interest in the Automotive Apprenticeship

program.

.
B. Selection Criteria

For .the June 17, 1980, Progress Report, the Basic Skills team had

worked out a definition of.the students for whom its program was being,

planned$

General Definition'of Students'for whbm the course is intended:

14,

The course will be designed for those. students it can help to-

'prepare for..(1) success in fur'th'er college courses, or for (2)

entrance-level employment skills.

The course will not be designed for students.whose skills are'

Aill
SG lacking that they would be better served by a more elementary

'systeh.

The course will not be designed for students whose skills are
-developed to,the point where they would be better s rved by orthodox

college courses.

The course will not bedesigned for students who Cannot give

attention to learning problebi pt because of emotional problems.
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The course will .not be designed for students who cannot be
asked to.giveseveral hours a week for personal progress.

o

The course will be designed for those who have achieved the

basic rudiments.of reading, writing; and mathematics, who can be
expected to give time to their personal progress, and who can cope
with sympathetic demands for their attention.

This definition had been influenced by the Purdue study of literary

requirements for the occupations (see Moe and others, in the "References"

following the'"General Review," p. 16 ). The definition had been even more

directly influenced by the Smarr study of CETA students in Macomb Occupational

classes. '(See Appendix A, p. 197 ). These studiet.encouraged the inference

that the program should.attempt to serve students ranging from the top edge

of. the Adult Basic Education group to the bottom edge of those who could

probably cope with college reading materials.

Consequently, the following specific criteria.were presented to the

Macomb County CETA office in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, and to the Warren CETA

'office in Warren, Michimn.

. The students for whom the course is designed will conform to,the following

criteria:

1: The candidate must read between the 3rd and 12th percenWes (7th,

through 9th gradel'total score on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

2. fhe candidate must express an interest in pursuing a certificate

(and/or degree),curriculum at Macomb County Community College

in an occupational curriculum.

3. :The -candidate must be willing to spend the semester prior to his

entry intos'a.certificate program engaged in intensive development

of his/her reading, writing, Old study skills.

4. :Thecandidate must be able "to meet411s/her financial needs from the

funds- supplied thrbught his/her CETA involvement and/or other

fundiiig sources.

The candidate should'hafe no serious personality or social disorders

which could jeopardize the success of other candidates, chosen for

the Koject.

' C. Facilities

In preparation for the program, the\Basic Skills administrators scheduled

what appeared to be themost advantageous classroom for thetETA group. The

room`() -229) Was located in the Learning Media CeAter downstairs from the '

library, across a lobby from the Periodicals Room, and across a hallway from

the.Programmed Learning tenter. Beyond the Programmed Learning Center was

located,a room ecomputer terminals for computer-taught lessons (See

' Appendix B, ,'p. 205 ). (

c



Despite the advantageous location of the classroom, the teachers had
some worries that it mightlte too confining for an all-day block of classes.
According to,the student evaluations, a few students would have preferred
changing rooms from class to class, but most did not think of the location
as a problem. (See p.41 )

Nevertheless, the instructors and tutors did observe that the atmosphere
of the crowded room sometimes became stifling especially late in the afternoon.

Another limitation which has been pfeviously noted (p.22 ) was that the
classroom could not readily be equipped with the files of materials necessary
to.ptactice mastery learning.

On the other hand, a file cabinet to store lessons, a steel cupboard to
store'supplies, and book shelves for easy-reading materials were added to
J-229.

Furthermore, the confinement of the'classroom was alleviated during
lab periods by the usual availability of a seminar room (J-221) directly
across the hall.

. Under current conditions, no single classroom could have been more
practical than the one which was assigned to the program.

. Tutors .1

Tutors were necessary for any attempt to individualize lessons._ The
program improvised 'a way of using tutors which had never before been,' ,

employed at MCCC and which, as previously'mentioned, had not been employed
by Any other comparable program.

Two tutors assisted'the Reading/Study Skills, the Math, and the Writing
classes and labs each class day. This method had some advantages and some
drawbacks which the characters. of the tutors minimized.

The Basic Skills Team was fortunate to,discover a pair of tutors with
some experience and with a good amount of tolerance and optimism. Frank
Gunnip had been a high school math teacher. During the Basic'Skills semester,
he was also working as a part-time ,teacher for the MCC math-department and
-tutoring students of regular math classes. Linda Austermdn was a sophom640
taking secretarial courses. She had some experience with CETA students ai
a cashier in MCCC's finance office. Frank had to learn some things quickly
about English, and Linda had to learn some things quickly aboutmath.

Although the instructors heldfrequent meetings with them, the tutors
often had\to learn lessons as they'were being presented to th class. This
necess40\may have conferred an accidental benefit because the tutors were
able to tell the teachers which parts of lessons needed more attention or'
some modifications.

An occasional drawback was that a tutor couldnii give a student an
answer or that the tutor might give an'answer Which would differ from the
instructor's answer. In that circumstance, the student might announce to
others that the tutor didn't' "know ." To the tutors' credit, they overrode
these incidentS tactfully. Such,incidents merely underlined the importance.

e
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of experience for tutors and the importance of selecting tutors of

appropriate character.

The presence of the tutors was vital in several ways. Most obvious

was that the tutors and the instructor could give personal help to individuals.
0

Another significant advantage was that the tutors could often, be more
personal in their discussions with individuals than could the teachers. Most

of the information about the ?tudents anxieties, about their illnesses, and

about many other problems came from the tutors.

The students' evaluations of the tutors give evidence of their usefulness.

(See the evaluations, p.43 ). The tutol-s' evaluations of the program give

evidence of their own committed concern-. (See pp. 45-47)

E. Meetings and Reports

Throughout the semester, the Basic Skills instructors heToPregular meetings
at which they exchanged information on the progress and problems of the Basic

Skills students.

In addition, they frequently held meetings with the tutors to check th9r
impressions and to inform the tutors of the next lessons. 't

Three meetings during the semester were held with the internal-consultants,

as a group,-to gain further perspectives.

Each month, the Basic Skills instructors met with the, administrators and

with CETA representatives. The team's activities and plans as well as the
students' progress an'd difficulties were detailed in Progress Reports and

again discussed at length.

The meetings and reports - thoUgh sometimes burdensome - 'helped to keep

the program in focus amidst a welter of daily lessons.

F. Selection Process' °-

In December and early January, the two CETA offices called prospects
who matched the Basic Skills criteria. The students were asked if they would

be interested in the'program. If they were, they were directedito,the MCCC

South' Campus.,to be -ibterviewed by one of the Basic.Skills .teachers'.
.4

Candidates who had beep processed threkiWtheAt. Clemens CETA office
had already been tested for skills and aperitudiS and had been some orientation

and motivation training in the office's'Assessmint Center. -The tests included

these instruments:

Nelson Denny Reading Test .,

C.O.A.T.S. Employability'Attitudes Test
Bennetts Mechanical Test

WRAWS Test (Math)
Minnesota Paper.Form Board Test
M.O.I.S. Test

. .43



This testing conferred much imeful information, but it also added to

the Basic Skills teachers':-worries about overtestinq.

.
Unlike the Mt. Clemens' office, the Warren CETA Office did no testing of

its own. Instead it contracted to Rave the Nelson Denny test administered .

to its clients by a private service. When candidates arrived at the Macomb
Campus, the Basic Skills'teachers had already received their test scores.
A Basic Skills teacher would interview a candidate according to a prescribed
format. (See Appendix C, p.206). As well as he could, the instructor put
the candidate at ease. Then'the instructor explained the purposes of the
program,. and the requirements of the program. The candidate was given a set

of course descriptions which the instructor further explained. (See Appendix

D,-p. 207 ). Thereafter, the instructor and candidate 'together filled out a

",Counseling Record.'% (See-Appendix E, p.209).

When this-process had-been completed, the`-candidate was asked again ift
he or she would still be interested in undertaking the program. Most were,

but'a few weren't.
41k

Afte'r the can idates had been interviewed for the day, the Basic Skills

Instructors discu ed them:tssibilities. A few cand-idates appeared to be

overqualified for. be program; a few appeared underqualified. Between

December 10 and January.9, the instructors interviewed thirty-six candidates
of whom twenty-five were selected.

G. General Student Characteristics

The makeup of the final group was something of a surprise to the teachers. .
.Ietncluded many more women than had been anticipated. Seventeen of the

twenty-five students were women.

Another surprise was that the group included no black students. Only

two black candidates' had been sent for interviews, and these ,had been
disqualified because they already had jobs.

The age rangewas.from nineteen to forty-eight. However, the majority.

were ire-their ,twenties. .
.

,
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All had been employed, though a couple of the older women had held

only unskilled jobs years earlier.

A common comment by the Instructors was that the candidates appeared

to-be more promising than they had planned for. These initial impressions

sometimes underwent revision.

Most of the students had been out of school for some time. They had

natural problems developing effective Study Hilts. Their problems with

listening skills and attention span are discussed in the Reading/Std5'Skills

section. Such difficulties were predictable.

A common problem which the instructors could not anticipate at the

beginning of the program was poor health. Three of the students Were

hospitalized during the course of the program. Three suffered film compli-

cations of pregnancies. Two suffered from eye problems. Others had what

seemed to be genuine illnesses which interrupted their studies from a couple

of days to'a couple-of weeks. A possible inference could be that the students

hadn't learned basic skills earlier becauseof poor general health.

In addition, many of the students experienced the sorts of problemgrwhich

could be associated with a low economic status - car breakdoks, family pres-

sures, and court appearances.

The instructors'sometimes'tried to speculate whether the group was

,unusually unlucky or if tt only seemed to be more Unlucky'than their other

classes because they had.learned so much more about the trouble of the basic

skills students.

H. Student Responses toCanfield Learning Styles Inventory

On the first day of class, the students were given the Canfield Learning

Styles. Inventory published by Humanfa Media of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Their

responses indicate some furthv'class characteristics.

1. The most striking characteristic of the class as a' whole was the

frequency of low self-expectancy. The "Expectancy Score" of the f

Inventory was registered on a scale from 1 to 5. A score of 1 would

imply the expectancy of failure, and a scoreof 2 would imply an

expectancy of low achievement such as a El grade.

Out of the twenty-two students who were present to take the Inventory

almost half - ten - apparently'expected to receive D's or E's. Fodr,

registered an "Expectancy" score of 2; and no fewer than six registered

an "Expectancy" score of 1.

Aitotal of ten predicted that their level of performance would be at d

"an average a, .satisfactory" level of C. Only two expected that heir.

performince;wodid achieve "an average or good". B level; and no st dent

expected to ach:reve,an "outstanding or superior level" of A.

The cluster of scores at the bottom of the "Expectancy1! scale was one

of the most clearly definable Sets of reactions to the Inventory.

p
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,2. The conditions of learning which the students preferred also
were indicated by.some clearly recognizable, and rather surprising,

clusters.

Each item of this part ofzthe inventory required the student to
number four choices. The "most preferred" choice would be numbered

. 4; the "second" would be numbered 3; the "third" would be numbered
2; and the :least preferred" wouldbe numbered I. However, the
Tnventory converted these judgments into a five-point scale with
5 indicating "most preferred" and 1 indicating "least preferred."
A 3 would suggest that the students feelings were uncertain on
divided.

Student'preferences forconditions of learning were unexpected.
The instructors had surmised that the students had not learned well
in their earlier schooling because they had dislikedAuthority.

VP.

To the instructors" surprise, the category which received a high
number of positive rankings (9) with no negative rankings was
"Authority." (three 5's; six 4's; thirteen 3's; and no 2's or

l's). "Authority" is given this definition by the Inventory:
"Desiring classroom discipline and maintenance of order; having
informed and knowledgeable instructors." No other category re-

ceived more than nine positive or negative rankings, and no other
positive or negative rankings t.eceived zero.

The strong preference for.'"Authority" must be coupled with a
distinct aversion to "Instructor". The category of "Instructor"

was defined in this way. "Knowing the instructor personally;

hiving a muyual understandiug; liking one another." Nine

negative rankings were recorded for this category. , This was the

highest number of any set of negative.rankings. (The totals were

two 5's; three 4's; eight 3's; seven 2's; and two-l's).

When the preference for "Authority" and the aversion. to "Instructor"
are combined,-a certain picture emerges. A large part of the class preferred

a classroom run by a strong'authoritOlgure who would know his job but

who would not become personal. This picture suggests a conventional class-

room system. 't

'-;

Nevertheless that inferencejoust be qualified. The only other set of

esponses which clustered as many as nine was the group of positive responSes
to "Goal Setting". "Goal Setting" isaTined in this way:' *Setting one's
own objectives; using feedback to modify'goals and procedures; making One's

own decisions, on objectives,* (The totals in this° category were four 5's;

five,4's;,eleven 3s;' two 2's; and NO l's.) Therefore the preferred picture

becomes that of an orderly classroom, run by a knowledgeable it impersonal
instructor; which permits the pursuit.of one's own goals.

A ftirther qualification might bemade in light of,negative student responses
to "Organization"., "Organization"- was defined in these words: "Course work

logically and tlearlyorganized; meaningful` assignments and sequence of

activities.* This category drew more negative responses (8) than any other

except "Instructor". (The totals, were NO 5'S; one 4; eleven 3's; six 2's;

and-two l's.) Possibly, the number o'f negative responses was prompted by the

46.
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students' inference that the organization would be someone else's. A pair
t

of choices which distinguishes " Organization" from "Goal Setting" would be .

these:
(Choose the "most helpful for improving your school experience ".)

a. There were more class outlines and clearer statements

about what the classes were all about.

b. There were more opportunities to think through my

capabilities and set goals for my performance.

Paralleling the dislike of "organization" was a preditposition against

"Detail". The definition of "Detail" was "Specific information on assignments,

requirements, rules, etc:" Only three students made favorable. responses to

"Detail" whereas six made unfavorable responses. (One 5; two-4's; thirteen 3's;

five 2's; one 1.) The independent state of mind implied by the'preference for '

"Goal Setting" and aversion to "Organization" and "Detatl",seems to be dis-

tinguished further by reactions to "Competition" and "Independence"..

The instructors had surmised that the students'would dislike "Competition:

Desiring comparison with others; needing to know how one is.doing in relation

to others." Yet "Competition" drew seven favorable responseeanebnly,three

unfavorable responses (two5's; five 4's; twelve 3's; three 2's; and no l's

,

Attitudes toward "Independence" were more evenly divided. 01.ndependence"

was "working alone and independently; detetmining one's or study plan; doing

things for oneself." Six favorable responses were recorded "Independence", but

five negatives ones were likewise recorded (three 5Ls; three 4's; eleven,

4113's; five 2's; no l's ). .

A ategory which the instructors thought the students would favor was

"Peer: Working in student teams; good relations with others; having student

friends, etc." Yet the class was almost evenly divided cn regard to this

category. Six positive and seven negative responses were Indicated (no

5's; six 4's; nine 3's; five 2s; and two l's ).

The class preferences for conditions could be ranked.iri'this Order:.

Authority:
/Goal Setting:

Competition:
Independence:
Peer:

Detail)

Instructor:
Organization:

9+ ; 0-
I

9+ ; 2- Oft

7+ ; 3-

6+ ; 5-

6+ ; 7-

3+ ; 6-

5+ ; 92'

3+ ; 8- 0

The'rankinp suggested preferences for these conditions: t

A setting, stabilized by knowledgeable authority, whiCh

Permitted independent pursuit of personal goals but which = .

did not necessitate personal interaction.

,

<,2

Some strong cautions must be inserted before these preferences are; :-- Aft

accepted. The Canfie4d Inventory was given the first day oftheclass before lip

the students knew one another and their instructors. Furthermoremost of the

students had been out of school some'years.
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41'

Soon after the semester had begun, most of the.class had arranged
itself into informal cooperative peer ggOtps;.and eventually, a number

even called for more goal setting by thfflinstfbcfors. Nevertheless,

reactions to the conditions section of the inventory seemed enlightening
and they influenced some course practices.

3. Student preferences for course Content was likewise surprising considering
the high proportion of females in the class.

The preferericA may be ranked in this order:

"Inanimate: Working with things;1 building, repairing, designing,

operating." (9+ ; 2-)

"Numeric:' working with numbers and logic, compUting; solving
Mathematical problems, etc." (6+ %,4-)

"People: Working with people; interviewing, counseling; selling,

helping." ,(4+ ; 6-)

"Qualitative: Working with wordsor language; writing, editing,

talking," (3+ ;

More.than two-thirds of the class preferred working with things or.
numbers possibly because of their vocational interests.. The aversion toward

working with language had obvious implications for the writing and reading

. classes although the students preferred reading as a 'Made of learning.

4. Studentpreferences in regard to modes of learning appeared to contradict

-their responses to prefe ences in regard to course content.

The preferences for mo s of learning follow this°,order:

v.
"Reading: )Examining t e written word; reading text's, pamphlets, etc."

(6+ ; 3-)

"-Iconic: Viewingillustrations, movies, slides, pictures, graphs, etc."

.. (6+ ; 5-) . ..

.
, .

.
. .

"Direct Experience: Handling or performing; shop laboratory, field trips,

. practice exercises, etc." (4+ ; 7-). ,.,

0 be

"Listening: Nearing information; Tectures, tapes, speeches, etc."

(3+,; 6-)

,Giventhe preferences of course content, an inference might be that
!Tirect,Experience" would rank higher as a preferred mode; but, of, bourse,

it did not. Additionally; the-prefei'ence -for "Reading" as a mode was puzzling.

The downgrading of "Listen.iugu was no surprise in retrospect. All of the

instructors commented upon the students' troubles with Tistening', to:directions

and. explanations.

9
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I. Acceptance and Registration

The candidates were informed by mail whether they had been accepted or

rejected. On 'January 16 theProject Counselor, Bart Siumano, helped the

candidateS through the registration process and gave them a brief orientation

to the college.

J. First-Day Activities

The first-day activities had been with the recommendations of the external

consultants and other authorities in mind. The intention was to be welcoming

and supportive and.yet to create a clearly defined structure.

Jr )
,Ss

Activities followed this schedule: 1

8:00 -9:00 The class met wikl all four instructors. Each instructor

introduced himseTrikto those students whO had not met him and

explained the purpose and usefulness of his class.

9:00-10:00 ,The Canfield Learning Styles Inventory was explained and

ladministered.

10:00-11:00 The students were asked to introduce.themselves to one another.'

Each student was asked to interview one. other student. Then

each-student gave bn interview to a third student. The inter-

. viewers were asked to take notes for' a paragraph to be written

later.
4 '

11:00-12:00 The students were taken on a tour of the Programmed Learning

0. Center, the Computer Terminal room, the library and the Student-

Community Center. From the Student-Community Center, the

students couldriew the layout of the campus.

12;001.12:30 Lunch

12:30-2:00 A business meetirfg was held. The students were given copies

of the Attendance PoJicy, the Promptness Policy, and the
Assignments policies. (See Appendix F, pp. 210-211). These

- policies were discussed with the students: The students then

signed a form which noted that they had read the policiesand
had understood them. Thereafter, textbooks and supplies were

distributed to the students-and they were assisted with the
forms rioting that they had received those items.

2:00-3:00 The students were asked to write the paragraphs based on the

notes of their inter*iews with other students. .'

3:0Q-4:00 A guest sp eaker was introduced. He was Mr..Leonard J. Rinke,

a Divisional Manager of the Fisfiefliody Division, General .

Motors: Mr. Rinke told the students' of 'the usefulness of

basic skills in business andjhoi he had-to struggle to acquire

those skills in order to get ahead.

The students questioned Mr. Rinke and then questioned the

instructorsabout the college and the program. A4
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The students seemd to share th first -day activities in good spirits,

but three of them had missed it. 0 e had reported that she would notbe

undertaking the program because of ransportation problems.

When contacted by the Counselor, two others reported that they were-

These two joined the program within a week.

'K. Further Testing `

9.0,1 -

I

On the second day, a Tuesday,the students were given twomore diagnostic

tests. Ar

In the Reading/StudySkillsclass, they received the M aw-41.11 Reading

Rate, Comprehensioh, and Skimming-Scanning Test. In the Ma atics class,

they received the Mathematid Att4udes Scales test...
4

On Thursday, the CounselingClass administered the Nowicki- Strickland

"Focus, of Control Scale." After all the testing they had tmengiven, the
students did appear to be reaching the limits- of their tolerance.

On the following Monday, the English instructor felt obligated to remind
the students of the usefulness of the testing to them and to the program. He

then.administered the Written EnglIsh Expression test:-
eS

, Mg testing program, therefore, seemed onerous to the stapnts but

hesessary fRr the safle of objet ivy data.
, y

,1 . . q.,
,

'' 4
o ' , ' * . .

L. Wee k1 sciredtle ''''. .'.1- -, "c <e
,

T e weekly schedule,foltowed this pattern:

,

a as

A

o

O
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TIME
0 10

MONDAY f

8:0 a.m. RDG 292
J-229

10:00 a.m.

**RDG LAB
J-229
or PLC

MTH 292

J-229

i:

11:00 a.m. **MTH LAD
J-229
or PLC i

lo-

12:00 p.m.. LUNCH

,,k2:30 p.m. ENG 292
' J-229

1 :30 p.m. **ENG LAB
.

. - c, J-229
.

or PLC

,

p.m. J-229

I

2:30 p.m.- * *COON 292

4:00.

. .

. 5/

_

BASIC SKILLS°PROJECI

WEEKLY SCHEDULE,.

TABLE 2

TUESDAY I WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

RDG 292
J-229

RDG 212
0-229

RDG 292
J-229

RDG LAB
-° J-229

or PLC

RDG CAB
J-229
or PLC

S.S.R.
(Sustained S lent Readirig)

MTH 292

J-.229 ) '

MTH 292 V MTH 292
,

J-229 J-229

MTH LAB '

, J-229 1

. or PLC .0.

4

MTH LAB
J-229't

or PLC

MTH LAB
J-229
or PLC

1

LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

ENG 292
J-229

ENG 292 - ENG 292
J-229 J-229

ITC4292
R ,& T Bldg.

runs to 4:30 1

N-
I

,

ENG LAB
J -229

or PLC

ENG LAB
J-229

or PLC
runs to 3:30

i.-

i *CNN 292
I_ J-229

.

-

SATURDAY

CO
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a

The lab periods offered the instructors the advantage of flexibility,
and the students did not make many criticisms of the way the week was
organized. (See the student evaluation, p.42 ).

Nevertheless, as the tutors Commented (p.45 ), the three-hour English
period'which ended the week sometimes seemed too long to be completely
effectiv.

M. Problem Areas

As the semester began, and throughout its length, the majority of the
Students appeared to be hardworking, cooperativee,and-optimistic. These
essential points must be emphasized, for the next series of points will
concern problem areas.

(1) The "tightly, knit" satortive atmosphere of the single 'classroom
seemed to have some pluses and some minuses. The students soon
developed so e strong sub groups. They did not change the original
accidental sting pattern of the first day for several weeks.

In part, this pattern seemed helpful. They gave one another emo
tional support and they gave one another permissible help in their'
lab periods.

4

On the other hand, the sub-groups occasipnally generated petty
jealousies and hostilities. The instructors and tutors sometimes
speculated that thrn clasSroom situation had generated juvenile
behavior which would not have occurred under less intensely
personal conditions.

.

A couple of examples will suffice, On one occasion, an instructor
entered the classroom to find that the students were having
paper wad fight. On another occasion,-a young woman of one sub-

,- group developed an animus toward a young man of another sub-group.
She inserted a needle in the cushion of a chair where she expected
Om to sit. During a lab period, the chairs became switched
around, and she sat on her own needle. Her mortification was such
that she departed for the day.

Incidents like these could biglossed over. But a few more serious
happenings as well as occasifeal outbursts and flare-ups were
distratting. Such behaviormoUld not be likely if the (Students'
were,inga conventional remedial class.

(2) Tardiness sometimes became another problem. The students. were
seldom late at the beginning of the day. But without constant
prodding by the Writing instructor, some would develop habits of
tardiness after the half-hour 1,unch break. Docking the late- <

comers fifteen minutes o, pay fbr tardiness had some, effect, but
the effect was not,absolute.

(3) Absences became a serious concern. Most often, students would
call in to report why they had missed classes: In many cases; the
reasons were health problems.
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Yet by the fifth week, chronic absentees were ed to a
special meeting and given a c011ective.warning; INspite?
warnings, absences increased after,the semester' break. The
April 22 Progress Report-noted that fourteen.of the twenty-
one remaining students had missed atleast once.during the
preceding two weeks. Eventually, one of the students had:to
be dropped for excessive absences.

'The instructors concluded that t oy -should have adhered,to
their own absence policy in a. e se ere fashion.

'(4) Drops occurredsometimesiby accident
because of, excessive absences.

sometimes, probably,

Ong of priginal twenty -five dropped before the program
began. Titer reason she gave was-a transportation difficulty.

Two more dropped during the-first six weeks. One had moved
out of the Macomb CETA district and had, therefore; become
ineligible for the Program. One' said that she-could not
find anyone to care for her young children. ,

Yet as late as Aprilwithin five wee s ofthe semester ending,
the program still had retained twenty-onelout,of the twenty-
four who had began classes.

In the last weeks, one was dropped for excessive absenCes.
Another, dropped following a couple of weeks in Ikee hospital
with aback problem. One other student'drOpped7Ohe'told
the Counselor, because he felt guilty about not looking'tor
a job. A final student dropped within the last two weeks
without /giving a reason. if

.Despite the drops, the retention rate for the program was
significantly higher than it*was for, the teacher's other'
developmental classes. This point ts demonstrated bythe
program evaluations. (See.p. 47 )

(5) Semester Break and Human Potential Workshop.
A possible decline of productive behavior may have been a
consequence of a long break in the academic classes. The
Spring break occurred from March 12 to March23.^ The break
was followed by the HuMan Potential Workshop 10 by colselors

.

from March 23 to March 26.

The students thus had no writing classies from ra'T-0-1.2 to
March 26. And.they hpd no,Math and Reading/StUdy Skills,
classes from March 12 to March 30. f.

Most of the students thought that the Human( Potential Workshop
had helped them. Yeethe Workshop'might have been-undertakIn

.

at a better place in the semester. The 'tutors? whose sympqrhe-
tic judgment was invaluable, considered the two-week break
"disasttous." (Seethe tutors' evaluafions, page 46 ).

sito
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e.

N. Concluding Activities

4,

.

. AS the semester, neared its conclusion, some s y en ecame iricreasingly
anxious,atout their seJection of-their next courses and about their choice
of vacatIonal.paths. , The description of how the students were guided to
selection of programs and courses is presented in the discussion of the
Counseling ourse. ,

Another important concluding activity was the administration of post-
,

tests and student,evaluations. Again, the instructors had misgivings about
'giving the students too many tests and questionnaires in too brief a period
of time. But the instructors could find no other time than the last week
for thes'e final necessities.

'A, Student Evaluations of the Rrogra esign and Sequence

The team sprit some weeks formulating an-instrument for student evaluation
of the program components: The instrument obliged the student to not whether
theyleStrongly Ag'reed" (SA), "Agreed" (A), "Disagreed" (D) or "Strongly
Disagreed" (SD) with statements about the design elements which were to be
evaluated.

T4e range of four choices folloWed the vice ofxternal consultant,
DP% Join Roueche, to force the students into some degree of approval or dis-
6proval. _Student evaluations of the program's classesare presented at the
end of, the discussion of the classes. The evaluations of the'oveoall design
and sequence of the program are presented here.

(1) The single ctassroomin whichmostof the program was conducted
. did not seem to.create problems for most:students though responses

to the last item (5)-indicates(that it could eventually "become
confining. The general approval" f the one setting came

seas a mild surprise to the instructors.

TABLE 3
Evaluation of,Classrdom

c

SA A D SD

The classroom used for instruction in
read ng. mathematics and composition

1. was eomfortable. 5 9 2 1

?. permitted liscussions, among students. 7 10 0. 0
.r.'

3. made it possible for instructors and
tuto toprovide over- the - shoulder.
help t Students.

9 6 .0 6

I. was toosch;wded. , 1 4 9 3

5.4 became confining after a while.' 5 . 7 3

r 0
4

t

2
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At the bottom of the questiOnnaire, the students were asked.

to add any further comments they might care to make: Two

students commented that they, would have preferred to change

rooms from class to class.

'(2) Evaluations of the plan for an instructional day were ,

puzzling. Responses to 1 and 3 suggest-general approval.

But 2 suggests that the students would have wanted study

time in addition to the lab periods. ..

TABLE 4

Evaluation of Instructional Day

The instructional day for the Basic Skills

Program....

I. was about the Hitt length of time. 4 11 1 . 1

2. should have included a study period
during which instructors and tutors
would have been available to help students
who needed help.

5 9 2 1

1._IftsludeaLena . .
.

I Q

the program.

No-students added comments about the plan of the

instructional day.

AO

(3) The next set of items contained responses of considerable

interest to the Basic Skills Administrators and teachers.

A question'from the beginning had been whether an entire

semester would be too long for a prevocational program.

The responses to (1) indicate that most students did not

consider a semester too. long. Another importanepuestion

was whether basic skills should accompany or precede

vocational, training. Responses'to 2 and 3 suggest 'that

the students would not have wanted to begin an entire

program without classes of reading, writing, and math

but that most of them would have liked some vocational

courses to.accompany the basic skills courses.

.

TABLE ,5 -

Evaluation of Course Length

s. If it it offered in future semesters, the:

Basic Skills Program.... .

a.,

.

1. should be offered as a semester

ro rim (1.5 weeks4.

SA A D

7

2. should be offered before the student;

enter 'a technical 17WMg program.

S. should be offered along'with

'4000 technical courses where
students can practice the skills '

they are learning,...._._

(I

{3.

at'

0,

SD

0 4
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No students added comments about the semester length or
about adding technical courses to the program.

. ,

(4) The role of the tutors was generally appreciated by.the
' students. The responses to (3) in the set below indicate.

only that the instructors'usually kept charge of the
grade records.

D.

TABLE 6
Evaluation of Tutori

The Tutors.... . ' .

-....

Having tutors made It possible for ....
I 7°

1. me to have my questions answered
'quickly..

3 11 2 1

2. me to quickly find out what my
errors were when I misunderstood
something.

A
,---,

10 3 0

3. a to quickly finslciut how I was
progressing through the Ipssams:

3 8 5 1

..4. WO get the individual help I
needed,

5 10 1

.

5. the teacher to do 'different.things
with differ'ent people.

8

,....

9 0 ,0

students added remarks about

(5) The students' overall, judgement
favorable. One student did not
becaus'eofan oversight,

TABLE 7,
Overall JudgeMent

Overall. I am

1.

the tutors.

of the program was highly
respond to (2) possObly

V. OVERALL JUDGEMENT

more confident about my c es, of
successfully completing a Job aiming
program u a result of my participation
in the Basic tflcills Program.

s\ 2. glad I participated in the Basic
Skills Program.

e`
SA A SI21

13 4 0
Z .

14 2 0 0

Eight students added comments indicating satisfaction for
aving been a participant in the program. Thirteen students
added comments in praise of.the program '

,
5 7

OF
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e .

P. Student Comments on th Basic Skills Program in Interviews for the

Final Paper
e

As a final assignmentpin the Writing"class, the students were given
direction to interview other students. If possible, each student was tp

jnfterview the same other student whom he or she had interviewed the first,

day of the class.

The interview was to elicit responses. to these questions: -

(1) What do yail think you have gotten out of the Basic Skills Pi-o6ra

(2) What more do You think you coulA have gotten out oft-fge. Program
q.

'The interviewer was to note the responses and organize them into p ra-

graphs for the final piece of writing.

Eleven students volunteered direct comments on changes in'their leelings

about themselves and their schoolwork. ThiSI kind of response had not been

suggested by the discussion of the assignment. When giving the assignment,

-the writing instructor had directed the students" attention toward what they

had gained fromtheir lessons. One of the functions ofthe final paper was'
to suggest to the instructors ways of improving the designvof future courses.

Nevertheless, the students apparently perceived personal changes.t6 be

.at least as impo tant as the lains they had made reading, writing and

math. A range quotes has been listed. .

("What do ypu think you have gotten out of the Basic Skills Program?")

I. "In general, (he) feels he haslearned something through

the four month'program; in how to communicate and relate
toother students in the same situation."

2. "(She) has met aloe, f new peop . She ha node some friends

that she hopes to b able to keep ter the program is over."

"iNow She), is not a raid to talk tO the teadier to get help

on things."
c

"She needed this program to help her so she could be competitive'

in college classes and to project a more knowledgeable impression

on fellow peers and teachers. :.
Due to the confidence she experienced in herself by taking
part in and succeeding in this program, she has become energized
and motivated. ..."

5. "These classes gave (her) acdMplete new outlook for the'future."

6. "basic Skills have,given (her) a better outlook on the future,
with a better prospective of the job market."

7. "(He) also has a bitter attitude toward school. His motivation

is better, too. .t...he knows what goal' that he has got to go for

in 'life."



8. - ". .she*.as_ gained a strong serSse of responsibility from the
Basic Skills Program."

9. "...(he).is.back in the swing of things. He has got out of
being lazy ancrback into the routine of getting up in the

- morning and he is more responsible."

("What more do you think you Could have gotten out"of the Program?") /4

# ,e

Two students mentioned that they would have preferred. a larger room.
The same two studentS would have preferred to chahge rooms for every class.

One'student said that she would have liked to visit regufar tollege
classesin the techniqal program she'hOpes to follow.

Onestudent said that the lunch hbur could Piave been longer.

Q: Tutors' Evaluations and Comments on the Program

Somapprehepsion was expressed that the students' evaluatiOns may have
been colored by end-of-semester sentiments.

The tutors were encouraged to make titeir own judgments from the vantage
of..their'exper4ence. Their evaluations and comments were candid but somewhat
less positive than the students" had been. The tutors reached a consensus on
most points and noted any iyarltions of opinion.

1 They "agreed" that the classroom was comfortable but.added the comment
"too MuchSo." The tutors "agreed" that the room permitted discussions
and again Commented "too' much So" and added that the room "allowed
too much socializing." TAetutors also "agreed" that the room
was too crowded and confining.

2. The tutors "strongly .disagieed" that the instructional day was the

right length of.tiime"..adding the remark "problems with attention
span.", They "strongly agreed" that the day'included enough
time for each course. The tutors added the suggestion, "there
should have been an hour set aside during which students could
'do catch-up work, makeup tests, or get extratelp."

3. In regard to the semester plan, the tutors made this suggestion:
"There should havTleeTiWo eight-week mini-semesters with
instructors permission to continue." Nevertheless, the tutors
"agreed" that the program should be offered before the students
entered a technical training program. On the other hand, one
tutor "disagreed" andlbne'tutor "strongly disagreed" that some
technital courses shoild accompany the program.. In addition
to their responses to the quest nnairep,the tutors wrote a
summary of what they judgedto b the programs' strengths and
weaknesses. They then added their recommendations.

Tutors' evaluations of strengths

1. Overwhelming opportunity for students to master basic skills
in reading, math, and writing.

5J a %,
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4

2. Tremendous teacher,preparationi:effort, patience, and
encouragement.

3. Constant effort to restore and to boost students' academic
confidence and self-image. "Nothing.succeeds like success."

a. Initial pace was not overwhelTing.

Now
b. Topics mere 'repeated and re-:explained.

-

c. Students were encouraged to learn from their mistakes.
ri\"Mistakes are apart of learning."

d. Some opportunity'wai given for the students to work at their
own pace.

e. Pre-tests and re -tests took some of the pressure off. t

4. Informality within a structured learning environment.

5. Students were encouraged, to help each other.

Tutors' Evaluattions.of difftculties-

1. Non-classroom setting.

4
a. easy chairs

re

b. eating and 'drinking during class .

roomc. smoking during tests in PLC room

d. profanity and sarcastic language,"

1. Linda did not see this%asa pisoblem; Frank felt that the
matter should have begn raised with the students.

2, Same "classroom" all day.
, I

3. Lateness to class.

a. set a limit and then give a Penalty of 1 hr. loss of Pay:

4,
4. Two -hour writfing lab was di4icult as the final class of the week.

5. Absences may not'have been handled uniformly..

6. Many behavioral patterns that gave some ofAhe students trouble in
. high school were allowed to continue,

a. Some. were reinforced by the students. themselves.

7. Two-week semester break (1 week of vacation and 1 week of the Human
Potential Workshop) was disastrous for tome of the students; they
never recovered from it.
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Tutors'.Comments and Suggestions

There were two beneficial' changes that took place after the mid- -;

semester break: deadlines on'writing assignments and time limits for

cappleting math units. Some of the difficulties may have resulted from-
#7 under "Strengths." While some of Ihe,difficulties suggest inherent
remedies, there Ore several additional strategies that may be helpful:

1. Have the Human Potential Workihop at the end of the program,

2. Rotate the class schedule each week.

3. Eliminate some of the participants at,mid-semester.
,

4. Have some counseling and group discussions at the'6eginning. '11,

of the program onhigh school academic and behavioral problems:
skI 0, .

,

R. Comparison of Success Rates of Basic Skills and,DeVelopmental Classes '1.,
\

f

In order to compare the success rate'of the Basic kills Program-to-those
of.regulacr rpmedial classes., math instructor, Jerry Brantley deilelOPed a set
of tables and statistics. The tablgs :relate thenumbers of "successful"
completions of the Basic Skills Program'to those of Morton's developmental
English 005 classes, Smarr's developmental\Readfng .005 classes, and Brantley's
developmental Math 005 classes which were taught in the same semester. "Success"

is defined as completion of a course with a "passing" grade of II or_better.

.

ENGLISH 005 '

. T Total

X2= (28 (6) - 20118)2 72

20 48
BASIC SKILLS WRITING

ji
6 24

TOTAL 46 26 .72 46i 26 .48- 24

1;9264

S T ToTotal

READING 005 15 10 25 X2 . (15 (6) - 10 (18) )2. 49

BASIC SKILLS READING/STUDY 18 6 24 .33. 16 24 .25

TOTAL' 33. 16 49

= 1.2528

S 't- Total

MATH 005 23 13 36 X2 = (23 (6) - 13 (18) )2 60

BASIC SKILLS MATH 18 6 24 41. 19.36. 24
TOTAL 41 19 60

.8215

1.9264 + 1172528 + VIET
= 1.97NT-T-

The figures demonstrate that the Basic Skills students succeeded at a significantly

11111

higher rateithan did the regular developmental classes. The odds that the
difference could have occurred by chance are only one in twenty.
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1. A semester-long pre-vocational program for CETA students'

was planned:

2. One question of the design was whether a class-sized program"

should be developed to seevetonly CETA students. The higher

success rate of the Basic Skills Program in relation to regular

developmental progeams suggested that, it coul be.

3. Another question of the design was whether a semester was too

long for a pre-vocational program. Student evaluations indi-

,- cated that It was not too long. The judgments of tlie tutor

disagreed.

it. The students followed asPven-to-e iVit hour-per-day, Monday-

througi-Thursday, thirty-hour weekly schedule.

A queition ilf,the weekly schedule was'whether it was too long

and intense. Student'evaluations sugges* not; the tutors

evaluations disagreeq.

6. 'A single classroom conveniently oppbSitethe OrogrOmed
Learning Center was selected for the Program.

7. A question_was whether the Program should be based in t

single room. The student evaluations suggested feW problems.

The tutors' judgments disagreed.

8. The classroom, though convenient in some respects, could,

not be fully adapted to mastery learning techniques. .

9. The -tutors were essential to indiitqualiied instruction.

10.erequent meetings of the-instrUCtors, administrators, tutors,

consultants, and ,CETA representatives helped define the

4 progress of the Program.,'

11. The criteria for selection of studentsjikii-ESTifully

defined. A central criterion was achievement of, the 7th-

.9th grade level bn the total score of the Nelson!Denny

reading test.
. ,

12. The selection of Students from CETA candidates followed a

defined procedure.'

13-.-The characteristics of those chosen for the Program differed

from expectations in that there were, (a) more women, (b) no

Black students, and (c) more health problems.

14. Student responses to the Canfield Learning Styles Inventory

Indicated these characteristics:

(a) Almost half the students had a low expectancy of success.
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(6) A general preference for a setting, stabilized by a
knowledgeable authority, which permitted independent ,

pursuit of personal goals but which did not necessitate

personal interaction.

(c) A preference to working with things or numbers rather

. than with people or language.

(d) A preference for learning by reading or viewing rather

than by direct experience or listening.

15. The first-day activities were planned to provide a structured

yet, supportive environment.

1b:' The testing program ran the risk of overtesting.

17.The "tightly knit" atmosphere of the classrooM seemed to

encourage some mutual support and some juvenile behavior,

18. Most students progressed in an earnest and cooperative !Ter.'

19. Tardiness and absences sometimes became problems during the

semester.

20. As late as April, ronly three,students had dropped the prograM,

but three more dropped in the final weeks.

21. The two-week interruption caused,by the Spring break and

Human Potential Workshop,may have demoralized some students.

22. The tutors judged thatthe program could be'fmproved by (a)

design, changes and (b) enforcement of student-like habits and

demeanor.

23. According to statistical evidence, the sic Skills classes

achieved significantly higher success rates than regular

developmental classes taught by the same instructors in

the same semester.
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V. REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEAltql OF 41RACTICE1 - COLLEGE READING/STUDY

I

,
During the 'past few decades, ciimmunity college, College, and university

campuses across the United States have been the scene of rapid growth of reading/
study programs and/or courses. In fact; Smith, 'Enright,' and Devirian (1975) found

in a nationwide survey that 61% of the respondents were running some sort of study

skills program. Along with this growth,, there has occurred the development of a

body of research relatel to college-adult reading. Two extensive reviews of recent
research in the .field.no4xist: Blanton and Smith (1975) provide a review of the re-
search reported in over .10 journals, in/Dissertation Abstracts, and in Research in

Education for the period of kay, 1973, through 1974; and &limners, Forester,
( and j.eroski (1978) review reports of research published in the literature for the period
\of June, 1974, through May, 176.4Furthermore, a, critical review of current programs

of reading/study skills instruction "attto-jtear c
rt

lieges...is i presented by Mione (1977),
Adsiitiopal useful reports ,of research- Oilcollegit and adult reading can be found in the
Annual, Summary of Investigations Relathig to Re ding published by the International
Reading Association rand in the ERIC SYSTEM (fdr which `a guide to search procedures

t can.be found in Basile and others, 1975). --

A.

5
.f

Questionable Value of Research `Reports for Developing Model Program
a

However, Sanders (1979) has 'found that much diversity characterizes the methods
materials, content, and Operational practices of college.rhading/study programs. Ip

an attempt to discoyer (1) whether or not these programs do make any difference and

(2-) -what content and operational factors may have contributed to the difference* she

studied nearly 700 re'searcipreports written between 1960 - 1977. Of these she found

that Only 28 studies described their data in useable stAtistical, form, i.e., by relating
the mean gains betwen treatment and comparison groups. -Her meta-analysis of these

studies indicated that college reading/study programs can mid do have statistically:
significant overall beneficial effects in developing students' reading rate, comprehetiiiionT

vocabulary, study' habits, and grade point average. However, most importantly, as did
,Blanton and Smith (1975) before her, Sanders (1979) concluded that, attempting to use
'research reports in order to create a model gale reading /study program is not
currently possible since there exists a serious deficiency in reporting and describing the

, program content and operational factors which influenced the gains. Development of a

model college reading program thereicire still remains somewhat conjectural.

Tentative Guidelines for Developing Effective College Reading/Study Skill Programs

Fairbanks (1973), frOm her study of the relationship of specified features of
repOrted prograins to the effect of those programs° on academic achievement, developed

six guidelines for program developers. Sanders (1979) found that three of these guide-

lines Were supported by her investigation and by her broad review of program's. In
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addition to these three, Sanders (1979) offered fifteen specific recommendations: -five
for Remedial/Corrective Reading Programs, four for_ Academic Support Programs, and
six for Developmental Reading Programs. other sttidies also supported the contention
that certain reading program features affeCt changes in GPA: Turner and others (1974),
Burgess-and-others (1976), and Haburton (1977). And Mione (1977), after critically re-
viewing three main program orientations and four other orientations found among two-'
year college programs, proposed five guidelines for the improvement of community college
reading /study skill programs. -

In order to present these features and/or recommendations in an organized manner,
t remainder of this review of the - literature will include them as they and the findings
of) other researchers and experts are related to the following broad conceptual framework:

Diagnosis
Program Design
Program Content
Instructiolial Methodology

1. Guidelines Related toPlacement/Diagnosis

One important feature of successful programs discovered bx Faiybanks (1973) and
verified by Sanders (1979) was that these programs involved students/in the diagnosis of
their reading difficulties and made them aware of the means by which they could correct
their problems. The fact that careful diagnostic testing is especially -necessary for poor
readers was the conclusion reached by West and Lagotic (1979) inasmuch as -these authors
found that poor readers, unlike capable readers, did not perceive accurately the nature of
their reading difficulties.

(a) Placement

Roueche and Snow (1977) reported that successful reinedial programs generally
included "more tests" than did unsuccessful programs and that while senior colleges
ranked the SAT as their favorite diagagstic/placement instrument, community col= .

leges relied very commonlyon the Nelson Denny Reading-Test: These auedts
cited the following as 'other tests" used by both types of instittations: Mc draw-Hill
California Achievement Test, Diagnostic Reading Test, Iowa Test of Basic Skills,
ACT, and Stanford Achievement Test. The Brown-Holtin Survey' of Study Habits

and Attitudes was the only study skills zheasure cited by these authors. Other study
-skills tests mentioned in the literature were the Study Skills Survey and the Survey
of Reading/Study Efficiency.

However, ,Watj (1980) suimparized the current critical opinion of reading
experts on the use of standardized tests:

The complexity of the reading process 'makes reading experts
loath to depend exclusively on the cores of a reading test to
determine level of ability. Yet it ems to be the only way
to survey the skills of large .gr s of ,incoming students.
Those who use those -scores mu be aware of their limitations.
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The results of a standardized survey test indicate only
how the group tested behaves in a particular kind of reading
situation when compared with the norms specified by the
testers. Test scores do not tell us tolo much about how, a
student'will perform in specific college reading situations.

Newman (1980) added several other caulpns about the use of standardized
tests: that they often yield inaccurate' individual scores; that they are valid as post-

0 tests only if the test measures what has been taught; that even as a group measure,
the test data \nay be inaccurate for evaluation if there are socio-cultural, educational,
or age differences between the norming group and the testing group.

And Pyrczak (1975) reported the results of a number Of studies which re-.
vealed that a substantial number of questions in standardized reading tests lack passage
dependency. Thus, a student may have a better than chance oppoi.ijnity to answer such
items correctly without having to read the passages on which those items were 'supposed-
ly based.

Most importantly, Tillman (1977) offered empirical comparisons among three
Widely used standardized tests at the college level: the Nelson -Denny Reading Test
(N-DRT), the Diagnostic Reading Test (DRT), and the McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System
Reading Test (MGHRT). The author did not offer a wholesale recommendation of any
of the tests; instead he pointed out the weaknesses in reliability, validity, and in read-
ability for each .test.test. ,Nevertheless, he judged that the MGHRT's "substantial
relationship with achievement and general ability is evidence that the author has been
able to construct a speciki and valid measure of reading ability" and that _the .MGHRT's
technique of systematically increasing the difficulty of. its comprehension passages
"appears to be motivationally sound and fairest to slow examinees," in spite of the fact
that readability measures indicate the "DRT is low, the MGHRT high, and the N-DRT
approximately midway." 'And he concluded by stating, "Indications are that the tests

ican be useful n prediction, one &their basic ixirposes."

However, Farr (1968) concluded, after a careful analysis of several tests,
that the rate sub-test of the Nelson- Denny Reading Testshould not be used at all.

Newman (1980) cited two available publications' that can be helpful in choosing,
standEltdized tests for jiLe adult basic reader:' Carsetti's Literacy:. Problems and
Solutions (1975) and' 'rerits for Adult Basic Education Teachers by Vonderharr and

others -(1975).

Of course, once-the appropriate standardized instrument has been adminis-
.

.tered, placement follows,.

4
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Waters (1980) included the following table as

program.

y

a guide to placement in a college

level

Initial Placement in College)Programs.

heading Tett
Cutoff
Pointe

Student Character's:OW
and Skills Needed

RecOmtniiided Advanced

Mandated Intermediate

Basic

r

50th percentile down tit 25th
or 95th percentile .

25th or 35th
percentile,down

rs- to 10th or 15th
percentile

10th or 15th percentile arid
below

Has all basic skills. Needs
confidence for flexibility of
rate. Ready for college ,

materials Needs
soplusilcated study skills.

Needs vocabulary help Finds
college material difficult.
needs pattern piSctices Not
ready for speed.

Poor decoding skills.
lack of vocAtilarit.
poor knowledge
of affixes and
roots Poor comprehensigip of
high school-level materills.

1`.

College Program

Some take remedial writing.
ethers freshman
e.omposition twelve; academic
(red,

Some take remedial writing.
ot heft freshman composition
Some take remedial math. six
to nine creditS.

Most take basic remedial
writing. noncredit math, no
more. than six academic
credits

As suggested by Sanders (1979) 'diagnosis of specific .reading difficulties
);y prescriptive teaching must then occur if the program is to be successful.

(b) Diagnosis of 'Basic Students

followed

For the Basic student especially those that fall below the 10th percentile as
ideltified in the foregoing table, Waters (1980) recommended the support 'services of
a clinic which offers the specialized diagnostic tests that assess perceptual acuity and
screening tests that provide,a highly specific profile of the student's reading problems.
The following instruments, were recommended for' clinical assessment:

Clinical Test

Wepman Auditory Discrimination )

Test (1973)
Goldman - Fristoe Woodcock . )

Test of Auditory Discrimination )

(1970) , )

Keystone Visual Survey Tests-(+956)

Bender Visual - Motor Gestalt
Test (1946)

0

fl

if

Function

assesses ability to discriminate
auditory data

measures visual acuity at both
normal and reading distances

assesses visual motor skills which,
if poor, indicate vulnerability I'
in the reading process
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Thg clinics may very well administeP other individual measures 'of basic reading
strength, and -weaknesses althciugh classroom teachers could do so as well. Two adult
versions of the Informal Reading Inventory. (IRI) intended for basic skills are now avail-40
able which indicate a'student's independent, instructional, and frustration levels of

_..rg_ading, his learning canaciV, as well as his strengths and weaknesses in decoding the
written word: O'Donnell's Informal Reading Inventory,- (1975) andAiiialrmal Reacmii
Inventory for Use by Teachers of Adult Basic Educatitn (1972). Gboclmnn and Burke'i
The Reading Miscue Inventory (1972), which requires some training to administer, yields

'\qualitative data about a reader's use of the three cueing systems of written language:
the grapho-phonic (sound-symIpol), syntactic, and semantic. Because itrequires a re-
telling after.an'oral reading, it helpS to identify.,varibus kinds of-reader including
those who are non-comprehending word-callers as well as those falte g decoders who
neverthelgss comprehend what they appear to be stumbling through.

A group measure of phpnics decoding skills which the literature reported as suit-
able to adult populations, is the California Phonics Test (1963).

--Informal diagnosis may also occur by teacher - prepared tests_ such-as individually,
administered informal reading inventories constructed from actual course 4materialS
or group administered cloze tests constructed from potential instructional materlalso In
fact, Rosenkranz (1976) °found that cloze* tests u ing a 1/5 deletion ratiokere acceptable
for matching advanced ABE students with appr priate reading materials.

Newman (1980) recommended, .especially for the Baste student, tact gathered
background information regarding the prospective student's acad is record, employ-
ment record, other experience,- and personal data as well as an ormal I erest
Inventory to ,be used for developing personalized reading lessons.

(c) Diagnosis of Intermediate and Advanced Students

Diagnosis with in-house instruments may also be useful fpr determining the -

reading problems of the Intermediate student who falls between the 10th to 35th percentiles
on a standardized test.

Waters (1980) cited the Comprehensive Reading Program' Com eten Examination
of Collegt-Level Reading and Study. Skills developed by Bowles and others (1976) as an
example of an in-house test' which closely approximates the actual reading experience in
a typical college assignment. this test has the advantage of requiring students to read
a chapter from an actual college text and to,respond to vocabulary, comprehension and.
study shills questions based .on the chapter. But it has the disadvantage of being un-
suitable for testing thousands of incoming students since each exam must be 'scored

F6rtherinore, an examination of the Bowles test-'-reveals a level of diffi,-
culty beyond the capabilities of a typical basic skills student and even -of,the lower' levels
of the category called developmental studrts. ,sInstead,' it seems suitable for the type
of student who 'falls between the 25th and 50th percentiles, on a standardized college
reading test.

re%.t ,
Maxwell (1979) suggested away to administer the Brown-Holtzman Survey of

Study Habits and Attitudes in order to distinguish between students who genuinely lack

*Basically the cloze technique ,assesses the
readers by asking those readers to-, supply
of that text at

frt
a rate of every fifth (or' n

0
ve _

.

suitability of a given _text for prospective
words deleted from rettesentative passages
) word. -

(-1 -

loot
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knowledge of effective, study habits and attitudes and students who know'but fail to
apply them personally. She recommended asking academicallf ,upsucce§sful students
to respond to the Survey as they thini5 "A'.! students Acould. \Qcourse, those who
respond "correctly" know,d)ut do not apply useful study skills, while those who
respond "incorrectly" need help in developing the study skills for which they ack
awa reness. .

-(d) Diagnosis_ of Listening Skills

In the area of study skills, Roueche 'and Snow (1977rinsisted that listening ability
is a primary skill for success, in the college classroom. For Basic students Clark
and Woodcock (1967) developed Standardized Listening Passages which could be used
to diagnose listening capacity. Of course, the Xerox Effective Listening Program,
originally developed for white collar workers, contains a pre-test whose score can
be used to Assess a student's listening efficiency againstAtie,24% efficiency of the
average untrainediadult listener.

(e) Diagnosis of Test Anxiety

Finally, Maxwell (1979) cited two instruments which are widely used to diagpose
test anxiety in students: Alpert and Haben's Achievement Anxiety QuestionnaifeG960),
which helps 'to distinguish between facilitating and debilitating anxiety;, and, the.OTABS-
(Suinn Test Anxiety Behavior Scale, 1969).

(f) Intellectual and Physiological Limitations A

Two final studies are worth mentioning in the area of diagnosis/placement.
Ford (1974) found .that of all the fictors he studied,. I. Q. made the greatest-contribu-
tion to the reading ability of the college freshmen he tested. In other words, as
some people are limited or gifted in intelligence, they will also remain limited or
Potentially gifted in ,reading ability. The implication seems to be that an intelligence, test
administered during placement may save institutions, reading faculty, and students of low
intelligence much frustration, cost, and time.

Worth sconsidering along this line of thoug ht is Frauenheirufs'follow-up study
(1975) of 49 adult 'males who ere diagnosed as dysle3cic in childhood. Tests ,

administered 10 years and '3 Months after the initial diagnosis indicated that the
subjects remained severely retarded in reading abAity (mean G. E. score of 3.6).

Perhaps, all that the reading program ought to promise, therefore, is to help individuals
achieve wIdt their intelligence and/or physiology allows them to achieve and no rnore.
In other words, Some raresifividuali cannot learn to read at all because' the
physiology of their brain preVegs ther,n from processing the written word. . Others-
cannot learn to read materials at a sophisticated level of thought beCaUse their Intel-

` .ligence cannot cope With 'such thinking. . Most readers, however, can improve their
reading/study skills.to some leyel beyond which they currently read And they can
improve by participating in a program where they have, been approximately Well
placed and within -which. the nature of their current strengths' and weaknesses .hits been
carefully and. realistically diagnosed-. ,

.

.6j e
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(g) Summary - Placement/Diagnosis

In summary; the literature seems to suggest the following as a model for?placgment/dh

diagnosis of large groups of arriving students for-. a comprehensive reading/study skillW

program:

I
e- 15%iie i

4,
Basic Reading
(Mandatory)

Clinical Diagnosis
Visual/auditory acuity
.Visual /auditory

discrimination
,Informal Reading

Inventory
Reading Miscue

Inventory

Standardized Testing 1

IInitial Placement
or'

16 - 35%ile 1

Developmental Reading
(Mandatory)

Informal
Diagnosis

Cloze tests
Informal

tests
Survey .of

Study Skill

36 0%ile-

Advanced Reading'.
(Recommended)

Informal
Diagnosis

Survey of
Study Skills

(advanced)

And the follo4ing appear to be suggested by the literature as guidelines found, in' euccessful

college reading/study programs for the plac'efnent and diagnosis of studeilis.- "'

Placement --

1.) Although standardized reading tests, have severe lim'taticts, =cli a test -L

the Nelson-Denny'''Reading Test, for example*-- is useful foil predicting success
,

for large groups of incOming freshmen.

2.) An intelligence test, admifiistered during placement procedurese, may help' the

institution, the faculty, and most importantly the student formulate realistic
academic goals and programs.

3.). Generally, four, levels of reading improvement' should be available for the ,

placement .ofsstudents: special (handicapped, and/or learning disabled), basic,

developmental, and advanced.

DiagnOsis --

1.) 'A diagnostic .clinic should be maintained as a support service, to severely

handicaliped readers. This Clinic should make trained professionals aiailable

to offer specialized diagnostic testing from which a highly specific profile ?f

the student's handicaps,. limitations, hnd strengths may be developed.

.2.) The successful program must involve students directly in the diakhosis,

understandingvand choice ortreatmen. t for their reading problems.
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3.) Informal diagnosis by means of commercially prepar er pre-
pared instruments designed especially for or suitable for adults i now possible.
These may include: informal reading inventories, Ooze tests, in-house tests
of college-level reading and study skills; listening tests, and test anxiety scales.

4.) For all students, but most especially for the fuscionally illiterate, interest
inventories and background data ,should be gathered by which to personalize
instruction.

Guidelines for Program Design

Remedial_ and developmental reading/study Skills instruction in college and
community colleges is currently offered in a variety of program organizational designs:

1.) It may be offered as courses or minicourses.- These may include distinct
reading courses and /ore study skills courses, though often reading and study
skills are combined in one course. The courses may be taught out of the
English Department or the Reading Department; as one variety of instruction
provided in a Learning Assistance Center; or as part of a larger, more inte-
grated Basic Studies Division. Commonfysuch courses extend f9r a semester,
although sometimes they are offered as minicourdes, especially in study skills,
or as summer mini-semester preparatory courses. .

$
. 4

2.) It may be offered in a wholly individualized, self-paced modularized and/or
tutored mode within a Learning Center or in outreach sites.

3.) It may be offered as adjunct skills courses (Maxwell; 1979) which parallel
regular classes (whose enrollments are high, in which many students have difficulty
learning the content, and for which grading is tough). In this form the skills

" specialist cooperates with the content teacher, attends the content c ass, and con-.
ducts Ieabaingjekilli,sessiqns for students in?the content cli-sp in ssions held't
after the,' regulai trass \-

The question as to which of these organizational modes IS . mo effective depeic-IS
, .

,, more upon one's philosophy of instruction than upon the conclusive r Ots of any re-
search in the area. In fict, the issue relates to the debate regarding .rhich 'delivery .

system to :use -- the traditional course lecture_ design at one extreme or the wholly
individpalfzed, programm approach. at the other, with all sorts of combinations and
variationsin.between. Co sequentiy, the question would best be dealt with in aNlater
section of this review struCtional Methodology. sib

. , '4 40 Ir `

However, tabling fqr the time being this related issue does not mean that research
has nothing at all to say about effective program design. It doest,' ..

._ __.

,?i,
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.
(a) Design Features o f Successful Programs rat

Fairbanks (1974), for example,. found that reading programs which significantly
affected student GPAs combined reading and study-skills instruction with counseling
services, included more class time for practice than did unsuccessful programs, and
were 40 hours or more in cturation.

Maxwell (19791 cited the teacher Mentor Counselor Program at Brooklyn College
as a program which exemplifies Fairbanks' guidelines-. Thi'W special services program
had the following features:

It gave interdisciplinary retnediation in'reading.
Itimplemented counseling and tutorial services ,in the classroom.
It stressed close communication among instructorsolounselors, tutors,
and remedial personnel, who met together three tinier weekly.
Average Contact with students' was eleven hours per week.-

In comparing this program to one in which, the counselors! remedial specialists, and

instructors did not interact, Obler and others (1977] found that the experimental group-
achieved higher GPAs and had a significantly higher rate of retention..

4

(b)
Integrating Redding/Study Skills within a Division

.... .
,

Rouedhe and Snow' (1977) presetted results which favor fincorporating the reading/
study skills instruction within a total developmental program. They cited their research
which,showed that "programs organiz'ed by department or division accounted for the %

organizational pattern in 67 percent of both the senior and ,,community colleges in the -

high success group," while developmental "programs which consisted of indivichrl

(often isolated) courses in departments spread across the cazaptis accounted .for the

organizational pattern found in 33 percent of the senior colleges and 40,. percent of the ''

community colleges 'reporting low sucogss with students." ..

Maxwell (1979) succinctly s m i ed the characteristics of effective programs'

in this way:

Although it is impossible to separate out the various comVonents
of an integrated program to determine which aspects of'it make a

'difference, the ,combination ,of instruction; counseling, 'reading aoil study
skillf services, and tutoring within one program and the interaction of the.
various staff.members seem to be the conditions necessary for a'success-
ful program. fa'

Finally, and certainly most mportantly,',after critically reviewing the state of
prbgranis found in community colleges,' Mione (1979) concluded "that nwo-year. coljege

reading Programs lacked clear,,bioad; in-depth objectiveg." Two.' reasolis for this

majo/ pr Olen; Which he identified as primary causes, were- these:

7 4.1
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Lack of philosophy, .i.e., they fail
a process for which all students at
remedial, developmental, advanced
work -- the handicapped and retard

to view reading as "developmental" --
albleyels could benefit! from instruction:
and even those needing more specialized
ed.

at

Lack, of 10 broad definitiOnlof rsadriik on which to base the program, i.e.,
instead of viewing reading as a "complex, active process involving such

factors as purpose, attitude, personality, language skills, knowledge,
intelligence, past experience, conceptual background, and neurological,

physiological, and psychological concerns . [as],the active process,
[involving] thinking and reasoning and-resting" -- these ill designed

programs viewed reading "as a simple mechanical prOcess involving word

recognition and, pronunciation, and emphasizing eye-movement: "

s,
.2, A non-technical, description of the reading process (gale of the most

.Comprehensible that can be' found) i4 given by Waters (1980) in the recent' book

'Teaching Basic Skills in College. Because an utiderstaxiding of the reading
.process is so crucial to the development of a sound,college reading program, it Is

offered here in its entirety:

sr,

O

In the process of reading. the reader begins by looking at the
words in a passage. expecting to grasp their meaning. When the
reader knows the words and the sentence or passage fits.into- his
prior knowledge and experience, he can comprehend the text.
What the reader undepta.nds thus depends not only on what he
sees on the printedpage but also on the extent to which his experit._,

ence contributes to his understanding. When this process happens
smoothly. reading takes place. meaning is acqUired. and the reader
is unaware of the reading process as such. When the reading pro-
cess is slowed down by uncertainty of any sort. when errors in
Areannig. ambiguities of meaning.-orunknown words appear. read-
ing is impaired and meaning is not der. The loss in comprehen-
sion can be due either to the reader's lick of skills, to laCk of expe-
riential background. Or to the inherent difficulty of the material.

In the usuarreaai4 of a passage, the reader uses all avail-
able decoding skills to give meaning to the print; some words are so
familiar that the reader automatically tecognizes them: these sight,
words",are perceived as wholes. If the reader finds unfamiliar
words.. his pace of undetstanding is slowed and he summons a
varte.,ty of decoding skills. He will use the context of the sentence as'

a clue to meaning and pronunciation. However, context may not,
help. as with the word teltbmocular in the sentence He used the
telebinocular machine." Here the sentence provides no clues be-
yond the indication thar whatever the word means. it describes'
some kind of machine. .The reader can also use an alternate
strategy. searching for pronunciation help and meaning in tole, bi,

and ,ocular, if the reader has a knowledge of the common huxph-
,

4.
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ernes he can assign some meaning: tele =far. ln =two. and
ocuAr= pcitaintng to the eye. Using these fragments and the con-
text. a reader might be able to understand the word. If the reader
does not recognize the morphemes, he may' try to pronounce the
word. sbund by sound, hoping the blending-of phonemes will
echo a word already in his oral or listening vocabulary. If none of
these strategieshelps, then either the reader skips over the Nord.,
losing some degree of meaning. or he interrupts his reading to
consult a dictionary. ".

As each ,word is decoded, the reader simultaneously under-
takes the more abstract. task of assigning a precise meaning to it.
Here vocabulary skills are needed. Each subject' area has its own
specific tethninology; for example, chemistry has its catalysts and
reagents, biology has its mitochondria and endoplasm & retieulum.

These terms are precise and must be learned specifically for the
subject area in uestion. Other more generally known words ac-
quire specific me when they become part of the lexicon` of a
particular subject area. for example. the term work in physics.
However, a reader need not know every word in a passage if the
graminar and semantic cues in the rest of the .sentence provide
sufficient information for general understanding. For example: in
the sentence He tried to clarify the passage. but his explanation
only served to obfuscate it further." the reader can guess the mean-
ing of the word obfuscate if he knows the word clarify and the impli-
cations of the structure, but,'.. only. The reader infers that the
meaning of obfuscate is opposite to that of clarify.

As thereader assigns meanings to words in a passage. he
sees relationships among phrases. notes specificdetails. abstracts

main ideas, and makej generalizations. Comprehension is com-
plete' only, with this total understanding of the passage. When a
reader's comprehension is poor. his problem is often. if not a lack
of decoding,skills and vocabulary knowledge. then a lack of expe-
riential background: the reader does not have a ready body of ideas
and conceRtsto relate tothe reading material at hand. This analysis
of the reading process begins to explain the phenomenon of stu-
dents who claim to have read their assignments. yet cannot re
member or discuss the material. Reading the same material two or
three times does not bring them greater comprehension because

although they read individual words correctly, they do not grasp
the complete meaning 'of the passage.

a

74
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(c) Summary - Program Design

Thus, whether the reading/study skills instruction is delivered in a wholly
individualized fashion or in a group fashion or as a combined mode with large group/
small group/injwidual learning, several design features seem important. for success:

1.) Reading/study skills instruction should be just one component of a well
defined, integrated total program of remedial services to the student.

2.) A well designed program can be achieved only if it arises from 1) an
attitude- that reading is developmental, i. e., a literate process' needing improve-
ment by all students,and from 2) a definition of Beading as a complex, active, reasoning-
thinking-reacting process which involves all the unique cognitlke, intellectual, linguistic,
psychological, sand physiological factors that comprise an individual person.

3.) Counseling and tutoring must occur within the reading/study skills class.

4.) The reading and study skills instructor must interact with other 'ream
members on a regular basis throughout the program regarding the studenttg
problems, remedies, and achievements.

5.) Reading/ study skills instruction and/or practice should last for forty hours
or more.

6.) The reading/study skills program should provide much practice time for the
student to develop his/her skills".

3. Guidelines Related to Program Content

The decision as to which content is., appropriate to the student is simply another issue
in the overall debate about the best way ,to teach reading to students at any level and of
ny age group. For adults, as for Students of other age groups the questiqn of content
concerns two sub-issues: 1) the Subject matter of instructional materials which the student
will use and 2) the specific s ills which the student will need tob learn in order to become a
proficient and functional r

go

(a) Subjects of Materials

It is generally agreed among profesiionals in the field of adult reading that
materials chosen" kir instruction to adults be adult in interest. Locating, or develop-
ing materials for the Adult Basic Education (ABE) studelit --- i. e. , one who is iden-
tified in the literatUre as reading at or below the grade equivalent level of eighth
grade -- has generally been a special problem since most published materials at these
levels have been designed for elementary-age children. Nevertheless, M nning (1978) -
found that with the use of "everyday" materials; adult females being paid y CETA to
attend a 15-week training program improved in .both vocabulary and compr hension on
TABE (Tests of Adult Basic Education . ' And Hutchinson (1978) demonstrated that by using

t 4/ . 5
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nlaterials emphasizing the% expressed interests of a gro/p of functionally illiterate

aElults, the experimentalkfonp Zou ld thereafter recall information and interpret word

meaning from context significantly better on the Adult Basic. Learning Examination than

a control group who did .not use such materials; Newton (1977), drwing upon the

theories of andragogy (the science of adult- education) derived from -the. research of

Kidd and Knowles, concluded: "I believe that' literacy improvement' -which provides Job

related, verbal skills development emerges ipso facto as the most appropriate literacy

development approach.", And Maxwell (1979) argued: "Reading tasks that allow them

to achieve an answer to some *problem or to undertake some 'activity often prosvide

greater motivation for popr readers than does reading fiction." Nevertheless, :Maxwell

claimed, most college reading courses unfortunately are based on easy articles° from

magazines and newspapers on the premise that to increase rate, a student must practice

on simple material. She iniested, therefore, ;that reading specialists should teach

students how to read more difficult, challenging works, including mathematics and

science materials.

Moreover, Brown and Newman (1967), in researching the attitudes of adult

illiteratea.'toward reading materials, discoveiod these interests to -izt.cludet

r

Family
Self-improvement
Jobs
Health
Scienct ) high, achievers
Mathematics )

Finally, Ahrendt (1975) emphasized 'throughout his discussion in' Community

College Reading Programs:

.The teaching of transfer to the content,[classes he is
taking) is important to the . . . student _he..use he needs

, to experience sUccess'bOth in the reading center and in

his class work: .11e 'must see that what he is doing in
the reading center has a definite relationship to what his doing
in the classroom. . . Many students drop out'of reading imprbve-

. ment programs because they cannot see any relationship between

what they do in the' reading center and *gar they do in the classroom.

(b j Reading Skills in Colllige ,Programs
is. . .

With regard to the skills needed, .Moe and others (1.960)' researched the specific

.14') literacy requirements (readi9g, writing, listening, speaking, end mathematics)

necessary for success' in 'ten skilled or semiFskilled occupations in the- Greater Lafayette,

Indiana, area. °They "prodticed,frord their rOteirch' ten- reports, one for each occupation,

identifying the literacy demands both on the job and in a vocational training program

, leitding to the job, as' Well as instructional recommendations for each. ?,.The following,

reproduced from their, reports, indicates' these, requirements: A

°I
'1
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SUMMARY OF OCCUPATIONAL LITERACY REQUIREMENTS

Account
Clerk

On The Job

R in

College to
college
graduate

level

Trailing Program

thematids A1E10ing

addition, sub-
traction, multi-
plication, divi-
sion, decimals,
fractions, buil-
ness machines

Automotive
Mechanic

Draftsman

9th to

college
graduate
level.

10th grcle
to collIge

graduate

6

deci

tion

sent

11th grade
to college
graduate

Mathematics

addition, sub
traction, mul-

/ tiplication,
.0iyision, frac-
lions,' decimals.

algebra

ocesses, 9th to college

s, frac- graduate level

, measure-

basic processes,
decimals, t!rac-

tions, mgesure-
Ilell t

basic processes. 9th grade to

through geometry, college level

algebra, trAgonom-

etry

Electrician college to basic processes,

college throguh geometry,

graduate-- algebra,_trigo-
level

,*...

Heating and 100 grade
</ iieCondi-, to college

tioning graduate

Mechanic level

Industrial 10th grade

Maintenance to college

Mechanic graduate
level

fiometry

10th grade to
college gradu-
ate level

basic processes,
decimals; frac-
tions, measure-
ment almb-rar

basic processes
through

trigonometry

11th grade to
college gradu -

-are level

basic processes,
through geometry,
algebra, trigo-
nometry

basic processes,
through geometry,
algebra, trigo-
nometry

basic processes;
fractions, deci-
mals, Measurement

10th'grade to
college gradu-
ate level

basic processes,
decimals, frac-
Along, measurement

Licensed
Practical

Nurse

10th grade
to college
revel

addition, and

subtraction - -t

more necessary
to dispense
medication

12th grade to
college gradu-
ate level

addition and
subtraction

..-

, Machine 9th to.

Tool college

Operator graduate 9

Secretary College to
college-

graduate
° level

Welder

basic processes. 9th grade to

decimals, college level
measurement

basic processes,
decimils,*measure-
rent'

basic processes, 10th grade to
decimals, frac- college level

tions, business
N,Machines .

basic processes,
decimals, busi-
ness machines

few meter-

181sread-
ing of single
word informa-
tion.reguired

basic 'processes, 8th grade to basic, processes,

fractions, deci- college g9uclu- fractions, dec17

mals, measurement ate level pis, measure-
sent,' algebra

77
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As this summary reveals, the range of reading requirements for these
occupations on the 121 extends (with the exception of those for a welder) from the
9th grade level to the college graduate level. In the training programs leading to
a job, the requirements begin. at the 8th grade level and extend to the college
graduate level. Of course, a bacfground of experience in an occupation andior a
strong interest in that job frequently, help a worker to compensate fesdeficits in
his/her reading skill repertoire.

a In a private consultation given to the team members involved in the Basic
Skills Project (for which this review Of the literature is being presented), John Roueche
indicated that to bring the project students up to two grade levels of the expected
reading level would be to pre re them adequately for the reading they would do in
their training. Generally, _he-advised that students who came close to the 10th,grade
level on the" Nelson-Denny test would have a strong chance of surviving in subsequent
educational training.

Smarr (1979) completed a readability study of textbooks used during the first
trimester in five occupational training programs at Macomb County Community College
in Warren, Michigan. These five were studied in order -to ,determine the Expected
Reading Grade Level for CETA clients who Might be enrolled in these programs:'

tk

PROGRAM EXPECTED REAbINCI...LEVEL

Automotive Mechanic-
. 11.4 *

Climate Cciittiof 12.6-
Drafting (one course only) 15°. 3

Quality Control 13.9
Copy Prep and Type Setting NONE ,-

An examination of the ranges of readability, however, showed that AutoMotive

Mechanic students could encounter passages as high as 17.8 grade level; Climate Control,./
students, as high as 18.3 grade level; Drafting students, as high as 19.1 grade' level; ,

and Quality Conttol students, as high as 17.1 g!hde level.

Conclusive research which reports the positive effect of teaching' specific skills
in order to develop more proficient treaders is minimal. One of the few conclusions
which research has demonstrated about -the reading skills to be included in college pro-
grams/is that reading programs which emphasized the skills of determining main idea
and of distinguishing fact from opinion (Sanders, 1979; Fairbanks, 1973) had a positive

. effect on students' grade.point averages.

Nevertheless, Broom and others (1971) have developed an extensive taxonomy.
of objectives for reading programs, which often have become fractionated into ptudent

-levels in the hands of so-called reading experts. Maxwell (1979), )owever, cited this
fractioning of Bloom's taxonomy as one (Alive "harmful myths about the reading
process" which often lead to poor. instructional strategies and poor materials. In fact,,

argued Maxwell, because of such' parceling out of objectives, poor readers are :often

deprived of being taught to read and think critically until they demonstrate that they can
function at a high school level. '1"'wo other of, Maxwell's myths, and the harm which
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they lead to, are worth mentioning here. One myth -- that reading skills are an ab-
solute hierarchy with clearly defined steps, from decoding to critical readitig -- often
prompti well-meaning college reading teachers to force poor adult readers to start at
the beginning again. Another related myth involves the misuse of diagnostic-pres-
cfiplive teaching. The scene is a familiar one: College students are tested atd found
to be deficient in some basic skill (phonics or word attack, for instance) and are then
prescribed intensive training to remedy their weakness -- in spite of the fact that these
dull and meaningless exercises'are the very exercises associated with their failure to
learn to read adequately in elementary school! Maxwell urged instead that a program
which analyzes a student's strengths and interests and theen capitalizes upon them is a
more`educationally productive program.

Waters 1980 defined two theoretical models as general approaches to organizing ,
the reading programs at the. college level:

sr

The hierarchy of skill's model (see Figure 1) invites a
syStematic sequential 'teaching of skills until mastery is
reached. The information processing model encourages
a holistic methodolap where emphasis is placed'on

* processing meaning and the necessary skills are taught in
passing (see Figure 2).

I

Critical Comprehension

'0 $
Inferential Comprehension

$
Literal Comprehension

t

Firm
batty--

of
. Rate.

arong Vocabulary
Function ords Roots Affixes

Decoding Skills Sight
Phonics Structural Analysis Words

YIStial 4

iscrimination
Perception

Acuity

4

0

Oral Language Ability

Figure I. Hierarchy of Skills Model
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Figure 2. Holistic Model

,

. Then, unfortunately, Waters (1980) submitt' ed to the tendency to do exactly what
Maxwell (1979) decried as a "harniful myth": , Waters recommended the hierarchical model

for students in' the basic level reading course "(those who fall -beiovk the 15th percentile ,on

a° standardized test).° Her argument was that alth6ugh some students "will be bored by the

class and the "students may not .66 able 'to adapt from isolated drill practice to actual

reading materials," such an approach provides or "systematic"'learning and the develop- f

ment of "rule-governed behavior." ) . .,

. . - c, .

lf, as Goodman '(1970) argued, the primary goal ofleading is meaning (cbmprehension)

and if there is no reading occurring when meaning is Ignored, the holistic skills model seems
to',be most important especially for the very students for whOm Waters did not recommend

it, since it keppS . meaning sa. the central focus at.. all timest

Neverihelees, examination of both models' yields as common denominators the -skills

required in the reading process which readers must develop to the greatest of their potential

if they are to becoMe proficient readers: experiential and cognitive background, decoding

skills, vocabulary skills, linguistic ability, and comprehension oL all levels.

4
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One additional study is worth mentioning with regard to the reading skills to be
taught in a college reading program. Whimbey and others (1980) described a successful
pre-college summer program which they conducted at .Xavier University of Louisiana,
New Orleans, called Project SOAR (Stress On Analytical Reasoning). This 'project, by
using " 'cognitive process instruction, fa method of teaching comprehension and analytical.,
skills that emphasizes the connection between the two," was able to demonstrate that students
showed statistically \significant gains beyond the .001 p level in comprehension and vocabulary
on the Nelson-Denny Reading Teat and in scores on the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test.
The authors described in detail the method they used so that the' study can be replicated by
others seeking Ouch achievement.

A

(c) Study Skills in a Reading Program

As indicated earlier in this review, study skills instruction is .offered to college
students either as a separate course or minicourses, as part of a reading courv, as
seminars, or on. an individualized, programmed basis. Regardless of the delivery
technique, however, the skills typically, treated (Maxwell, 1979) are the following:

. .
- Time management .

- Taking lecture notes and sometimes improving listening skills)
- Textbook-study methods (usually SQ3R or SQ4R)
- Pre)aring for and taking examinations
- Improving memory and concentration

Other units may be included, depending upon the length and/or delivery of the program:
. .

Research-paper writing
Career planning
Adapting- to academic regulations
Improving personal-and sbcial adjustment

Regarding listening, Blanton and Smith (1975) found in their review of the literature
that what evidence that is available indicates a correlation between listening and reading'

comprehension. Canfield (1976, in Roileche and, Snow, 1979) demonstrated, with a re-°
presentative community college sample as Ills normative group, that of all the -abilities .

a student needs in o1der to pass college.courses, "one of thepRmary skills . . . is

listening ability." In fact, Roueche and Snow (1979) recommended that a success-
oriented program should begin with the development of student listening and notetaking
skills -- even before the.teachingof yeading comprehension. Supporting this judgement
somewhat was the report of Nichols and Stephens (1964) that extensive tests at the
Universiity of Minnesota indicated, that immediately after the average 'person has listened
to a WA, he remembers only. about 50 percent of what he has heard -- no matter how
carefully he thought he was listening.

A number of studies have been done to *determtng the efficacy of notetaking. from
lectures. Summers, and otheis (1978) included a reviek of studies ddne in this area,
between 1975 and 1976, a sampling of the more significant of which follow. Fisher
and Harris (974) found that subjects do better when they are allowed to encode their
their lecture notes in the way that they prefer. Aiken, Thomas, and Shennum (1975)

1.J



dtscovered t.
t students who took .notes durin a brief Inter l while the lecture,ivaq

r ailed. Significantly, more than stud.nts who took notes while the lecture,

was in proiress or no notes at all. Annis aid Davis (/975)t reported that personally
, encoding the,lecture provides the best retenti n. They also ,ftx.rd 'that there was

', Superin recall for subjects Fho reviewed t it notes, while the technique of mentally

..
reViev(ing a lecture without 'taking notes was "singularly unsuccessful. 'r And Palmatier

and Bennett (1974) observed tat more succe sful students 'seemed to be better n4e-
. .e

fakers. . ; '
'*-

''; ,

Maxwell (1979)' cited two study formulas which have been developed, by study

skills specialitts;to improve listening/notetaking skills: /

14\t .5 R's (Pa,k 1974a)

\\_Ree,ordReduce
1 Recite

"'Review"'Review.

(meaningful facts and ideas)
(by summarizig, clarifying, reinforcing)

a

(about tmeaningfullkategor i es)

$ 4
. WR'E Cr. (Fred Duffelmeyer, Drake 'University)

Wonder
Recorcl'

Edit
Correla
Keep and

'review

to

(pesiodically)

\
, .

(1. e. , appoach ith a curious mind)
(as much as possible-without repetition or

Vegression)
(i.e., condense a Eparate n ook).

(with text note\a)

'
N

. 4 3",1,6

Maxwell (1979 also reported that the ,most widely taught textbodk reading method

is the SQ3R method., developed by ank'Robinson (1946/1570), to which,a 4thIR had

been added by Smit'h- (1961):

SQ4R

Survey
Question

'Read
Recite* "Rite"
Review -7"

Maxwell indicated that this fOrmula, has been, criticized by,,ektlls experts, because

has not been systematically researched as a total me od,:although:there is researcr,,,,

to support each of Jripotetts. "Neverthelegs, in spite f MaxW'ell's claim, at least

two studies do show the p`ositive efcect bf teaching the,-SQ.3R method. Diggs (1972)

found that wall re&edial college es men, analysis of test scores on the Diagnostic

and Davis Readi* Tests indicated t t the SQ 3 R method was effecteive for students

I

(Smith's 11,)

1'

.""

,.
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. ' needing overall readin nt in rate, comprehension, and vocabulary. They
also found that stu&nts whom, ed improVement

.
in particular areas Of reading seemed

-.! ,

to befit from a mechanized (machine) approach, provided that they experienced the
SQ.3R method -first. Similarly; Hayward 'and others (1977) noted that teaching the 1.

SS 3 R.. method which included regular .practice on regular texei produced a slight effect
In the study performance of .non--tr)tdikional students, in a study management program at
PennOylyainia State University. , . ##
.

s'

.. . .

Waters (1,980) recommended-that students who-learn to a.natze the content and.,
structure of materials find cnd th4t.their comprehension of these materials increases:
Waters pointed out-that different subject materials contain distinctive writing patterns:

So'cial 'Sciences --
. 1.). Major heading supported by details, .illustrations, examples ''

24) Extended definition (an, entire chapter) and speCialiized definitions
3.) COmparisons .,

4.) Caiiseleffect` 4
.

5.1 Complicated .arguments which include reasons, generalizations,
4 along with their important exceptions

a

YK

6.) Mixtures of fact and4o03ion
-.

Natural Scieaces --
1.)_ Classification and listing & N.

'2./ Process;- description . .
3.) Factual-statement pattern which combines facts, interpretations,

4 .,and opinions ,
4.) Problem-solution ..
5.) Experiment instruction, (purpose, equipment, steps, results)
6.) Combination of the above .3-. -

. $

Humanities --
1:)

t
. f

Imaginativeniterature:
. .. f- a. Elements o. fiction

(character, setting, etc'.) ir"'
.1;

b. Questions, on the literal, critical, a.nd -
.

. ,. affective levels
4 2.) Critical literature about the humanities - uses sate patterns.. -. as the social sciences. ,

4- .c.
ri.

.4

4

8 .14
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-

In summary; the following appear to be general guidelines 'which can be
derived from .the literature for the &election of content for college reading and

0 study skills courses: -

11,

34-
Reading

1.) The subject,matter of- materiare used should be adult in interest:
family, self-improveMent, health, :and most especially job-re-
Jated; additionally, science and mathematics subjects appear
suitable to higher' achrevers.t

2.) At all levels of reading instructipu, content from the actual ,
gourses Which the student is/will be pursuing seems necessary
.to include in.order _to Minimize attrition from the reading
course and to effect transfer to consent courses.

j .

3.) Inasmuch as Ice-related Ma ttriats for skilled and semi-skilled
occupations -- bbth in the training programs find in the actual
jobs themselves -- appear to range from the 8th gilide read-,
ability equivalent, to the college graduate,levef`studenteed
piactice with actual materials so that they can be brought to
within two grade levels of the expected readabilit le;,el (about
the 10th grade -- for minimum survival).

o
4.) The skills presented must not be fractionated'and aegregated

fik

according- to hierarchical levels of instrudions Students at all
levels, need to refine their flexibility of reading rate; vocabulary
(and perhaps word analysis) skills, comprehension skills. .

(including-analytical critical reading), and-study skills, -- the
difference being merely oite-of degree,-, not kind.

5.) Reading instruction, with any skill practice,. 'needs alWay; to
Ivbe meaning-centered.

6.) An emphasis on developing analytical reaSoning'ikills in printed%
material appears to significantly affect reading ability as measured,.

,4y standardized .reading tests.

Stud

) Since, study skills courses seem to have a positive effect oir
-GPA and. attritition-,for all level's of 'students, it seems logical
to ,iablude instruction In those areas which traditionally are
foupd in such courses:

Time management
Listenihg,and notetaktng
Textbook study methods
Preparing for and taking examinations
Improvihg memory and concentration

.

(4,
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for a Complete listing of these patternp..), e
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a.) Listening and notetaking skills ,seem,to be,the logical place
to begin reading/study skills 'instruction. since they are- the
first used survival skills which. students need, but also the
very skills which are typically not well develdrd by average
students or unde?achievers. 4

3.) Notetaking from lectures seems to'be most effective when --
- <lone in the student's Preferred.sfYle than by a pre- A

sbribed style,
done at pause intervals during the lecture than bontinu-
dusly while the lecture isoccurring,
folfowed by a review of the lecture notes.

4.) Some evidence now exists to substantiate the claim that the SQ4R,
method of textbook study (Surve, Question-, Read, Recite, "late;
Review) -- as a total method -7 does produce results academi-
cally/ (Until now research has proved only the, effectiveness Of
each step, but not of the total method.)

5.) Since students seem to improve their corriprehention of textbooks
by learning' to 'analyze the diStinctive writing patterns found in
th'em, a reading/study skills course would do well to include
practice ih.these speCific patterns. (See the foregoing section

ie As Abrendt (19'75) pointed out, "The literature abounds in various Vogram de-
: scr.iptions-- aid .methodology for teaChing' practically every readi'n'g Skill. The variably

. of teaeer, student, materials, awl physical Matadi myst..enter into the selection or
teaching methos urged." Ftirthermore,ythe 'techniques, chosen typically depend upon the

...philosophy of reading, instruction which:tie ini.. tetor has. Waters (1980).stated the. ,

..,, point this way: ,"Greater understitiding of heading process will help. the teacher
to choose those rnethodo;ggies moist appibpriate to thee needs Of-Individual students,"

,. Thig section of,the't evfeltm-of the literature, therefore, will not, attempt to prOvide a
% cpmprehenive analysis old the various instructional methods which are being used to

-ieach reltdrtg to'adults. (An excellent refer'ence ex.fhining and evaluating :elected
prittices for. improving reading at .6-very level is the -book Reading Strategies and. : .

1. , ' .

Psactices: Guide for' Improvtng Instruction' by Tierney and others, '1%81):1) ,, _......_ I A

' 'l A
4 a , ,4_,_, I ° , N

t S
A .

.Instead, this review will limit itself t to several 'concerns and -recent filidings in
the ,,debate of how bept to teach .readitg ltt;tfie college or 'community college 1617.1.
As npted earliell; feW IPcific guidelines are 'available' #bm research ebbe-41March

.." . i, . ' k
.reports generally .provide inadequate, descriptions of til ecific treatmente:whicha -

have resulted 'in signeificant' gains Qa ppost measures. -- 4..?

i.

. . ' 1 (,a) Individualization -vi. Group Instru ibn . :
.

.

A

. *
!,,. 0

1 i
. A

A- One iistie:in the 'area of leaching ; reading to adults concerzts the wstiotr of''
individualiiation.* Soueche.and 'Mink (1976) rectorted resiats of a threp-year

.
'study at ;the

,

University of Texas, which they claimed, :"(itub'Stan'tiated rthsti
, --:... .. . , ,,,, . ..' N. \,..

..,t ) . 8 '4.
'' Z", . .. I

.. .A..-
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the most apptdpriate system for helping [high -risk] students who enter a
community college . . . is an 'individual learner-oriented instructional system."
SpecifiCally, they found that 'significant shifts toward an internal lotus of control di
occurred more often in students receiving individualized instruction than in istudentlw
who igtreie taught by ,more traditional approaches. However, Manz?, L'orto'n, and
Ctindon 41975) cdmpleted a study of-the learning preferences of ABE students which
led them to, conclude that although the Students "preferred to learn by two° of our
most directive and efficient means, lecture a40, tutoring," in *BE programs
throughout the nations students are "left' to languish in a sea. of 'individisally
prescribed, Andependeht study' materials." The i'nve'stigators went on to conclude:
"Th6 idea may not be incorrect, but the match is all wrong;"

Mae. specifically, in the area of 'reading instruction, Roussos (1973)
insvestigated the effectiveness of the chA.lt Learning.Center (ALC) approach in
teaching adults language arts skills., as compared to the traditional classroom
method. Two separate studies done by this researcher demonstrated no signifi-
cant differences 'between the two methods in the areas of Leading vocabulary,
compirehension; total reading and s fling. More recently,.Kurth (1979) found
that "the teaching of reading comp ension and vocabulary skills to college-age°
remedial readers was more effective when done in .small group sessibns of ten
students than in individual tutoring sessions" because the form'e allowed 'for group
discussicm".and interaction. Arid Olsen and Swiss (1976) pointed out tha no -
empirical 'evidence existS1t 9.. substantiate the positive effect of individual ed .

instruction in college readAg programs over a more traditional method en though
87.% of college surveyed' had individualized instruction and '40% of comm itY
colleges considered individualized instruction to be the strangest aspect of their 4,-

. ..
reading programs. -, ' A 0 '"Ii

. .
All of this is not to Say that. individualized ins in col/eke reading

programs does not produce pbsitive 'effects. It .,may -- fir certa* kinds of
students. For example, Drummond,, (1975)' studied thirty freshmen at Bangor
CorrImunity C011ege An 'Maine who were enrolled in a prescriptive, wholly indi-i ,

vidualized reading-prograrh consisting cif. self-instructional, texts, reading kits,
1.

. controlled readers, and skimming and 'scanning machines, Using the Rotter
Internal-External Scale this researcher identified two types of learners among

1 ____.,
the subjects: . s .. t

,..

person , 6 ' . 6

Internal -- a persbn who believes that.reinforeement is contingent
upon his

.
own behavior. .

. 410k

c External a person, who believes reinforcement is contingent upon
ii .-

. chance, fate, or other people, . ,.

J

Drum cmd's study found that the external- oriented students achieved -enareAn
reading 4mprovenient than the internal-oriented students when-both were instructed
by the same individualized approah. Henderson .(1976.), ,attempting to determine
whether one form of individualize iiistriiction (personalized) was ,better. than
another (# rescriptive), fcitmd that boili groups made Significant gains in reading rate,
yocabulafy, and 'comprehension on the Nelson-Deyay ,Reading Test, while the

r ,

a I ke"

S.
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prscrIptiVe subjects tended to gain more in comprehension (.56 P) than the
personalized subjects. (It should be noted, however, that the subjects in thiS
study had pre-test grade equivalents of 9:3 in comprehensipn but 12.5 iii
Vocanry. )

. 2- .

Thus, individualized inStrudion ,may be effective for teaching ,Oading to
certain kinds of adults; but as it stands now;.- it is merely one alternative, not
IvedessaLily the )best treatment available.

, . "A

At the opposite extreme; 'of course; is the. laige-groCip, lecture method.
At least one study contained in the literature arouses c4ncern over the efficacy
-of .this technique: Hutchinson (1974) reported then an- experimental Milt program
withlessons divided into teaching, practice, and application was significantly
more) effective than large group instruction utilizing commercial materials over
a 15"week peri6d on both achievemeht and. attFidance measures, but not on
vocabulary,. or oral reading. Thus, it wouldt seem that effective reading in-.struction to high-risk students must go. beyond just lecture.

Inste ad, as noted in the Hutchinson study and by other authors and research-
ers cited earlier in this review of the literature (Ahrendt, 1975; Fairbanks, 1973),
effective instruction in reading at an adult level must include much Class time,
each day to provide s for individual practice and application.

(b) Machines
t

Another issue related to the area of instructional methodology for 'teaching
reading to adults concerns the use of machines. Mione (1977) pointed out in his,
critical retiew° that One of the firiot orientations which community college reading
programs had was a machine approach which consisted of tachistoscopes, reading
aAlerators and sets of films, and pacers. 'Quoting Charles Calvin, Mione
explained:

. ,

Research necessary to establish reading'" programs
came originally' from the classrooms and laboratories
of educational and experimental psychologists, who i
emphasized fhe- mechanics and perceptual aspects of
reading. Programs stressing the mechanical and
perceptual'' aspects of reading then proliferated.

0-
,However, even as far back as 1968, Only 9.13% of the community colleges sur-
veyed as part of a nationwide study indicated that they were geared entirely towards
mechanical devices ,to improve reading. Indicating the weaknesses of such any
approach. -- the most fundamental of which, is the failure of the machine orientation
to View . ieading as the complex procest which it is -- Mione concluded that about
all that machines achieve in .a community college, reading programs is some degree
of ,motivation for the students.

Supporting this rather negative view, of machinits to 'teach reading were the .
opinions of Roueche and Snow (1977): r



*.aPerhaps an' nstructional truism . . :

is that materials alone won't "carry the show.
::Often "gadgetry," if nol in proper, maintenance or

' used without experience, merely hinders the teaching-
learning process.
. . . Skillful human resources far surpass physical
resources when it comes to assisting high-risk students
in the development of self-conf yence, persistence, and
academic skills.

Researci seems to validate t ese opinions:

b

a

.-Specifically,. a study by Fr cis, Collins, and Casse (1973), found -not
only that no advantage was gained by an experimental group who used an_EDL
Controlled Reader (CR) one hour per week, but that the control. group receiving
one hour per week of classroom instruction improved reading speed 30% as

. opposed to,,a drop of 4.7% for the experimental group (the CR group). And
more generally; Mione claimed that "Research on eye-movement training suggests
that 14 there is little zeason to believe 'that kregular eye-movement causes poor
reading and that 2) inechanical,training to elirinate-regressions and to decrease,
snjAnber and length of fixations may not contribute significantly to improved reading. "

* 4

141*
Nevertheless, research does support the use of audio tapes for certain kinds

of, individualized reading i6-structiOns. Bain (1974), fdr example, found that no
significant difference by treatment occurred between 60 experimental students.who
sirnultaneously.listened and read (.ud -read) SRA materials and 6 control students
who read withotit tapes. Howeter, Thomas (19.75) discovered that the lower the
initial reading level of the student, the more effective'was the dual mode of iud-
reading for the student. In fact, in one. study,. for marginally litarate men at the me

5th grade, equivalent_ of reading ,ability, aud,7reading produced the best .scores on post- -
test measures.: (Clark and Wogdcock, 1967).

; ., .--

Besides accelerators and _tapes, of course, reading instructional hardware'has
now witnessed the introductionlf Computer _Assisted Instruttion into the field. .

Yet, according to Cook (1977), Pennsylvania State University reported no differences
in the progress of students tetceiving CAI, by comparison to student's using.prograinined
materials. Cook al so cited the cdndlusions reached by the Raleigli Adult Learning'
Center at North girolina StateWniversity, that even with simplified systems (IBM.1500.), ,

CAI is -- i
1

_-;1

- m o r e expendive Than conventional systems,
-, intimidating 16 many studetfts,, ..

- yeti no 4nore effective thin c venttonal systems'.
.

,
Analytical/Critickpeasoning

... :

,.
Whimbey and dthers (1980) repo significant gains beyypd . 00bi p in iocabu-: ,, IIIP

lary and comprhension on pr,eposi comparisons of,pcores on the Nelson-49)enny'
Reading Test four students enrolled . in*5-week' sufamer program-at Xavier University

,, .. 'i /"-----,....._:./ , , , e
. a

(- , . ),',:%

,.i..,... .,.. S ..; 4
i

1 ,

(t) I
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in New Orleans, called Project SOAR. The authors concluded that

hese dramatic gains in reading comprehension in a ....
ogram devoted to teaching analytical reasoning support

tie position (taken by Thorndike, Farr, and others) of
viewing critical reading as dependent on a6.1ytical
reasoping skills and justify orienting a reading program
accordingly. s'

A detailed description of the two main components o.f k)roject SOAR -- permitting
replication of the treatments -- was provided in two articles-

.-

Component 1: Piagetian - based laboratory exercises from 9 a.
to noon (LincolnC. Eric. "From Concrete to Abstract Reasoning:
SOAR Plots the Course." 'Change, Report on Teaphing #6, vol. 10
(August, 1978); p p. 25-29. Published by the Council on Learning;
NBW Tower, New Rochelle, New Yot.k 10801. )'

Component 2: Cognitive process, instruction (problem-solving/comprehension
classes) and vocabulary building, from 1 to 3 p. rd.
(Whimbey, Arthur and others. -"Teaching Critical Reading and Analytical
Reasoning in Project SOAR." Journal of Rearing, vol.24(October, 1980)
p p.

pecause of the careful descriptions provided in-these two sources, the reader of this
ireview is advised tq refer to them directly. Any attempt to summarize the specific
in§tructgonal methods of this program here would go beyond the purposes of this review.

(d)--- Miscellaneous Guidelines Related to Instructional Methods

-

.- s
Several-additional studies poidt the direction to the de;elopment of other guidelines

4:for reading instruction. .,
O

J W,
r

Regarding the timing.and spacing of instruction, two studies are wprthmentiObing.
Tinkle (197,3) found that with functionally illiterate male prisoners, massed instruction',

,

L e., an intensive schedule of four h s of instruction per day Air five days, was -signi-
ficantly more effective than spaced. instruction 120 one-hour sessions) as a technique for
improying vOcabulary'retention and grade level gain. FOthermore, tholigh it igiiored the
causative facto1s affecting achievement, a study by Gwaltney and Ribonson (1973) found 1

that a 16 -week reading improvement course was more effective for students enrolled in ii
12:30 p.m. section than for students ialir011ed an 8:30°a.M. section. ?is study seems
to suggest that time ,of day may have some rel tionship.to the effectiveness of a reading

1 'course.
I -I'

. h.

Very little in the literature of,college/a4lt reading research deals with '.

the issue of recsaripgvs. recommending rieadipg'iinprovement instruction of students
Who hkve been Identified aq needing it. Fairhafiks (1974), i4 fact, determined that;succes4-
411 reading -improvemept iirogrami.tended to be voluntary, rather than required. And il

a
Agin (1973) noted relatively small differtces'in personal background, intexperiOnal;

,,,a *
values, and study habits and attitudep between students enrolled involuntaity in a reading

.4r
class and those who enrolled volubtarily: Nevertheless, 'R4eche and Snow (1977). , / ...

argued: ". ...t. for some high-risk students in community colleges, mandatory remedial.
courses may be related to student success"." Yet even these authors 'explain,thatif a.

,

81' .

C. .,
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particular student resists in spite of the most persuasive arguments as to why he should

participate in a developmental studies program, he should not be.forced to enroll.

Related to the issuetof making reading courses mandatory or not isthe queltion of

giving college credit. Sanders (1979) recommended giving some form of credit recog-
nition for remedial or developmental college reading improvement courses. But no
definite research to date has been found to establish the merits of credit bearing courses
or programs over non-credit courses or programs in reading at a college levels

The question of grading seems to have a more definite anwer. Bergman (1978),
for example, suggested that some recent literature indicates thatItudents who are re-
quired to take remedial courses in reading and study skills may be more highly motivated
and will perform better academically if.they receive traditional letter grades rather than

a pass, or fail.

(e) of Guidelines Related toInstructional Methodology
r m

,

An examination of the state of the art regarding the most effective instructional

methods to -use in-college/adult reading programs yields several

1.). The selection of instructional methods must be based uponan understanding
of the, nature of the reading pilocess 'and of the strengths and weaknesses of the
reader who is attempting to perfect that process to the limits of his ,potential.

o

Generally, methods that capitalize upon strengths are more productive
than those that remediate weaknesses.

3.) Alttiough asvariety of methods has been used to improve the, reading ability

of ailults, they are not.all equally effective'. (An excellent, up-to-date reference
forfor evaluating prrent methodologies is Tierney's Reading Strategies and Practices:

A Guide for Improving Instruction.)

40

4.) ThOugh individualized reading instruction is typically praised and recommended
among educators, research 'proves no distinct advantage of this method over more
traditional methods. .Both forms have been demonstratd to be successful.

5.) The effectiveness of individualized instruction seems to depend on the nature
for

of the learner: 'Externally-oriented subjects seem to'profit more from such instruction.

than.do internally-oriented subjects.

6.) ,Among the machinery, which can be used to enhance teading instruction',
only au vo-tapes have been proved to have some advantage overprograms that

use no(rnac ines at all:. some functionally illiterate adults seem to profit from auti-

reading owing in the text while' listening to an oral reading of that text.)
. .

7.). Of ienting a reading prok4a.m
reasoning skills (like that found in
seems to produce pcssitive gains in
critical reading

around cognitiveprocess instruction in analicq.1
Project,S6AR at XaVier Univ.eicsity in Louisiana) .
)reading test scores of subjects taught these /.

.1%
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t. .

8.) For remedial/developmental reading stucients, a number of vatciables
seem to affect instructional methodologies in a positive manner: (

r

t ,

providing Jriassed (rather than spaced) instruction
scheduling afternoon (rather than morning) reading classes
allowthg voluntary (rather than 'required) enrollment in a reading

s. $..
course . r....

giving credit (rather than no-credit)'for the course
assigning traditional rades (yather than P or F grades)

4 -
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. TEACHING THE READING/STUDY SKILLS COURSES r 4 .

The reading/study skills component of the asib .Skills Project was .based
on a psycholinguistic view of the reading process d on information-processing
theories of the-learning process. Essentially w t th4, means is that the program
was designed in all aspects around the basic tenet that the primary goal of
reading is the acguisition of meaning, and that in the proce.ss o reconstructing an
author's meaning, the st?ategies that the reader uses will be productive only if
they are consistent with the way human beings think' and learn.

What follows is a specific_ description of this program according ,to vveral-
%broad categories:

o. Goals and Objectives of the Coliri
Motivation. During Orientation
Communication of. Course Goals, '

Procedures--etc.'-
Diagnosis,.
Self-Diagthsis
Content of -the Course
Course Materials
Methodology
Organization ,of Course
Grading
Coordination of Reading/Study Skills with Other Ccurnes
Sumiinai-'y of LitArature-based Features of the Course

A. Lloals and Objectives of the Course .

.10
The ajor .edubational goal of, the readipg/stndy . skills component' of the' B asic

Skills Project okas to help the project students develop survival reading and, study

techniques for the occupational training, courses which they intended to pursue in suc-

ceeding semesters. On the authority of Dr. John Rouct.e, external consultant to
this project, this survival could be predicted ifibthe students achieved to within two

grade levels (or about the 10th grade equivalent) on.the Nelson-Denny Re m Test

used as a post measure of the course.

'Specifically, it was assumed that the student would be able to achieve
equivalent level by accomplishing the following objectives;

. .

1.) The student wi
al posttests and pro ess tests:

Mem ills Unit
Dictionary Skills Unit
Unit the Usie of a Dictionary

Prznunciation Guide

at gtade

have achieved at least a 70% grade on the following instruction=

92
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Word Analysis Skills Unit
- Unit in the Use of Vocabulary

Context Clues . It

Unit in Solving Verbal Reasoning ..

Problems
, - Unit in Solving Analogy Problems

.- Unit in Solving Problenis of Trends
an4 Patterns

- . - , .Stud?,-livading Unit ProgressTests (3)

4 1 'ar . '

w
r

2.) The student will hdrk_ackteved at least a 50% average on'a listening skills
',.. .pdst-test (for which pe took no lecture notes). 1. i

. ger-

3.) The student will have achieved at, least a 79% avel'age for progress tests
based upon, lecturf-notetaking.

t.

4.) .The student will have completed at least 15 Guided Reader lessons with a' score
of 70% or better comprehension andwill have moved up at least two levels from
his initial level.

'5. ) The student will,` hive maintained at least 85% attendance.

,
Additionally, 'a number of related goals were -intended by the course. It was cer-

Jainly- a major ain-i to develop in the students confidence in themselves as learners in an
-academic 'setting, for it was assumed that they Would ,not survive 'without, that fundamental
belief. And certainly, inasmuch as they were all set upon Stud ing technical, scientifi-
cally- related ,subjects.in their future' training, the reading-study skills component hoped
40 broaden their eWerigntial and conceptual background in thee areas by''exp sing tke
students to praCtice in typical' writings from 'their future training programs

a*

I

.- I

-4,AThe reading/study skills component had s veral research goals as well. Generally,. /_.
\

this component intended to .field test a number o by:foregoing 're- , `6.

search 'studies as having positlye effects on the' i ing vementof students. The

field test, in this; case, was to 'have been limited CETA-supported\subjectt who scored
between the 7th -and .9th grade equivalent levels on the Nelson-Denn'y Reading Test, form C.

, .

ffr
, ".

Specifi5ally, tliese research goals `consisted of the 'following: 4'
4:?

a

1.) To field test the holding capabilities of a -reading/study skills program from
which direct application to occupational training courses would not occur until after
the skills program graded.

'

2.) b field test the efficacy of a I28-hour reading/stucly skills program consisting
of 16 weeks of instruction at 8 hours per week (4 hours class and 4 hours Indi-

vidualized practice).
.

--3.) To fteld st an instructional format consisting of lecture/derrionstration-followed
by small gr up/individualized practiCe.
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4. )- To field test the use ,of tutor-technicians as monitors /helpers who would provide

instantaneous human feedback during individualized 'practice.
e

5.) To field test 4'cognitive process" instruction for analyticar/critical reading/
thinking skills a a techniquf, of raising standardized reading test scores.

'4.
.

.
.

6.) To field test the effects of a rather comprehensive program of reading/study

skills that focused on meaning throughout skills instruction in the following areas:
t- ., ..

- listening
4 .

- memory% techniques .

.
, ', dictionary skills

Rt.- ;

- vocabulary improvement by word analysi; and the use
,

. Of context clues . .

,comprehension improvement by the. analysis, of exposit Rry

-s . patterns common to scientific/technical writing
i- SQ4R method of textbook study (including mapping, out ...

lining, iiiid-iindeil thing)
_ _

'. 16

- test taking techniques -
. : - rate flexibility techniques and practice r ,

7.) 'Ib field test student reactions to SSR (sustained silent reading), as a one-hour

component of an eight-hour weekly progra'rn of reading/study skills instruction.

B. Motivation During Orientation

During the orientation activities scheduleduled for the first day of the Basic Skills Pr

a major attempt owasmade to motivate the students to extend as much effort as possible ,to-

ware improving their. literacy Skills, To that end, one of the earliest presentations of the

am

day involved discussing the results of two research studies which applied to their future.

First, the students received a summary. of the occupational literacy requirements for ten

common skilled and semi-skilled occupations (Moe and others, 1979); many of which the

students had already expressed-some interest in pursuing. Much emphasis' was placed
*

upon the fact that if they were to prepared themselves adequately forthe training

programs which they wanted to undertake to the succeeding semesters, as this evidence

suggested, theyLwould have to work especially hard to .develop their reading skills much

beyond their present levels (6. G to 9; 5grade equivalents). In order to provide local

support to the argument, the Students were also presented with readability data collectedot

for the textbooks used in several CE:TA training programs offered at this cbllege.

Of course; such a, presentation is this might have led to discouragement rather

than .the motivation which was intended. Consequently, the whole issue was handled as

positively and delicately as possible. , In fact, encoutagement and promise highlighted'

the presentation. And the students were left with the idea "that they, like other students

in the teaching- team's past experiences, could and 'would succeed not only during the

present semester but' in the training programs which followed. But they were advise&

that this, success could be achieved only- by a tiemendoui team effort -- by the facul

and tutors on the one hand and by them on the other.'

9,4
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The first-day activities ended with a similar effort. Mr. Leonard Rinke, -a, local
Fisher Body executi \e chosen because of his relentless drive to rise from an office '
mail clerk at General Motors' to Divisional Manager in Pirchasing, recounted fOr the
students in a very informal manner his personal struggles to perfect_ his own, literacy
skills. Noteworthy in his presentation were remarks aboul his most recent efforts to
improike his reading and letter writing :abilities,. both of which he reported were neces-'
sary ro his success and survival in industry.

Finally, near the close of the day, the Reading/Study Skills instructor attempted
to folio* the advice given by Roueche (177 ) -- that one sure way to impress upon the
students that the. instructor is personally very interested in them as individuals is to
memorize their names. Thus, near the close id the day, as the studentS,passeti through
a line.to obtain library cards, the reading/study skills instructor called out from memory
the correct names and spellings of those names for each stulant who filed before him.
One by one, 'the students exclaimed, "HoW did you learn my name so fast!"

.
) These motivational efforts of the first -day activities, Of course, were just the

exist in a series of semester-long attempts made to persuade the students that the team
were personally and individually concerned with their effort& their progress,, their
difficulties and their ultimate successes in the Basic Skills Program, in their future
training, and in their lives.

Communication of Course Goal)s, Procedures, Requirements, ,and GradingC.

I

In a private memorandum to the team Dr. Martha Maxwell, a prominent professional
in the field who was chosen as one of the two external consultants tip the protect, stressed:
"A good, clear well-written syllabus explaining the program to the students is !absolutely
necessary." Such a syllabus was prepared by the reading/study- skills instructiof. but was
never delivered to the hands of the =students. The'reason,quit,p simply, was that% a
number of internal consultants reacted negatively to the syllabus on the groundP that it
would seem too overwherfning, rigorous, demanding, -end threatening to the students.
Instead, these colleagues recommended covering the topics informally, using a no-nonsense'
approach when the course was outlihed and throughout the semester. They' argued that a
manner characterized by "getting right down to business" would achieve the same, purposes
as a formll document, without the intimidation which might result from the latter. Conse-
quently, a less formal' summary.. of the promises Aof the reading/study skills course was
distributed to the students: .

RDG 292 Reading and Study Skills
The reading/study skills course will hel' you learn

Reading Skills: -
htly to adjust your rate of reading to fit your purpose for,rea
or the difficulty of the 'material.,
how to speed a your reading why it is good t6, d6 so.

- how to understand more of what yov read.
hOw to concentrate when you read.
how 'to remember more of what you read.,si
how to increase your v'ocabulary.

4,

4
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Study Skills:
- '.how to solve logical probletnp..
- how'to study a textbook chapter.

how td underline efficiently.
- how to take notes, from reakng and listening.

how to memorize:
-, how, to take different kinds of tests.

There ensued a discussion of the assignments, activities, use's of the course folder,

and grading system, as well as an announcement of the procedures - to be followed for

the:Wekly sustained silent reading (SST) period. '(These topics will be discussed

fully in appropriate succeeding sections of this part of the report.)

Diagnosis Throughout the Course and Nelson-Denny Reading Test (C) Pretest ores

xplained in the general pr&gramr description' found elsewhere in this report

(see p. p. 30 -'3 twenty-tbre of the project students had been through a

two-week pets' of t' ing at the `Assessment Center of one of the'two local Prime

Sponsors which : ed .. this field test. These students and the two studenkrw

came_ from the second 1. at Prime SponsOr all arrived at the college with Neson-TDe

Reading Test scores in ate, vocabulary, comprehension, and total test. -

t
_o____. . J.

..As the following : le of subbcoreS on the Nelson -Denny Reading Test (C).reveals

the population of students participating in the field test came td the, program with 'a

mean word-per-minute (wpm) rate of 171.8 op the rate sub -test, `a vocabularx grade .

equivalent mean of 9.?, and a comprehension grade equivalent, mean of 47.3. The total

scoregrade equivalent mean wap k1..
l) 1.

..
, ,

.

.., ,
Although there were vast 'differences .both in rate (SD-25.5) and in yocabillariC

ISDL1.6) the group was more homogeneous in compregetlion' (SD--.9) ard .1z1 totn1
. J, - . ti

(SD:-. 9). a ,

t,,

N = 17' ' -NELSOW-DENNY IkEADING TEST .(C1

MEAN
) S' D

RANGE
,MEDIAN.

-.
I WPM'

- s 171.8
25.5

143 -230,
'161 §

*

I ,VOCAB
9.7
1.6

V. 942.7' -
9.2

I

a COMPREH
(ilk 7.3
1r .9

6.b -8.9
7.5

al
TOTAL

8.1 1
.9 .

: 6.0-9.4t.
8.3

' t

b

The, data here are limited to th?se studentS' who remained with the program through

...the last day,, thereby taking the'post-test as welly Originally, 'a rathercamprekenidve'

set of additional tests ,Nvere planned for the first week in order to diagnose specific

strengtht and-wealmetiligeis in, word attack skills, 'study skills, listening AkIllp, and ana-

lytical resomiing skills, to name a few. ('Appendii I ),The rationale for including/.

all these- tests wits' the research finding' that effective program's incltided mut4diagnosis

for which, the <students were given the results and: by which the ,instructor an student.

codper'ittiVely planned the appropriate 'instruction.

4-
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However, because both external consultants to the project expressed concern
that the program detign included perhaps too much testing, the original plans were
amended to _include fewer tests and to rely instead upon informal diaenosis throughout
the semester. It was felt that the trained observations of a reading instructor would
yield as much diagnosisas would be necessary.

' During the first week, therefore, only the following were given -- as much to
diagnose specific beginning levels as to begin instruction in -these areas:

WASI (Whimbey Analytical Skills Inventory)
Xerox Effective Listening pretest
Pretests in dictionary skills and dictionary pronunciation guide skills;

, . .
. e .

The results of these pretests and of the Nelson-Denny Test were discussed with the
students and instruction was under way.

..

The greatest majority of units of instruction in the program began with such pre-
tests, included periodic progress tests, and concluded with posttests. In each case,
the results of these assessment instruments were shared with the students so that they
would at all times understand what they needed to learn as they moved through the
program.

I.
D. Self-Diagnosis

One additional instrument was 'developed and administered during the first week
activities in order to engh-ge the students further in self-diagnosis. This was a
Reading Inventory,' consist'qg 'of 36 statements requiring a self evaluation of specific
reading/study habits, attitu and skills. (See Appendix Hl,jior an examination of

the complete instrument.) Students were asked to place an "X" next to statements like
the following which applied to them at that time:

"2. I do not like to read, but I know that I have to,improve my
reading 'skills." a

I have difficulty pronouncing most Swords in anything I 'read."

"6. The only words I sometime`i4lave trouble pronouncing are .big
names or long new words.;"

I can understand' tiiings I read foi pleasure, but I have .difficulty
understanding assigned material."

"15.

"26. When I read an assigned chapter, I start with the first word and
keep going till I have' to stop or until I finish."

1

"35. I dislike using controlled readers."
5

The results of this inventory provided the basis for touch of the informal diagnosis

which occurred during the course and helped to provide the ,topics of spontaneous chats

held with, the students about their perceived reading 'problems.

9 ' -1
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In most cases, the students were surprisingly accurate in their self-diagnosis..
\ On item 24, foxample, fourteen students indicated, "I have a weak vocabuilary."

Using the Nelson-Denny vocabulary subtest score below 10.9 grade as an indicator
of weak vocabulary, sixteen students should probably have marked "X" next to item 24.

s
Eleven did. Thus, for that, item the student responses were 69% accurate.

.f \-

! Some group results of thi's inventory reveal the outstanding self-perceptions of
the class as a whole (Table 8). Most acknowledged that they were -sloW reader-S (87%),

but they generally did not feel they had incapacitating word 'attack problems, just
'prpblems with "big names or long new words" (87%). As might have been expected,
many students admitted not being able. to remember what they had read (70%), that

\._. they had a weaknesskf vocabulary (61%) but did not use context clues as a vocabu-
lary attack method (52%), and, that they- were not conscious of an author's thought
plan (57%). A surprising number were candid enough to confess to not reading much
(61%) and to dislike ,reading while realizing a need to impwoire their reading skills (43%).

. And many were too embarrassed about their reading ability to read out loud in class (57%).

Regarding study-reading, most admitted difficulty understanding assigned texts but

not pleasure-reading materials (83%). They identifiedas their primary study-reading 'method

that of starting with the first Word and going on from there (74%), with no stopping to sum-
marize after reading sections of a study text (70%) and little use-of study question's (61%).
Understandably, the majority_acknowledged difficulty concentrating on assigned text material
(52%). Furthermore, almost half of the students indicated that they did not survey before

reading (48%) and more acknowledged not varying their reading rate according to their
purpOses or the difficulty of the text (65%).

V

1
e 1

1

With regard to the use of hardware, specifically the,EDL Controlled Reader, 35%
(8) stated they had usedsnch a device but only 4% (2) expressed a dislike for using such an

apparatus.

,
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TABLE 8

.

SELF PERCEPTIONS
OF

READING/STUDY ATTITUDES, HABITS, SKILLS '
(as Indicated on "Reading Inventory")

L

N- 23
. ,

RANK' FREQUENCY
. of

STUDENT
No.

RESPONSES
% ,

k ITEM I
\ on
READING

INVENTORY

ATTITUDE, HABIT,' or SKILL

.

,
,

20 87%

ri

#12 .

i
are slow readers

20 87% #16 .., have word attack problem ,
limited to big names or long

. new words
2 19 i" 83% #15 have difficulty understanding

assigned text
3. 17 74% #26 read study chapter from first

word, to end
4 16 70% #10 read everything word by word.

16 70%
4.#19 cannot remember after ,readirig

18' 7p% #30 do not stop to summarize text
5 15 65% 4 9 have ,spelling difficulty

15 65% #11 have no flexibility of rate
6 14 61% 0 4 . do not read much .

... 14 61% , #24 have weak vocabulary
14 61% #31A do not Ilse study questions

7 . 13 57% # 8
,

are embarrassed to engage in
oral °reading

. 13
. .

57% #17
...-

are unaware of author's thought

13 57%. #22 I have inability to understand
many words

13 4. 57% #23e, ., fail to use context clues ,

8 12 52% . # 7
.

havelnability to use dictionary
prontnciatil2n guide

e 12 52% #21 12amsitacenizatiora:test
-4' fall to preview- first9 ,, 11 48% #25 .'

10 10 43% # 2 dislike reading but realize neec
to ..1m2rove

10 43% #pi haveifficulty understanding
while reading e -

-...._
--N

10 43% #20 - have cceoentration problem
generally

11 11 39% #32 have inability to find books,
etc. in library '

, 11 39% #33. fail to generate questions whileh
reading

12 8 35% #34 formerly used controlled
-reading machine

13 7 30% 0 5 have word attack problems
7 30%, #16 , miss main idea
7 30% #18 are not coniciousof paragraphs
7 10% - #28 do take study notes

14 6 26% #14 have difficulty understanding
most readings .

'15 , 5 22% p 0 3 -read frequently

16 4 17% #13 I, find- all reading difficulty
4' 17% #Z9 take too many study notes

17 2 9% '
#35 do,not like controlled reading

machines
--,

18 1.
0'

4%
.,

I

# 1 I find difficidty reading 'and
speaking because English is
second language.

4



E. 'Content of the Course C

The reading/study skills course contained demonstrations, explanations,
individual practice, and appIicatioil activities in the following areas:

Problem Solving:
Verbal Reasoning
Analogies
Trends ,and Patterns

Vdcabulary:
Dictionary Uses
Pronunciation S
Word Analysis (Prefixes, Roots, Suffixes)
Determining Meaning from Cptext

Comprehension and Study:
Learning Theory
General vs. Specipe Ideas
Patterns of Development:

Definition s

- Examples
Classification and Listing

#
Contrast
Cause - Effect

Locating Main Ideas
SQR4 Method of Study:

.Survey
Question -
Read
Recite
"Rite" (Outlining, Underlining, Cornell's System,

Abbreviating, Mapping)

.0 .

(-

4

Review
Test-taking Techniques ,

Listening:
.Distinguishing Main Ideas from Supporting Ideas
Coping ,with Distractions ,

Comprehending One-, Two-; and Three-part Statements
Taking Notes on Lectures-

Rate: .
k 4 7

,41. Skimming frit General Topics and Statements ,. ,

Chunking . .
Skimming for Motes
Rapid Reading and Comprehension .

0.

.
1

10 '4

47

f
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Course Materials by Content

In order to make the reading/study skills component relevant as possible
to the students' future occupational training needs, materials were chosen which
could be demonstrated to haVe such future applications, some indirectly but most
directly. AlthoUgh instructor-prepared materials were used periodically to provide
some. of the instruction, most practice activities involved the use of commercially
produced textbooks and programs.

Fdllowing is a listing of the primary commercial materials used it the program
according to t4 skills pra-cticed (The bibliography, for this segment of the report
contains the fail publishing. data. ):

TABLE- 9
.

Reading/Study Skills.Materials

SKILL COMMERCIAL MATERIAL
USED

1

LISTENING -
- General listening

comprehension skills.
- Lecture-notetaking

skills

MEMORY SIAILLS -
' -.General skills\

- Study mem
techniques

ANALYTICAL/
THINKING S
- Solving verb

problems
- 'Solving anaio

ry

RITICAL
KILLS -

reasoning

problems
- Solving problems of trends

andoatterns
.

VOCABULARY/STUDY SKILLS
- Dictionary skills
.- Pronunciation Guide

skills
- Word analysis skills
- Context skills

TechniCal vocabulary
skills

Xerox Effective
Listening

Langan's -Reading
- and Study Skills

---,/-Luc4 and Lorraine's
The Memory_Book

Langan's Readingi
and Study Skills.

!`'

Whinibey and Lochhead's
Problem Solving and
Comprehension

Jennings and
others' Consider
Words

American Heritage
Dictionary

'Eisenberg's Reading
Technical Books

COntinued

You

A
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. SHILL ,

.

COMMERCIAL MATERIAL
USED

.

,e,

.

.

. . -

COMPREHENSION/STUDY
. SKILLS - .

_ - Comprehension of technical
patterns of exposition

- SQ4R (including underlining,
notetaking; and mapping)

- Test-taking techniques

COMPREHENSION/RATE -.
- General comprehension/rate

practice with articles '
related to Career and
Consumer AWareness,
Contemporary Issues,
Science; Humanities, and
Literature .

- 4Flexibility, of rate

.

. ,
h

..

__

,

i

.

k

Eisenberg's Reading

v

Technical Books
Langan's Reading

iilid Study Skills

. .

i

Instructional/Coinmuni-
cations Technology's
Guided Reading
Program

.

Langan's Reading pcl.
Sfudy Skills -

Esenberg's Reading
Technical Books-

. 4
.. . .

.

G. Methodology

1, Uge of''Large 'Group, SmallGroup, and Individualized Practice with Tutoring
fgr Different 'Llessong .

." .
According/to an original, tentativeplan the reading/study skills, course was to

have been equally divided ,between claseand laboratory. The intent wii.A to .provide
. for the students the benefits of both large \group and small group'involvement during

class time and individualized practice during the laboratory period. Accordingly;
of the eight weekly hours assigned to the course (8 a."m. -1O a.m.: M= T-W-TH),
one hour daily wa:s_ scheduled as class time (8 a. m. -9 a.m.) and the second hour
(9 a.m.-10 a.m.) was scheduled as lab time. .

In actual practicet as the program evolved, this schedule was not held to r.igiax.,,
Individual practice *as often mixed into times set aside for class and small group.'
instruction often became the order for the day for the times originally set. vide as
la. Lectqre/demonstration rarely lasted longer tban"fifieen'minutes at a time.

4

10'
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Several reasons lay behind this alteration of the original plan. PerhaiSs,.
one of the chief reasons was the advice of Drs. John Roueche and Martha Maxwell,
external consultants to the Project, that the laboratory time needed to be highly
structured. Their explanation was that students like these benefited most from
a very tight organization wherein they would know exactly, what they were to accom-
plish, how they were to perform the .task., and the time within which they were to
complete it. Secondly, it became apparent early in the .program that not only aid
the students have very poor listening skills but they could not hold their attention .

to an extensive lecture or demonstration: about 10 or 15 minutes of explanation was
'all that they could tolerate. ,Fihally, for some types of lessons, the presence of
one or both tutor-technicians in the classroom made it feasible for the instruction
to move-rapidly from demonstration/explanation to small group and individualized
practice, alternating back and forth between these modes as needed during a given
time period.

Thus, some skills were handled mostly in, an individualized way.
These were units.in structural word analysis skills, :rate/comprehension practice
with the Guided Reader Program, and Sustai,ned Silent 'Reading.

The listening skills were treated as group-guided, individual-practice activities.
That is, the instructor demonstrated a technique of improving a listening skill,

...played an audio-taped statement, guided the class by gestures (during the early
practices only) to attend to an important idea that was stated, and provided time
after the oral statement for individuals to record the ideas heard. Thereafter, the
class compared answers and discussed reasons why some inapbrtant ideas may
have been missed and ways to improve listening and/or Pnotetaking. The program
continued this way throughbut the semester.

The remaining lessons were handled in a mixed way. That is, a typical 'period
would begin with a brief explanation/demonstration of a lesson and move immediately
to small group and/or individualized practide. During the practice, the instructor
and the tutors moved up and down the rows stopping to monitor the application and
help individual students as needed. This o er-the-shoulder assistance provided
immediate human feedback lo the students, the kind they often do not obtain in set .----ups where individualized practice means working in programmed materials and/or
with hardware. (In, such programs, immediate feedback Is often identified as the .

primary benefit of this type of practice. Bu the problem is that the feedback' con- ,
sieting of printed or mechanical information' s to what the right answer should have
be often leaves the student bewildered and' strated ,-- he .simply does not =der-
stand why he was wrong, nor does he percei e hOw Ulf rectify his procedures .to -

t achieve,that answer.) By means of this mix node, however, when one or several
t students "got stuck" or "confused," the instru for or tutors would give clues with-

out giving, answers. If the classat large demonstrated misunderstabding, the in- . ,-

struetor would stop the indtvidualized practice lead-a diseussiOn about the problem,
and/or re- explain or demonstrate the skill. his group exchange'of ideas,not only

i's, :' provided reassurance that others were having imilar problems withthe work but
.

.., ,it also provid tile occasion for hearing alte ative techniques for solving a problem.,
Once the proble was clarified, the session ved back to individual practice and
so on. During every practice session, the ins ructor, as chief helper and diagno-
stician, made it a point to look oven the shoal er of every student An the class.

10'
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An interaction between the tutors and instructor achieved total monitoring of
individual student needs, strengths, and weaknesses. Of -course, if a small group

of students evinced sihiilar difficulties, the instructor or tutor would sit down with.

the group to help as needed. One additional benefit of this; mixed mode of instructive
was that it allowed for extending the lesson folk two consecutive' periods (with a break
halfway betiveen) without any loss of attention by the students. MoreoVer,. it afforded'

much individual practice -- a fictor cited in the research literature as contribtiting

to successful developmental reading programs. Admittedly, of course, this mixed
mode would be most difficult to manage where a traditional set up occurs, i.e.,
with one instructor and twenty-five students, but no tutors available, or with tutors

available only after the class periOd.

The mixed mode of instruction described above became the prima ry delivery

technique for the following lessons:

Problem Solving (not for verbal reasoning problems,
but for analogies and problems of trends and
patterns) .

'Dictionary Practice
VocabUlary Practice
Comprehension Skill Practice
Study-reading Practice

2. Use of Overhead Projector

For all large group demonstrations given in the reading/study skills component

transparencies were made of the published and/or developed materials so that they
could be projected onto a large screen in. the classrotm. In this way, the students, "

who always had before them their individual copies of the text or materials, could

easily locate passages being analyzed, discuss.ed, luiderlined or marked up with

marginal notations, circles, boxes or the like. Often the instructor would lead a
(discussion about a particular skill- -for example, locating ,the technical definition of

a particular term--and guide the- students to inductive conclusions about some efficient

ways to identify the term and definition as well as to mark the text, take notes, or
develop vocabulary study cards for the definition. By referring to the screen, the

students could create their own models for practide, contribute to the development of

those models, correct their prior attempts to apply a skill, or be guided to alternative

techniques of study/comprehension..

ft during individual practice, major problems occurred, and praptice was

interrupted for, re-explanation, the projected text. o.the screen was used as the focus

of group attention. Instructor, tutors, itnd students alike -- in a group learning
situation -- walked up to the screen and/or projector to Argue a point, defend a ,

position, or suggest ,alternate attacks on the problem. So much involvement .transpired

that shyness rarely occurred to hinder all the activity that pervaded the 4tmcosphere.

Everyone was busy learning and time was so often overlooked that it would take the

next instructor's presence in the room to Call attention to the fact that class' should

-have been over for the day, minutes agd.

u4
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The prima benefit of this use of the overhead projector, of course, was %.

that it removed the obstacle of the students' listening handicap from reading /study
skills instruction. Rather than have to listen to oral directions, students were

.able to rely upon visual images for guidance. .Moreover,- the ,oral message was
constantly being reinforced by visual clues.

"-

3. Individualized Practice with the Guided Reader Program

'or one aour each week, students used Guided Reader Study Guides, films
and/or .tapes and film strip projectors in order: to develop rate and comprehension

skills. This component of Ahe total program was intreduced_primarily because of
the mdtivational benefit referred to in the literature as being one of the primary
advantages of such hardware. Additionally, this period in the' Programmed Learning
Center provided much needed relief -from the confines of the self-contained class-
room where much of *e class activities occurred (although at various other times
during the week studentsmoved into adjacent seminar rooms for smaller tutoring
groups with the instructor and/or tutors).

All but two students used the film/study_ guide procedure outlined for the
program. (These two expressed dislike for guided reading machines on a Reading
Inventory described earlier in this -report.) It should be noted that, unlike, the
EDL Controlled Reader Program, Instfuctional/Conununication Technology's Guided
Reader Program involves the film/projector pacing system for approximately only
half the reading lesson (Part A). The other part, Part B, must be read without
the aid cir any mechanical pacing. In fact, only several minutes of the total lesson
involves the use of the projector. -Cottdequently, .students who participated in this
phase of the program practiced rate/comprehension` skills first artificially (with
machine) and then naturally. For this procedure, students were placed in study

guides which matched their individual independent reading leveld and-their interests_
(consumer affairs, `career awareness, science).

.1 An alternative method involved the use of aud-reading. That id, the students,
this .time placed in study guides close to, their instructional reading levels, listened
to audio tae recordings of a lesson while reading silently along in the study guide.

For both alternatives,' movement up,in rate or in study guide level occurred
a student demonstrated at least a 70% compiehension score on two or three

onsecutive attempts.. The comprehension checks, ofcourse, were corrected.by
the students themselves.

However, during this entire activity instructor and tutors alike moved around
the study carrels in order to monitor progress, %spot check a lesson, discuss a
problem, dr clarify a particular point. Always -were the students cloSely monitored
during the procedure, not at all as prison guards over inmates, just as helpers
with learning. (2)o resistance to the. program. of any kind occurred during the entire
semepter. )
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4. Sustained Silent Reading .

For one hour each week, the last of the scheduled activities for the readifig/

study skills class for the week consisted of a period set aside for uninterrupted.
sustained silent reading. This.was to be a free reading period during -which time

students could read anything they wanted.' Two stipulations were made to preserve
the purity of the experience: that no class assignments of any kimccould be done

during this .time and that, the material chosen for the activity had to consist primarily

of written text.

The students were advised to bring materials from home if they wished.
However, several resources were also made available to them either' right in the

classroom or in the building where the program was housed. In the 'classroom,
a pamphlet rack was established containing many free publications of 'consumer
interest obtained from the Government Printing Office. A portable cart containing
books, picked from the college library was also placed in the classroom so that
during the week students could choose a title which. met their interests. These

books mainly dealt with a variety of hobbies.c At the outset, some students selected

matertali from these resources in the room; after a short time, though, they were
largely ignored. The readers in the group typically used home materials for
thiS activity. The greatest majority, the non-readers, headed straightfor the.
magazine and newspaper racks found in the lbbby outside' the classroom. Since the

room used for instruction was located in the Learning Media Center, which houses

the college library as well as the Programined Learning Center, the students were
at all times immersed in an atmosphere of books and magazines and pamphlets.
And the instructor for the course not only recommended title's which might be of
interest to the students but he, along with the 'tutors, modelled the behavior be

Was seeking, by engaging in free reading himself during tie period.

\ In spite` of these efforts, some students, those who no doubt had expressed
a dislike for reading at the outset of the course, remained reluctant but compliant

participants. in the activity, occasionally avoiding it altogether if they could. Most,

however, welcomed the opportunity and vocally expressed their dissatisfaction the

few times when the sustained silent reading period had to be used for other purposes.

As it happened, near the end of the semester, the reluctant free readers
turned out to be thosineeding additional help' in certain areas of the coursework.
Consequently, they UPere permitted to make up .tests o.r to receive tutoring help
during the free reading period. Surprisingly, this alternative use of the time did

not adversely affect the free reading practices of the students who had ,been using or
who had come to use the period for the recreational )reading for which It was intended.

Conversation during this period was typically discourage cepf when it
consisted of briefly sharing experiences or information gained from reading. Students

soon learned that the free reading period was a privilege and respected the rights
of other students and of the' instructor to engage in a pleasur b experience. A -

few were reminded from time' to time that they were interrup the experience --
surprisingly by other students in the class as often if not more than by the
instructor and tutors.
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5. Selected Specific Instructional Methods Used

. It would be difficult if not cumbersome to analready extensive report to
present here a careful, detailed description of every specific instructional method .

uted during the reading/study skills course. Earlier parts-of this section have
already suggested techniques used in a general way for some of the skills taught
(comprehension/study skills,`listening, guided reading practice, etc.). One
importimt point deserves reiteration, however, -and that is that in 'every case the-
reading/study component: emphasized meaning as the primary goal of the reading-

. thinking process and based its instruction principally on a psycholinguistic model
of reading as well as on learning theory derived :from information-processing

theorists.

r

'
Ay- During the first week,. in fact; the course consisted of learning games
which aimed to establish the- bases for instruction. These were group- participatory
activities involving word and number processing games, cloze activities) memory
activities,' perception" games, inductive and deductive thinking activities and the
like -- all( designed to correct misconceptions about what the reading process is
and what it is pot, how a person learns, hOw he is limited in the-ways-he can
process incoming information, Why certain kinds of study activities are productive
while others are-counterproductive to the way people naturally think, and why
people (because of the limitations of their conceptual and experiental backgrounds)
cannot expect 100% comprehension for everything they attempt to read. These
principleg, derived inductively from the activities engaged in, became the re-
peated rationale for' later lessons throughout the course.

One example may illustrate the procedure. In order to develop the concept
of the limitations of short-term memory, through which; after sensory input, all
information enters the human brain, the instructor used a memory game. The
following number was projected on the screen for fifteen seconds with instructions
that it had to be- memorized, not copied:

14921'9455799445551212

The students were then askedoto write -the number from memory. Of course,
none could. The discussion which ensued led 'to the conclusion that the short= o.
term memory is limited to 7 12 discrete pieces of new information and no more;
consequently, the.projected-number, treated as 21 separate digits, Was -well
beyond the information processing capacity of most' people. The discUssion,
however, also led to several other fruitful conclusions, when some students were
able to repeat some.of the number in groups:

1492 . 19.45 57 etc.

By chunking the 21 numbers into five sets, and by associating each set with some
already 'stored information, the Attldents soon learned that one way to process

TO
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more information is to ,chunk the bits into ,-meaningful wholes,
known to the known, as the following illustrates:

associating the un-

0
1492 1945 57 9'9 4 4 (106ths)' 5 5 5 - 1 2.1.

Columbus's End of Heinz Long Distance
Disaoyery . WWII Snow ' Information,

4
These principles were then applied to reading: syllable-by-syllable vs. idea-by- -
idea reading; Surveying an article for the 5 , .6, 7, 8, or Orliporant ideas first;*
using tdpic headings is associative memory. pegs; etc. Once7%such fotmdationS
were laid, the motivation for succeeding lessons became simply a reminder of the

;earlier established theories of learning and-reading.
)

. Once an instructor, begins to understand the learning process and the reading
proceis, treats his students as adults able and willing to learn and understand,
respects their individuality, 'and bases his instruction, methods and material l on
these understandings, the process of leattning and teaching \becomes' an enjoyWe and
satisfying experience for all involved..

. .

One other instructional method deserves some explanation here, and that is
"cognitive process instruction" derived fiom Whimbey and Lochhead in their book.
Problem Solving and.Comprehension (which was used in this, program). Originally,
these authors, used thjs typ; of instruction in a summer program, called Project.
SOAK, .for pre-freshmen entering 'Xavier University (New Orleans, L A) with an
interest in natural, health, or mathematical sciences. In the Basic Skills Project,
of couPse, the CET students had, occupational interests related to the natural_
sciences and health. . ,.

_ _ ,
As described by the authors, "cognitive process instruction"- which involves

4

thinking a'oud, is explained in the following way (Whimbey and Lochhead, 1979,

p. 23-31):

If you are'Using this book in a class your teacher may ask you to work
in pairs as you solve the problems. One partner t-ipuld read and think
aloud, while the other partner listens. On subsequent problems the part
ners shoUld chary roles, taking turns as problem solver and listener.

The ability to analyze complex material and solve problems is a skill
just like any other skill such as the ability to play golf or the ability to drive
an automobile. However, there'll a peculiar difficulty involved in teaching

c'analytical skill. Generally there are two phases to teaching a skill First'the
skill is demonstrated to the student. Then he is guided and cor.rected as he
practices it. For example, golf is taught by.showing the beginner how to
grasp the duty how to place his feet, how to mov.e his arms and his body as
he swings. The beginner cawatch a golf prohe can even watch a slow,
motion film of the pro in actionand in this way can learn the,,pro's tech.
nique Furthermore, the pro can observe thi beginner as he practices, he
can point out his flaws, and he can show him how to improve.

In contrast to playing golf. analyzing complex material is an activity
which is generally dqne inside your head. This makes it somewhat difficult
for a teacher to teachand fora learner to learn, In dither words, a beginner

4ts
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cannot observe how an expert thinks and solves proble
has trouble demonstr6ting his technique to a beginnin_
one way to reduce this difficultyhave people think alou
solve problems. If both students and experts vocalize their thou
work through complex ideas and relationships, the steps that t
open to view and their activities can be observes and comminic

In this book, the procedure of asking people to think aloud
solve Problems is applied in two wags. Experienced problem

'group of graduate students and professors) were asked to think
they solved the problems that are presented in the book. Their responses
were taperecorded. and then the'ateps they took in solving a problem were
summarized-and written outThese summaries are presented under the
heading- Problem Solution. In other words. the problem solution which
follows each problem is a summary of steps taken by an experienced prob.
lem solver as he or she worked the problem aloud.

. The second appliCation of the procedure consists in asking you, the,
reader, to think aloud as you .work each of the problems. In doing this, you
make your thinking visible to other people so that they can observe your at-
tack on a problem. Thus, they can learn the techniques you use: they On
help point out any errors' you make, and they can compare the steps you
take with the steps listed in the problem solution. Furthermore, you will
find That by thinking'aloud you will be able to look at your own thinking ac-
tivities more carefully. You will be able to see exactly what strategies you
use, and what difficulties you have in solving a problem.

Research has shown that this is an effective way for students to im
prove their problemsolving skills: work together. think aloud, learn from
each other: and read how experienced problem solvers approached the
same problems.

The partner who listens plays an important role in the learning pro
cess. He should not sit back inattentively with his mind elsewhere. instead.
he should concentrate on two functions. He should. 1. continually check
accuracy, and 2. demand constant vocalization.

nd the expert
ent. There is

while they
is es they

take are
ted.

Ae they
vers (a
loud as

r

6

Altliough the authors recommend this technique for' all four typei of problems
contained in their book -- veTbal reasoning, analogies, trends and patterns, and
ma word problems, the Basic Skills Project practiced it, totally as recommended,
onl for the first type- of problem; the verbal reasoning type and then only for
about half of the problems attempted:

Croskiout the letter after
,the letter in the word
pardon which is in the
same positiim in _the word
as it is in the alphabet.
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Tke reason is that while working in pairs, instead of alternating the roles of
solver and listener, the project students cooperatively solved the problems, often .

with the more able thinker of the two carrying the major effort. Then, too, they
seemed more interested in getting the, right answer than in analyzing the method
of thinking through to the, solutions. COnsequently, instead of practicing the peer-
pairings, an alternative method was used working in small groups with ()lie
person working out loud while others played the role of listener. Buf'because
even this technique deprived students generally of all the individual practice they

could have benefited from, the large-group, small-group, individualized method,
described earlier in this section as the'mixed mode," was used for the analogy
problems and the problems of trends and patterns. (The Mathematics Component
of the Basic Skills Project -- towards the end of tke semester -- used the math
word problems section of the book.)

4

he effects;of this instruction however, as will be seen in the "findings"
segment of this report, seemed to e similar to those achieved in research done
by the authors of "cognitive *proc ss instruction ": statistically significant gains
were made by the project studen s in Tosagest standardized reading test scores
similar to those made by the P oject SOAR students of the original experiment.

A final word should be given to *void lisunderstanding with regard to the
term "skills" as it is used throughout this segment of the report. The ivstruction
given and the practices undertaken by the students did not typify the "skins"
approach tVinstruction which the term Usually suggests. Instead, all lessons
involved the use of whole, "natural" language r- the kind that is typically used
in technical or leisure reading materials found in the world outside the classrootn.
Even the vocabulary exercises, which P often are presented in the traditinnal skills
approach as bits and pieces of language, were not in this program delivered in this

way. Terms and definitions were identified in whole paragra'phs and word analysis'
practices consisted of vocabulary presented in whole sentences. Thus, in every
instance, students encountered whole sentences, paragraphp, articles* essays,
and chapters -- not sounds ,and syllables and words; and phrases.

The term "skills;" therefore, simply provided a focus for activities. Skills

were developed incidentally, not by direct drill. An illustiation may serve to
clarify the point. Although It was apparent by some student responses on the self -
diagnosis inventory of reading administered early in the course that a slight :word

attack (p,ponics)problem may have characterized the reading habits of those students;,.

word attack strategies were never treated in isolation. Instruction in these area

was handled spontaneously as the need arose. If, for °example, a student or
students complain'ed of being unable to pronounce some. words in a passage,

a brief demonstration lesson was given tq develop some strategies to handle the

problem and satisfy the immediate need. But no student or group of students was
ever required to go off in the corner to master his long and short vowels, diphthongs,
blends, digraphs of the alike.
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S. Use of ,Course Folders, Weekly Activities Sheets, Assignments

In order to clarify for the students' exactly, what was expected of them,
specifically what they were to do at ,specified times, and how well they were keeping
up to date in the course, several procedures were used.

For one' thing, each student was provided a letter-size manila folder which he
wits handed, at the beginning of each class period and which hp returned at the
close of the day's reading/study skills activities. This folder served several student
record-keeping functions. First, it was used as a record of daily attendance. Dates
of absence were marked on the front cover of the folder as were occasions of late--,

ness. (This was an important procedure since students were paid their CETA stipends
only for the timed they actually attended the classes.) Psychologically, it was hoped
that by making the attendance record -evident on folders they used each day, students
would be continually reminded Of their efforts in this 'regard and would not need
verbal reprimands if their attendance record was poor.

On the inside cover4of the folder, each assignment that was overdue, by even
one day, was marked by date, name of assignment, pages and so forth. After the
student completed the overdue assignment, it was crossed off in the folder. In a
concrete .way, this system served to apprise students of their progressive records of
completing assignments. Thus, a clean folder with no dates on the cover and no
notations' on the inside indicated a perfect record of attendance and completion.of
assignments. (The strength of this system became most apparent one day when a
young woman in the group, who up to this time had had a perfect record, sulnitted
the following note: "Mr. , I know that I have not handed in the practice
due on p. 83 of `11 & SS, but put 1t in the folder first thing tomorrow. Please
donit'm-ark my folder !")

By deans of this folder, a ritualized system of handing in daily practices and.
4 homework assignments .and receiving back .Corrected papers was established. Each

day, students handed in work for closer analysis than could bhieved by the
over-the-shoulder monitoring given in class that was descriibed Allier. And by no

n. later than the next class, they received back feedback on the progress they were
making in the form of graded papers. Though admittedly this often created a great
burden on the instructor of the course, it was hoped that the practice of returning
graded assignments the very next day would communicate to the student the importance
of study deadlines.

In the same vein, on` Thursday .-of each week, the students received an
.Activity Sheet for the following week, specifying by day and period the practice
activities scheduled for the week as well as homeWork due on specific' days. In

1
4
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this way, students' knew, day by day, specifically what lay ahead in the weekly
schedule, including books and materials needed as well as topics to be treated:

Rdg 292 Activities Week
Beginning

\

MON . ' TUES WED , THURS

C
L
A
S

'S

L
'A

B Assign. Due.: Assign. Due: .

Finally, although much class time was given to individualized practice,'
students had homework assigned at least twice each week. Generally, these
assignments had to do with vocabulary and/or dictionary skills practice,s or
practices in. the application of study- reading techniques to chapter-length passages.
The theory here was that this regular routine would prepare the students for.
typical courses which they would be taking in succeeding semesters -- courses.. Ai
where class time would not for the most part be devoted, to individualized prdeticW
but where assignments 'uld typically be required as homework.

Organization of the Course

Although there was some variation throughout the semester, the reading /study

skills class attempted to abide by a consistent routine of weekly activities according to
a semester plan of successive units. Soine areas, however, were not divided into units

but were extended throughout the semester (Guided Reading, Listening Skills, Suttained
Silent Reading).

Generally, the following weekly plaii occurred:

I

/
MON . TUES ' . WED IHURS

8-9am

,

Vocabulary
Skills

(mixed:.
mode)*

Comprehens

.

Study
Skills

on/

mode)

Listening
1 Skills .

(group/ .

individualized)
(mixed

.4 L
9-10air

I

Problem-
Solving
Skills

(mixed
mode)

%.,

(mixed
:modejl. 1 4.ii r

Guided
Reading
Practice
(individua,

ized,

Sustained
Silent .

Reading -

(individual)

*As indicated earlier? ixed mode" consisted of alternating large
group /small group/individualized instruction.
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Both tutor-technicians were generally available in the Classroom to assist the
instructor in the management of this instructional-pattern during the, 9-10 a. m. period.
At least one tutor-technician was available on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8-9 a. m.
Consequently, for six of, ,he eight weekly scheduled hours, from two to three learning
helpers wee available to provide individualized or small group instruction of the human
kind to the students in the project. The ratio of students to tutor (including the
instructor as tutor), therefore, was 8 to 1.

A sequence of units" characterized the instruction in vocabulary, problem solving,
comprehension/study, and ,listening. However these units were not necessarily arranged
according to a hierarchy of skills model, but more so by a holiStic approach: There
was much overlapping and blending of skills throughout the semester. The separation of
curricular topics merely allowed a convenient focus on certain topics at certain times.
Generally the following represents -that loose sequence:

O

TABLE 10

lleading/Study Skills Unit Sequence

Vocabulary- Problem
Solving

Comprehension
*Study

Listening

Dictionary
& Pronun-
ciation
Guide

,

Word Analysis
.

.

Context

Verbal
Reasoning

Anologies

Trends &
Patterns

.

--. .

,

N

-

-......A'

.

General vs.
Specific
statements

.

Main Ideas

Patterns of-
Exposition:
Definition
Examples.
Listing
Classifies-

tion
Comparison

SQ4R

Test-Taking

.

.

N

Statements'-
with one
lain Idea

. 81 Support

Overcomings
'distractions
and poor
organization

.

Statements
with
several
main ideas
and
support

Lectures
and
notetaking

,

Within this sequence, for example, some skills were practiced incidentally
and later given special emphasis. The- use of underlining /marking, therefore, occurred
as the students were studying technical definitions of terms presented in study material.



Aftek....developing strategies for locating such definitions and for studying thdn, the
students also practiced marking up the text which they were using. Later in, the semeter,
though they had been practicing SQ4R skills all along without realizing that they had
the class focused their attention on the,SQ4R system as a-total method of textbook-study,
this time practicing again such skills as underlining and marking up the .chapter they were
using. Similar procedures were used for the other skills included in. the course.'

Grading

The final grades for the course were determined in part by averaging accumulated
scores on the following posttests and progress

Dictionary Posttest
Pronunciation Guide Posttest
Word Analysis Posttest
Memcry Unit Posttest
Effective Listening Program Posttest
Lecture Notes Posttest
Study-reading Progress Tests (average)
Analytical Skills Posttest

Also, using the 10th grade equivalency score on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test as .the
standard for 100%, percentages were computed for the vocabulary and comprehension sub-
tests and for the total score.' These percentages were added to the previous scores to
compute an overall average.

Throughout the semester, of course, students were allowed to re-take alternate
forms of any unit tests on. which they had not achieved a passing grade or for which they
were dissatisfied. The greatest majority did.not need to take advantage of this privilege.

J. Coordination of Reading/Study Skills with Other Courses in the Program

No dire6t attempt was made to use the same' materials or subject topics
throughout the various components of the Basic Skills Ptoject. Nevettheless; coordination
of efforts did occur as was described in other parts of this report. A brief emlanation
however, seems appropriate here to identify the coordinated attempts .to impro the literacy
skills of the project students as these occurred between the reading/study skills component
and the math and writing components.

For one thing, the reading class work in problem solving seemed to help the students
in their, mathematics skills, (Specifically, with word problems on the mid-term math
test -- even though the math class had not yet treated that area, up to that point in the
semester)., And it became apparent that the study-reading techniques practiced in reading
class were indeed being transferred by the students to the studying they were doing in the
writing class. On the other hand, several assignments and practices in the writing class
had a direct relationship to skills treated in the reading class, especially assignments
requring reading, the use of_the library, and the writing of answers to questions found in
textbooks. Almost daily, it became possible f6r the reading$Eitrtre to refer to lessonsAk
taught in the other two di cipline.classes, so much .so that students soon learned that
they were being instruct d by faculty who were very aware of what was occurring in their
other classes

I 1L
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lasedSummary of Literature- Features of the Reading/Study Skills Component of the
Basic Skills Project

The reading/study skills component of the Basic Skills prOject, attempted to -put
into practice as many of the Guidelines for Successful Programs whichqhe literature
(most of it, research-based) suggested. The succeeding list summarizes those.features.

1.) The reading/study,skills 'component was just one element of a total-integrated
apprroachto providing developmental education to high-risk students.

2.) The reading/study skills component was based upon the phildsophy that all
students, but especially the project students, could profit from instruction
geared to helping them develop into more able readers, thinkers, and
students if they were given the opportunity.'

3.) The reading/study skills component was based a "psycholinguistic view of
reading as a complex, active, reasoning-thinking-reacting process which
involves all the unique cognitive, intellectual, lingtlispc, psychological, and
physiologicarfactors that comprise an individual personality.

4.) Skills were presented according to a holistic model which kept meaning as
the central focus of all activities and practices.

5.) There was much Interaction throughout the.program among the reading
instructor, the, mathematics instructor, the writing instructor, and the
counselor.

6.) The reading component consisted of even more than the recommended
forty hours. tit was a 16-week program of eight weekly hours of instruction,

'comprising a otal o? 128 hours.

. 7.) Students .participated throughout the course in the 'diagnosis of their strengths
and weaknesses as well as in the development of the means by which they
could achieve efficient and productive reading and study skills.

8.) Students at all limes used materials that were adult in interest and that
specifically related to occupational .and training goals which they expressed.

9.) Although the'c' urse could not, include content material from actual occupational
courses taken by the students (since they were not enrolled in such courses
yet), it did include typical materials found in such courses.

. 1 . .

10.) The greatest majority of class time was devoted to individual practice by
students-with individual, feedback occurring in a personal way from instructor
and tutors alike.

11.) Hardware was bsed*minimally in the Bourse -- and then primarily for variety
and motivation. Aud-reading (reading while listening to a taped reading) was
used as suggested by research.

1130
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12.) Tutoring. did occur within the classroom and not apart from it.

13.) L istening and notetaking skills and memory skills were introduced in the

earliest classes and were developed, practiced, and reinforced throughout
the semester. t

PP.

14.) An emphasis was placed upon developing analytical/critical thinking skills
throughout', the course.

15.) Mich emphasis was given to developing the abilities of the students to anzgyee
and comprehend typical writing patterns- found in technical-scientific materials.

16.) The project students were trained in all elements of the SQ4R study method,
ultimately as a total approach to textbook reading.

17.) Pre-transfer credit was given for the course.

18.) Grading was achieved by assigning traditional letter grades.

4
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L. Findings - Reading/Study Skills

This section -of the- report is limited to an anal, sis of comparative tata,,and
progress test data collected fqr the Reading/Study Sk hs Component of the .

Basic Skills, Project. The data which follow consist f 'comparison's of group
performance on two pre/post, formal measures:

0

. Nelson-Denny Reading Test
WASI himbey Analytical Skills Inventory-)

In addition, comparisons will be made of group perfor
pre/post tests usell to assess 'student progresa in unit

DiCtionary Skills Unit
Dictionary Pronunciation "Guide Skills Unit
Wotd Analysis Skills Unit
Unit in Skills of Determining

Meaning from Context
Listening Skills Unit

ce on several instructional
,taught during the course:

Finally, group performance on tests for units for which there were no pretests
will be presented:

Memory ..Unit Test
Study-Reading Progress Tests
Leeture/notetaking Tests

_

1. Comparative Data for the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

Pre and posttest coMparisona for the various subtests of the Nelson -Denny Peading'-
Test (Form C for the pretest, Form D for the posttest) are given fn_ T4le .

The entire .group could not be used because six of the students who started the
program did not complete the course and one stkiat left the program during the .

beginweek in order. to be occupational tning.
Oh

°- TABLE 11

N = 17

Moon

81)

Rime

I of Gains

Comparative Data
for Participants Who

for the Nelson-Denny Reading Test
Completed Pre and Post Measures

r.

''
RATE (wpm). .

. VOCABULARY . COMPREHENSION
- ..

. ,
- COMPOSITE

.

PRE
171.8

POST
257.2

GAIN
86.4

P
(.0005

'PRE"-
9.7

POST
10.2

GAIN
.6 4

P
.1,

PRE
7.3

PST
9.2 %

GAIN,.
1.8

.P
4.01

'PRE
-8. 1,

POST GAIN
9.7 1.6

P
4.005

25.5 70.5 66.98 1.6 2.0 1.63 .9 2.1f 2.65 '.9 2.0 2.07

143-
230

In-
. 884.

7.9-
12.7

7.2-
13. 8

6.0- 6.0- .
' 13.7

-
. 6.0-

' 9.5
6. 0-
12.7

.

-,

. 16 .
3.

10

ef-9
11 14

The data in the Table indicate that significant, but varie4
that there was greater standard deviittiort in all areas on t

11'1

ft

ins occurfel fore ts and
e posttest Ian on the pr test.
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The greatest nuipber of studen occulted for the rate subtest '(16)

with the group averaging 85.4 words pet minute faster on the posttest than, on

the-prete. This gain in rate was significant beybnd the .0005, level,tfndicating_

that there was only one 'possibility in-two thousand that the increase was due to

chance. .)f course, an examination of the standard deviations ,and ranges on this

subtext reveals that the group was less homogeneous at the end (S,D.,/0-5,
Range 139-384) than at' the beginning (S. D. 25.5; Range 143 - 230).'

4

Similar findings exist for the composite 'score oti:the test, where the number

of student gains ranked second (14): The average grade equivalency gain for this

total score was 1.6 grade levels, which was significant beyond the .005'leyel of

probability. Thus, there.was,sonly a one-in-two hundredth poisibililty thht the in-"-
crease was due to chance. Hbwever, here too'the group appe'ared lets homo-

- geneous on the posttest (S.D. 2.0, Range 6.0-42.7) than on the pretest (S.D. .9,

Range 6.0-9.5).

P

For the comprehension subtest where eleven students demonstrated gains, the

group averaged the greatest gralig equivalencyaain of `all -- 1.9 grade levels. The

increase was also statistically significant, this time 'beyond *e .0,1 level, meaning

that the probability that these gains'were due 'to Chance Approxiniates only one in

one hundred. However; the signifiCance here was less than those for kate or

composite score. Deviations from the standard .were otkce again siMilar for' this

subtest as for the previous scores presented, with the group being less homogeneous

on the posttest (S.D.- 2.1, Range 6.0-13,7) than on t pretest (S.D. 1.9,

Range 6.0- 8.9)..

Finally, the fewest number of gains (10) occurred for the vocabulary subtest, .

Where the. group 'averaged only .6 grade equivalency. increase over the pretest.

However, even, this gain was statistically significant at the .1 level iof probability.

Thus, the possibility that this increase Amp. due -to chance was.abox4 one in ten. The

difference in homogeneity in this subtest was less dramatic, with the pOsttest

(S. D. 2.0, Range 7.2-13.8) showing slightly less homogeneity than the pretest (S. D. 1.6,

Range 7.2-13.8). -No doubt, the fact that six students scored above the 10.1 G.E.

Yevel ,the pretest while only nine scored above the 1.0.4-leyel on the poshest account-

ed in part for the -minimal group gain indicated for this subtest.

It should be noted that three students repoited having off-days at the time the

posttest was administered. An examination of their scores, in fact, demonstrates

that such may hive been the situation fol- them. Although- the data =ported above

do not include their second-attempt scores, these students were.allowed to retake

the test and all did remarkably 'better the second -time. Thus, °even though the

comparative data for the Nelson-Denny Reading Test. do indicate significant gains for

the- group in all areas, the gains may have been more dramatic-if these three students

had not been competing against personal. factors which had negatively affected their .

performance during the offigial_iadroinistration of the ,test. 1 it

One must keep in d that the Reading/Study Skills Component did not tea

Tor .improved performance on the Nelson-penny 137adinitTest. , In fact, th

,k

C".

L,
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this standardized instrument bore little resemblance, if any, to the content of
the class!' What is more, as professionals in Ole fiNd of reading argue, all that
such pre/post standardized comparisons demonsttate is how a group of subjects
compare to a norm group during their respective performances on tightly controlled

'admini;trations of the test, but not necessarily what the true reading abilities of
either group may be.

Howeyer, whatever the Nelson-Denny Test measures about performances of

;the group during a certain type of reading situation, it is .nevertheless predictive of
student.abhievenlent. Consequently, an examination of the posttest scores reveals
that the Basic. Skills Project students,. as a group, seemed more ready at the
of the'-prograrh to undertake occupational training courses than they were at th
beginning: In fact, if a 10th grade equiyalency on the composite score indicates such
readiness, the seven of tpe group- vqo scorc above the 10.0 level seem most likely
to achieve later success and the two, who scored10918 grade level seem close to being
ready foi/sich success - for a total of nine students. Of the remaining eight, five
whcP,scored between 8.0 and 8.9 will certainly experience difficulty and will need
further support, and the, three who scored below the eighth grade any likely experience
failure without further intervention. (Of course, if the second-attempt data have
any predictive validity at all, two of these`three could be Moved into the ,marginal

_ group that scored Somewhere within the 8th grade range.)

2. 'Comparative Data for the,WASI

a

In order to assess individual and group. performances for analytical/critical
thinking skills, the Whimbey Analytical Skills Inventory was administers during the
first week of the course. During the succeeding weeks of the Reading/§tudY Skills
Component students practiced these skills in three areas: verbal reasoning,. analogies,
and trends and patternA. Altogether, they worked over 200 problems during the

.semester.

Unfortunately, there is no alterngte form of the WASI available for posftestings.

. .. However, it was assumed that the geeat number of problems worked after the first
administratign of the inventory would have precluded the possibility that students would
remember the specific items found in the test. Thus, the same version of the WASI

-4 was used sixteen w ks later to assess growth in analytical skills.

The following table (Table 12) reveals statistically significant gains for four
of.the five kinds of problems found in the .38-item inventory as well as for the total
score. TABLE 12

Comparailve Data (Raw Sn(tn) on the Whimbey Analytical Skills Inventory for
Participants Who Completed Both Pre/Post Administrations '

N - 16

Verbal
Reasoning

(12)

Analogies
(9)

Trends
Patterns

(6)

Math
Word
Problems Vocabulary

[4)
Total
(38)

Rug&

of

gain.

Pre

5 4

Poet

8 $

4 /- p

s? 3l (.0005

Pre

z

Post

3. 4

4/-

41 38 01

Pre

2.4

Post 4/- p

4 3 41 88(0005

Pre

3 2

Poet

4.4

/-
41.19< 025

e

2 3

Post

1.9

+/-

-.3

Pre

15.3

Post

22:6

4/- p

+7 91 <.0.

19 202 199 1'4 18 1.93 1 1 1,02--' 1.36 1 4 1.7 2.2 1.1 1.25 4.4 6.0 6.68

3-9 5-11 , 0-4 1-7 0-4 2-6 1-6 0-7 1-4 1-4 8;24 10-34

16 9 14 12 4 16
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As the Table indicates, the kinds of problems for which the grbup achieved-
the 'greatest statistically significant gains were the verbal reasoning problems and

the problems of trends and patterns. Both gains were significant beyond the .0005
probability level, which indicates that there was approximately only a one in two
thousandth probability that the increase was due to chance. Identical significance
occurred for the total score. Of the sixteen who completed both measures, the
number of students who gained in stores on both the verbal reasoning problems and
on the total test was fifteen, while fourteen students gained on the. problems of trends

and patterns.

Gains for the math word problems and for the analogy problems were also t

significant, b9t considerably less so than those for the previously mentioned problems. For the

math word ifioblems the gains Were significant at < .025.p and for the analogies, at < .01p.

More students gained on the math problems (12) than on the analogy problefas (9).

Not only was there no significant change in the average group performance on
the--vocabulary problems, but there was a slight loss, a fact which lends support to
the gssumption that students probably did not remember the individual test items from
the pretest .to the posttek administrations of this instrument. In fact, only four
students improved their scores in this type of problem.,

04e

The dramatic average gains demonstrated by the Basic Skills Students for the

verbal reasoning problems, the problems of trends and patterns, and for the .total score

reveal that analytical reasoning *skills can be learned by means of cognitive process
instruction,- as defined and explained by Whimbey and Loehhead. In fact, since tour

of ..the five types of problems included -in the test had actually been taught and practiced
during the Basic Skills Project and since all four of these show significant gains in

scores by the students, i is apparent that the project students did indeed profit_from

instruction. They learned!

'3. Comparisons of Instructional Unit PrePo.st Measures

further evidence that the projeot students profited from instruction cad be seen
in comparismf of pre/post tests used to diagnose entry skills and to evaluate progress
,on these shills for five instructional units taught during the course (Table 13). These

included ,units in the development of 4ictionary skills, skills in the use of dictionary
pronaciation guides, skills in determiiing the meanings of words by ansanalysts of root
and affix meanings, Skills of determining meanings from context clues, and listening

skills (for, which the students took no notes).

An examination of pretest as erages fiir these units indicated that the students°
did need to. develop their skills in ethese areas. As .Table 13 demonstrate,' the greatest
need existed for the development of listeninskills. On tl3e pretest, the group average
was only 21.-63%-, which, accor4ing4to researc, -was slights less comprehension than
that achieved by the average entrained listener (24%) for`a ten-Minute. talk. Word r,
analysis skills, though slightly higher, were nevertheless very poor, with the group
averaging only 42.35% on the pretest. Also-'poor' were the dictionary skills of the group

(ayerage of 50%) and the skills of using a dictionary konunc iati on guide (average of

58.09%). The strongest skills, though also rather weak, were those of using context
carlueEkto determine vocabulary meanings; here the group managed an average of 62.2% on

the pretest.

1. 2,0
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TABLE 13
. ti c.

Comparative Data (Percentages) on instAuctional Pre/Post Unit Tests for
Participants %Itto Completed gotta Tests

Pronunciation
Guide Tests

Dictionary
Tests

Effective
Listening

rn

Determining
Meanings frond
ran/Art TA*,

Word Analysts
Tests

N = 22
/

N = 22 N 16 N 18 N 17

Mean

S D

Range

of Gains

Pre

58.9

Post

84.23

Oatn P

26 136 < 0005

Pre

50

Post

75.41

Avg

Clain P

25..409 (. 0005

Pre
21.63

Post

55.31

Cain

33 675

P

(.0005

Pre

62.2

Post

62.7i

Nisi:
.556

P

.43

Pre

42.35

Port

74.94

Gain P

32.588[.0005

13.32 8.96 13. 357 13.27 9.08 19..128 8.08 .111.38 18.646 17.68 14.87 11 618 15.54 22.19 17. 732

27-80 73-100 17-74 52-93 4.2-
33. 3

20.7-
90

30- /
100

40-
90

20-73 62 -97

21 15 5 17

r,

, ark

Following instruction in these areas, the group were given posttests to determine
the levels of their mastery and their progress. (Note that the number 'of students

varies because of attrition and)cos other factors. Data are reported ,only for students

who completed both pre- and posttests.)

As can be seen by the Table, all students gained in scores on the pronunciation

guide test and on the word analysis test. And all but one each gained on the dictionary

skills test and oft the effective listening program test. Indeed the average group gains

on these four tests were extremely statistically significant, .000S.2.: Assuming that

the posttest scores would' go up because of instruction, a one-tailed test for- significance

was appliki which indicated that the probability that the gains were- due to chance,
approximated only one in two thousands:

This ii not to say, of course, that the students had achieved complete mastery .

of the skills which they halearned. In fact, using traditional interpretations of grades,
the posttest data reveal that, on the' average, the group at-the end possessed better

than average skills in using a dictionary pronunciation guide (84%) and about average

skills in using a dictionary. (751) and in using word analysis to derive vocabulary meanings

(74.94%). Their ability to comprehend and remember the chief ideas from listening,
however, was weak at the end in' spite of the fact that they managed tp more than double

0their scores from pretest to posttest and in spite' of the fact that their posttest listening

average score (55:3%) exceeded the lity of the average untrained listener by more

than twice.

The most disappointing scores occurred for the posttests for the unit on using

vocabulary context clues. Only five students showed gains in this area, and the .group

at large remained equally weak in ,these skills at the end (62.77%) as they were at the

beginning (62.2%). One can wonder only how much the facti that the pretest scores

a

121
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'here were the highest of the lot influenced the- students negatively not to take the unit
'as seriously as they had talon the other units.)

Thus, pre /past data for instructional units taught during the course, indicate
once again that the Project students profited from instruction -- this time in four

out of five areas. 4

4. Group for Other Tests Used to Evaluate Instruction

Three, units Of instrtktion thcluded in t14Reading/Study Skills-fomponent
had no formal pretests: lecture/notetaking, memory skills and'study-reading. Mere
were several reasons for this variation of the system, 'each unique to the particular
unit which was presented.

For- one thing, since the 1 ture/notetakingunit followed .t1 unite general
listening skills, for which there ws a pretegt, it was felt that students_ already had
sufficient awareness of theit abilities in this area. Thelecture/notetaking unit, 4n fact,
differed from the effective listening unit' only in slight ways: The length of the state-
ments in the former Were longer and the students, took notes during the process of

listening, rather than recording notes after listening to short statements'.

or the memory unit, several learning games introduced during the beginning
of the c rse served somewhat as loose diagnostic measures. Thus, no formal pretest
was used. 41.

In the case of study - reading: students had diethosed their study strategges on
a Reading Inventory (the responses to which were analyzed in th foregoing section of

this report). Consequently, here too ihei4tiseemed to be little need for pretesting.
,

One other reason lay behind not -using ft btests for two of these units (the memory
unit and the study/reading unit) and that was that advice by external consultants Ve-
commended reduciiag the number of tests given during the early 'days of the program. +i
Therefore, since diagnosis for these units could have 'been achieved in 'different ways

than by pretests, it was decided not to use them in these areas.

However, 'unit tests were administered foT these three units in order to evaluate
student levels of mastery for these skills. The 'mellowingBowing table (Table 14) presents the
group averages for unit tests in lecture/notetaking skills, memory skills, and study-

,.

reading skills.-
TABLE 14

-\ Group Averages on Tests for Instriictional Units
Which Had Ro Pretests

Test Averitges
for Unit in-

Lecture/Notetak'

Memory Unit
Test

Test Averages for'
Study-Reading

Pr.: ess Tests

Mean
SD

Range
# Passing

N = 15

67.58.,
13.07

40.5 - 89.5
12

1 0

N =*24

81 ;.06
13. 8

3$ -
22

NT 18,

72.59'
8.88 ip

'55.3 - 81.7
16
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There was uninirhous agreement (7 to 11 students) or strong agreement
(4 to 10 students) in favor of the number of lectures, number of opportunities for
group work,' and sufficiency of individual help provided.,,,However, two students
expressed dissatisfaction with the amount of individual practice alloWed during the
reading/study program and these two also felt that the management of instruction
held them back somewhat from learning all that they wanted to -learn. Thus, although \
there was complete approval for the mixture of large and small group and of individual
instruction during the course, there seemed to be some need for even more individual/1
practice than was provided.

Unanimous approval was also given for the number of chances given to the
tudents to improve in their-reading and study, skills (10 strongly agreeing and 7
agreeing). And all disagreed (9 strongly disagreeing and 8 disagreeing) that the course
"included tod many lessons in areas [hey] saw no need to improve [their] skills. lc
Rutherrapre, they universally aclmowledged that the management of instruction helped
Orem understand their-needs and the degree of their progress throughout the duration

of the course.

5. Suggested' Improvements by...the Students for the Reading/Study Skills Component

Although the majority of questioni in the student evaluation instrument required
the participants to reict to statements by indicating their approVal or strong approval,
of disagreement or strong disagreement with the features of the Reading/Study Skills
Component,"the opportunity was given to them at the end of the instrument to state
their suggestions- for improving the course. These statements were significant since
they were freely expressed Opinions andas such were no doubt indicative of ,strong
feelings about the course. A summary of these feelings follows:

re training could be improved.:..
. ;
1.) in the Reading7Study Skills Course by"

(8) - changing nailing
° (2), - allotting more time for this course

(2) - including more interesting or personally relevant materials,
(1) - providing more time in the learning center to work on rate improvement
(2) - including more practice and /or instruction in the techniques'of reading

technical books ,
[1] - (No comment)
[5] - (Praise for instructor and/or course)

Ac this summary reveals, five students took this opportunity to praise the course
and/or instructor and eight stated that nothing should be changed about the course at all.

However, two students suggested allotting more time for the course. And two
expressed the desire for more instruction and practice in,studY-reading techniques while
one,statgd a desire for more laboratory work in rate exercises.

12'3.
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For the lecture/notetaking unit, helve (of fifteen) students managed to achieve

a passing score of 60%. The group average here was 67.58% with considerable stands

deviation (13.07) from the mean. The libtening skills demonstrated for this unit were
somewhat better than for the effective listening program (55.31%), which preceded it.
No doubt, one of the reasons was that students this time could take notes while listen ng

(something they could not do during the effective listening program). But the listening

comprehension skills overall remained weak for the lecture/notetaking unit.

For the memory unit, which was the first unit presented in the course -- there-

fore, accounting fbr the higher n -- the group produced a better-than-average mean

score (81.06%), with twenty-two (of 24) students achieving a passing grade, (above 60%).

(Of the two students who failed, the one who achieved the lowest score -- 38% -- dropped

out of the program during the first weeks of the semester. )

The study-reading Unit was the one unit of the entire course (besides the Guided

Reading Program) which was of semester duration. Three progress tests were. given ,

for this unit. As the Table indicates, the group average for these three tests was
72.59%, with sixteen (of 18) students achieving a passing average (60%) and with re-

latively greater homogeneity among scores here (SD 8. 88) than for the other two units

analyzed here.

Once again, the data here reveal that the group achieved relative mastery of the

skills they were attempting to learn: some mastery of lecture/notetaking skills, average

mastery of study-reading skills, and better-than-average mastery of memory skills.

I

6. Summary of Findings

The previous analyses indicate that statistically significant gains were achieved

by the Basic Skills Project students because of the instruction, pradtice, and consequent

learning w ich occurred directly and indirectly during the Reading/Study Skills component

of the course-7

While the exit levels were in no case superior, the group as a whole achieved

nearly a 10th grade level on the total score of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, -

Form D - - a fact which appears predictive of their future success in occupational

training programs they are now beginning.

What is more, with one exception (their ability to derive meaning from context

clues), the project students, as a group, profited from instruction and learning which

they undertook. linfact, they gained dramatically between pre/post measures of their

skills in the followl(ng areas:
reading rate
comkehension
total reading score
analytical/thinking skills for four

of five types of problems
,

dictionary skills
word analysis skills
listening skills

1 o I
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Only in the area of overall development of vocabulary and of the ,skills of using
context clues did the group fail to demongtrate considerable upward movement -- no
doubt because the development of vocabulary is a slow process requiring extensive
reading. ,,,- .

Moreover, when they exited the program, the group could: not be labeled superior

in their,Akills. In fact, they were still weak in the vocabulary skills mentioned above
as well as in listening skills and in the ability to solve analogies and math word prob-

lems. And by comparisons to norm groups,with a few individual exceptions they still
fell*below college freshmen level in all area of the Nelson-Denny ;leading Test.

However, they did demonstrate remarkable progress in their reading and study
skills, a fact which gives hope for their future survival in subsequent programs at the
college: And that survival, after all, is v6jraaf the bottom line of this program was all

about.,

. Student Evaluation of the Reading/Study Skills Component

Oh the last, day of the semester, the students enrolled in the Basic Skills Project
completed a comprehensive evaluation of the program. Included in this evaluation
instrument were sets of questions regarding the content and classroom management_of
the ,Reading/Study Skills component of the program as well as an open-ended question
soliciting suggestions from the partiCipants for ,improvement of 'this component if it
were to be offered with modification to future CETA clients. Following is a summary
of these student evaluations of this part of their basic skills training.

1. Evaluation of the Content of the Reading/Study Skills Component.

As 'the following Table (Table 15) indicates, a majority of the student participants
(10 to 14 students) expressed strong agreement that all units included, in the Reading/
Study Skills component "should be included the next time this program, is' offered to
students," Some (3 to 7 students) expressed simple agreement. But most importantly,

'none disagreed about replicating the content of the course during possible` repetitions

of the program. . TABLE 15

Reading and
Study Skills

CONTENT, OF THE oCuR

My skills in this I need additional
area have topreeecp. Instruction In

this area.

SA A D SD SA A D

14.46ifoory Unit. . °;1' ' 4 13

t. Effective listening. 3

/

13 1

3. Dictionary Unit. a 9

S. Vocabulary Unit in
prefixes and roots.

0

6-

7 1

...
S. . Vocabulary Unit in

fig/01119 out meanings
foe content.

6 10 1

it

1., Probiela Solving. 10 7

I. Techniques of studying
Woki._____

7' 9 1

__.t.011.1.ial

I. eelead reading exercise-- - 11 5 1

125

This unit
useful to se in ey
future training.
BA A D' SD

oz

This. WM should
included the next
time this program Is
nffered to students.

10
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Similarly, the students revealed unanimous agreement (7 to 10 students) or
strong agreement (7 to 10 students)7that all of the units covered would be "useful"

o them during their future- occupational training courses: Again, not one student

reacted negatively to this s ti of questions.
.....I

However, very few students (1 to 4 students) believed that they had completely
mastered the skills which they had worked on. In fact, most saw' the need for
additional instruction in all units. .Outstanding as an indication of their realistic self
awareness at the semester's close were their reactions to the unit on figuring out

vocabulary meanings from context: they all realized that they remained weak in these .

skills (just as the posttest fmdings,1 reported earlier, demonstrated). Of course,

their admission of the need for more instruction in all areas was not to deny that they

had indeed experienced improvement tof their skills. With just one exception each for

five of the eight chits ,covered during the semester, 94% of the students (16 of the 17

responding) expressed agreement or 'strong agreement that improvement had occurred. t--,

The areas where most saw great improvement were Guided Reading Exercises (11),
Problem Solving (10); and the Vocabulary pnitfin Prefixes and Roots (9). And with- ,

out exception all cited progress in memory sl&ls, dictionary skills, and problem

solving skills.
.

2. Evaluation of the Classroom Management of the Reading/Study Skills Component

'The evaluation instrument also asked the project students to express their
agreement or disagreement with regard to the techniques by which the Reading/Study

Skills component was managed. . Table 16 indicates their opinions.

r.:ABLE 16
CLASSROCP1 *IMMINENT

The Readino-Study Skills course....

1. had a sufficient lumber of lectures
to the whole class.

2. had enough opportunities to wort in
groups with other students.

3.' gave me enough incliiiidual Lela when
needed it.

4. includo:.' enough Inds 1 dual, prettier

5. gave me Many chances to improve in
the reading and study skills I
needed to develop to become a successful
student.

6. held me back from learning all the
reading and study skills I wanted
to learn.

7. included too many lessons in areas..I
sow no need to improve my skills.

r--
B. helped ate understand by its system

p1_,e and ms1 tests what I needed
to Tarn an n. I learned what
1 should have. 1 r)4.4

f. gave me opportunities all along to
see whether or not I was progressisnet.'

SA D SD

8 9.

9 8

7 10

4 11 ,f
. ...... _. . . _

10 7

2 9 6

'8 9

7 10

11
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One of the problems of choosing materials for the course became apparent
among these, suggestions. Unfortunately the students in the program had a wide variety
of occupational interests although all intended to seek training in c4reers that were
technical in nature. Thus, it was difficult to choose instructional materials whose
content always matched every student's career interests. Two students, therefore, took
the opportunity of the student evaluation to suggest including more interesting or°
personally relevant materials if the course should be offered again.

3. Summary of Student Evaluations of the Reading/Study Skills Component

Generally, there was outstanding approval among the students for the Reading/
Study skills compofient both in content and in management of instruction. , Where
there was dissatisfaction expressed, it typically consisted of the feeling that there should

c- have been more, not less than was provided. Thus, the students; while acknowledging
they had indeed improved their skills, saw the need for more opportunity to master the
skills they had worked on, wanted more while acimArledging they had indeed improved
their skills, saw the need for more opportunity to master' the skills they had worked
on wanted more time to achieve such mastery, but left feeling that what they had
learned would truly help them in their future occupational training. ,

N. Student Comments on Last-Day Impromptu.

On the last day in the writing class, each student interviewed another student
about the pluses and minuses of the program. Again, students volunteered remarks
about wanting "more reading":

("What more do you think you could have gotten out of the Progra

Five students commented that they would have liked "more reading." Two of
these would have liked more "free reading" time.

Positive remarks were applied to a variety of the courses' units. Ten students
comm ented favorably upon the ,Peading/Study Skills class. Here, are some representative
. .
quotes.

ii.a

"What do you think you have gotten out of-the Basic Skills Program?"

. i .
.1.) "The program helped [her] for future college courses.!'

4

. . .

2. ) ."...[she] has also learned skills in note taking that will beuseful in
the future courses."

; 3.) "Furthermore, he learned the SQ4R study methods which helped him
especially in the technical book and which should keep hirn in future courses
which he will be taking. He improved hithself greitly with verbal reasoning
and how to relate to analogies."

4.) "Nevertheless, She enjoys reading class the most. [Her] favorite book is
Consider Your Words."

127.
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5.) "(She- has) learned dictionary skills that were unknown to (her)

in (her) previous education.".

0. Tutors' Evaluations

In evaluating the methods of the Reading/Study Skills course, the two tutors-

"agreed" with all the positive judgements of the students. HoweVer, while'agreeing

that the course included "enough individual practice" for the students to master

skills, the tutors added the note, "the opportunity was notiglways.taken advan-

tage of."
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V_Iy REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH OF PRACTICES - WRITING

Writing geaknesses are difficult, to qtkantify. Being a clear writer requires
not only "knowledge" of some "rules" as pronoun agreement but the practiced instinct
to perform such things as relating one item to the next.

A. Definition of Problems

'Sv

Some researchers attempted to define problem areas of unpracticed students.
Lamberg.(1975) inferred these problems;

-They lack self-inanagement skills.
- They lack a set procedure for working through an assigninent.
- They have great difficulty getting started.,
-f lb y fail to understand directions.

writeThey write poorly organized papers. "

-They lack' a system for proofreading.
- They have problems/accepting criticism.

Confronting such difficulties, Harris (1981) concluded that a student who suffers
with them "cannot be taught new methods of composing, but will have to work
on an individualized basis'to change dysfunctional habits and strategies into.more
effective ones." In response to the question "What is needed?" Maxwell (1979)
wrote, "To improve t *r composition skills, students. need a supportive environ-,
ment, a clear idea o what is expected, and information and, ideas to write about."

Supportive Environment

One of the most consistent recommendations of researchers was to give
Basic Skills writing students more personal time and attention than they could
expect in conventional settings. Trillin, when reviewing program problems in
Basic Skills training at the City University of New York (1980), wrote. " . . .

skills programs need to.provide the student with More time and more, support
to reach their goals than we had commonly assumed. The term "support's implied
an active- and sympathetic interchange. Kates (1973) stressed this thought in
his summary of recommenditions following a study of sixteen classes of fresh-
men in eight community colleges and three univerries in the greater Los Angeles
area. Kates urged that "conferencing, more than any other recommendation,
should be mandatory." Kates's point about "conferencing" may be related to
Zucker's finding in 1egard to successful elassroom behaviors by teachers of
remedial composition courses in five Los Angeles junior vlleges. According to °

Zucker (1966), the "most mit* teacher behavior, ". in the students' judgment,
was "encouraging classroom discussion." Zucker noted some specific techniques
which the students considered most helpful.

ita

The teacher asked us to talk about the subject.

2.) The teacher told us to talk to each other.

3.) Our teacher, Mr. -X, asked us to form discussion groups
e

and talk about the material.

1

do
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A.) The teacher helped ushave classrctom discussions.

5.) The teacher asked us to discuss the subject rather than
lecturing all the time.

The values of such interactions between students and tutors were considered
by Harris (1981) to be the most. important assets of student-centered writing
labs.

C. Defining Goals and Modeling Performances

One function of interaction is to clarify goals. Cross (1977) advised,
"The goals of learning miest be.clear and must be made explicit to the student.
She referred to reports Nikich Concluded that, " ; . . both logical analysis
and research evidence do support the notion that students, especially
New Students, wg experience greater satisfaction and achievement if they
have a -OTetil.idea of what is expected of them."

I

To assist the student to understand what is required, Zucker (1966)
recommended "many specific and detailed examples." External consultant

John Roueche similarly encouraged an emphasis of models rather, than rules
in pursuit of objectives.

D. Small Units and Modules

Cross commented, "Very closely related to the need for course - objectives:
is the desirability of small lesson- units (frequently referred to as learning
modules) dealing with a single concept." The 'importance of dividing per-
formances into small units was discussed by many writers. Ways of dividing

units were developed in several fashions. Gray and Slaughter (1980) described

one system for guiding developmental/ students through writing assignments:

All writing assignments are presented on detailed; written
assignment sheets that set forth discrete steps for students
to follow in considering separately the many tasks involved
in completing the assignment.. Studentif are instructed to:
(1) Choose a topic. (2) Jot down details in phrases or
single words that come to mind in thinking about the topic.
(3) Find a -word or word's that summarize the overall, sense
or tendency.of the list and use that designation in a simple
statement that establishes the point to be made about the
general topic. (4) organize the details into categories . . .

(5) Write the,fifst draft . . . (6) Reread the draft, re-
vising pit first for content, then for specific elements of
grammar. (7) Write a final draft. (8) Proofread the final k
draft.

4

Though apparently operating with a somewhat different' philosophy than the

the structuring of units.. Klingstedt quoted the explanation of cognitive philosoltpreceding authors, KlingStedt (Burns and Klingstedt, 1973) likewise recomme

4



Jerome Bruner, that.teaching according to structure (1) makes the subject
more comprehensible, (2) promotes memory, (3) fosters "transfer of
training, "and (4) narrows the gap between4"advanced" and "elementary'!.
knowledge.

E. Self-Pacing Writing Programs

. In many discussions of "modules," the authors assumptions were that the
students' progress would be "self-paced. " Several examples Of self-paced
Writing programs were 'described. One program which compiled statistical
support for its claims of ticcess was that operating in the English Multimedia
Laboratoryorian Antonio College (Rudisill, 1976). The Laboratory served
students in the lowest category of ACT achievement levels (1-15) by a system
of ndividualized, self-paced, computer-assisted instruction. Each student
moved through ten learning areas according to specified behavioral objectives.
Within this program,'the students spent two hours in the traditional program. .

Some students spent one additional hour in the ,Laboratory with their regular
classroom teacher, but students with extremely low scores spent four hours
per week in the laboratory.' In the laboratory, students practiced with
programmed materials, computer terminals, and other equipment. Students
received considerable additionia personal support from the, teacher, from tutors,
and from student proctors.

A

, Rudisill observed that the liber of Basic English students who had re-
ceived D's or F's In their next English classes had decreased'from 54.02
perint to 38.64 percent after the laboratory had been instituted.

Another sort of self-paced writing program was develiped in Bunker Hill
Cpmmunity College, Charleston, Massachusetts (Lazar, 1976). The program
consisted of a Writing Lab which lead students through twelve areas of basic
skills. This Lab relied heavily upon peer teaching assistants. The Wival
staffed by a teacher and five student assistants who had considerable mining
and subsekvent responsibility for improving the mechanical skills of fellow
students. ...pplementing the lab was a Writing Workshop. In the worksh4,
the writing students discussed analytical and organizational skills with the
teacher.

A program which applied' self- pacing in a different manner from the pre-
ceding two was evolves by Madisonville Community College, Kentucky

(Ramsden and Watkins, 1980). This program did not present a given number
of learning modules, through which all students passed. Rather, the students
would be working for competencies which would cdnfer a grade of C, B, or A.
Some students, according to the deterniination of a pre-course writing evaluation,
might begin at an advanced level. Other students might spend a whole semester.
attempting to achieve the level of a C. Students achieving the level of A or B
before ,the end of the semester might choose to withdraw. Within each level
of competency, the students worked on four skill areas: words, sentences,
paragraphs and themes. The students contracted with the instructor to take
exit exams by a certain time. If a student could not maintain the contracted
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schedule, he had to confer with: the instructor. Continued records of the
students' assignments were mainlained In folders which they left with the

4 instructors. 1',
The description of the program did not mention the use of tutors or

teaching ipment.

F.

°

A Michigan program which was-supplemented by" tutors and a writing
lab was developed for Kalamazoo Valley Community College (Corbin, 1980).
The course followed eleven steps. The students had eight, twelve, or
sixteen weeks to complete the steps. it eft materials plus the assistance of
tutors helped students to achieve the steps.. When the students chose, they
could take tests to demonstrate that they have achieved the levels. The
students were awarded points for vikrious scores (for example, 90% to 100% =
10 grade points). 'The final gradesNvere awarded according to the points .

which the students had accumulated.

Each of the four programs which have been mentioned presented some
common elements: (1) an effort to reconcile the sequential learnifig of some
knowledge, such as grammar, with the improvement of some lalls, such as
sentence-writing or organization, which must be practiced; (2) an effort to
individualize; ,(3) an effort to encourage students to progress at their own

,

rates.

Self- Pacing Problems 41:

The question of self-pacing is one which entails some complications of
classroom procedure. CF0ss (1976) after noting "heart-Wrenching" failures
of some self-paced courses warned, "Students have both the privilege and
burden of assuming major responsibility for their own learning, and some
students are apparently not ready for or comfortable with that responsibility."
Cross noted that, in a survey of fatuity who had employed self-pacing, 71
percent reportftd difficulty with student procrastination. This problem seemed
most seve;Z with less accomplisfied students. Cross referred to several reports

.

\which- imlicated that poor, to mediocre students withdrew in greater numbers
from self-paced ..riurses thandid good students. Perhaps with such findings
in mind, exter)nalonsultant John Roueche recommended to the MCCC Basic Skills
instructors that their. students -be given few choices of pacing. In any case, ,
Cross commented, " . . . a good deil of work and understanding of the method
are necessary for its successful implementation." The question of self-pacing
*as imperfectly resolved in the Basic :Skills Writing course AS further discussion
will make clear...

G. Instructional Feedback to Students
4 '1\1

A One of .the chief advantages' of the self- pacing according to Cross, is frequent
and consistent feedbick whjch permits students to correct their performance as
they work. Zucker, in refilrence to conventional remedial classes, wrote that

. 11.

ke.

(
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*ri
The students considered the quick return of many exercises and papers to
be one of,,the most effective forms ofpteacher behavior. Furthermore,
Kates's analysis of methods in Los Angeles writing classes and Gray and
Slaughter's analysis of methods in the City University of New. Yoric re-
emphasize the reasonable inference that an instructor's comments on Many

'short assignments would be more helpful than fewer comments on more
complicated work. One calculated feature of the MCCC Basic Skills writing
course was the return, almost daily, of students' tests and papers.

H: , Student Interests

An additional calculation of the MCCC course was to adapt materials to
the students' interests, future classes, and vacations.- External consultant
Martha Maxwell had recommended that the lessons and exercises have some
bearing pn the students' consumer or recreation interests. She also touched
upon. an area of student anxiety: the writing requirements of their next
clagses and their jobs. To ignore those concerns would be to invite a reaction
which was .defined by Alschuler and Iveg -(1973): "When students sense a

= discrepancy between what teachers require and what life demands, it underlines
their trust in the wisdom of their teachers." On the positive side, Murphy
(1974) referred to efforts' to take advantage of students' vocational pursuits.
One communications laboratory, which integrated academic content with
vocational interests, reported higher grades for its students than for students
given traditional\ lesSons.

A Wisconsin survey (Farning and Boyce, 1976) went to considerable lengths
to discover exactly what communications competencies were actually needed by
workers in ereven different industrial and service program areas.. Four of
these areas osier/lived thee vocational interests of many of the MCCC Basic
Skills studeita. _Partial lists of the competencies needed on the job, as noted
by supervisors and vocatioh schools graduates; are given below. The partial
lists note only those skills (a) which were practiced'in the MCCC Basic Skills
Wilting course and (b) .which were rated from.,,"important" to "very important"
by the 'respondents to the survey. The competencies are arranged from top
to bottom in order of perceived importince.

1. Business Machine Supervisors

- complete job related forms
- distinguish main- idea from

supporting details
.when writing express ideas-,

clearly and to the point
- gather and organize information
- proofread and edit written documents

spell correctly
- punctuate -correctly
- follow,iramraatical standards in

writing

. 137

Business Machine Graduates

- spell correctly
- complete job related forms
- when writing express ideas
4 dearly and to the .point
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2. Dental Assistant Supervisors

- complete job related forms
- spell correctly
- distinguish main ideas from

supporting details
- follow grammatical standards

in writing
- fnmctuate correctly
- compose an effective business

letter
- when writing express ideas

clearly and to the point
- write directions and procedures

gather and organize information

3. 'Medical Lab Assistant Supervisors

- spell correctly
- distinguish main idea from

supporting details
- complete job related forms

write technical reports
when writing expr ess ideas clearly

and to the point
gather and organize information

Dental Assistant Graduates

- identify own strengths and we es
in communications skills

- spell correctly
- complete lob related forMs
- distinguish main ideas from supportini

details

Medical Lab, Assistant Graduates

.-- spell. correctly
- complete job related fornis
- write directions and procedures
- when writing express ideas

clearly and to the point
distinguish main ideas from supportini

details

4. Electronics Servicing Supervisors Electronics Servicing Graduates

- complete job related forms
- gather and organize information.
- when writing express ideas clearly

supporting details and to the point
- identify own strengths and weaknesses= summarize materials

in communications skills - distinguish main ideas
- gather and organize inforination r details

- when writing express ideas clearly
and to the point

- distinguish main ideas from,

from supportini

Q - -

Such job-related lists were obviously intended to help communications instructoi.s of
occupational students define appropriate oNectives and plan effective lessons.

The instructors, of course, must be concerned not onlI(with the skills which the
studentik will need for their eventual jobs but also with the ilkibls they Will need for
their--rtional classes. A "consensus recommendation" of New York State
administrators and instructors of developmental- students was, "to thf extent
possible . . . the skills taught should be those needed kiii,students in their program
areas" (Cornell Institute for Research and Developnignt Occupational Areas, 1976).
The outcome of this training in writing classes, as the -survey deflird it, shOuld be
"general improvement" which would give a student the chance, to succeed in their
next classes. This sort of outcome was planned for the MCCC Basic Skills Writing'
Course.

133
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I. Summary

Discussions of developmental writing classes for developmental students
have frequently addressed`these inferences:

1.) The environment, for these students should be supportiye.

2.) The creation of a supportive environment requires continued
interaction behhen teacher and students, between students
and tutors, and between the students themselves.

3.) Lessons should be, ivided 4to small units:

4.) The goals of the units should be clearly defined.

5.) The goals of the units should be illustrated by many examples.

6.1 Self-pacing is often recommended. '1

7.) A problem of self-pacing, particularly.for lower-level students
is procrastination.

StUdent interests at,id their requirements for vocational classes
and future employment should influence lesson planning.

9. ) Student outcomes shou11'be related to requirements of their
programs and future employment.
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VIII. TEACHING THE WRITING COURSE
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The methods of the writing course were governed by several considerations -0
which had been encountered in the review of, the research: (a) the creation of a
supportive atmosphere, (b) the division of lessons into small units, (c) the attempt
to incorporate self-pacing, (d) the provisionif quick feedback, (e) the attempt to
relate materials to the students' personal and vocational needs and interests, and
(f) the attempt to reinforce lessons by integrating them with lessons in other
Basic Skills courses. -
A. Supportive Atmosphere

A supportive atmosphere was encouraged by assuring students, whenever
appropriate, that they could learn and. that many students before them had
learned the Elaine leisons with which they struggling.

The, students were further encouraged to check their work with the
tutors and instructor at all points and to discuss their work with each other
whenever class and lab procedures permitted. Some thOught, prior to the
spnister, was given to creating peer grqmps which could assist one'another.
This procedure proved unnecessary because informal peer groups soon evolved.
The peer groiips became so supportive that they had to be cautioned not to
help this or that member to the point of doing his work.

The class as a whole was involved whenever convenient. For example,
no lesson on mechanics would be presented without eliciting answers and
comments from evebr student present.,

The lab periods permitted work with- individual students. Most of the
instructor's and tutors' time, during lab periods was spent helping a variety
of individuals with their particular pieces of writing. Again, the danger was
that the helper might, be lead into-dbing too much of a students' work.

The student would be given credit for each piece of work which he did,
but each piece would not be given aagiadel The student would be given
several opportunities to practice with certain sorts of problems before he would
commit himself to a paper Or test which would be graded. ,

On some occasions, the student Could choose to take a re-test, if'he
were' not satisfied with a glade. Moreover, after4a student had written an
assignment for a .grade, he would write a revision of the assignment to take
advantage of the instructor's criticisms for another grade. t

As much as possible, the student was 'encouraged to that he would
learn ,by practicing and that practicing would not penalize

SL

B. Divisions of Lessons into Small Unit
,

For the first three-quarters of the _sefaester, while the students were
writing paragraphs, each writing assignment would be accompanied by these
steps:
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1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)
Immo'

A brief description of the kind of paragraph to be written.

An explanation of how writing paragraph would help the student.

A brief explanation of what the paragraph would require in
addition to requirements of preceding paragraphs.

The presentation of sample topics and discussions of those
topics.

0

5.) The assignment of the topic sentence.

6.) The evaluation of the topic. .
7.)

8.)

The assignment of a short scratch outline.

The presentation of sample outlines and worksheets involving st

4 outlining problems.
I, Cr

9.) The evaluation of the students'' outline.

10.) The assignment of the paragraph.
0

11.) The, pretentation of sainp\e paragraphs and worksheets involving
writing problems.

12.) The evaluation of the paragraph;..,

1g.) The assignment of the revisions.

14.) The evaluation of the revisions.

Each unit on mechanics would be accompanied by exdlanations of.howthe
unit's lessons could be useful to' the student in the future and how they shoild
be applied to students' current writing. A unit would add lessbns in a. step-
by-step fashion with several opportfulities to review. Eack lessons Would be
accompanied by several examples. As much as practical, the types, of lessons
and examples would be varied.

Before each test, the student would take a pre-test which would help him
Judge his 'capability at that point.

In the first half of the semester, the student would have some chtiNe as
to when he would take a test. If he did not do well, he might choose to it,ke
a re-test. This opportunity was withdrawn in the second half of fir semester
as the degree self-pacing declined.

C. Self-Pacing

The semester balm with 1,the hope that each student would.piogress st
a pace which would be convenient for him.: Soon, some'studentsWere
"getting ahead" of others. This sort 9f "fast pacing" was not a ''grite problem

143
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although it obliged the instructor to device supplementary assignments
and to-work out supplementary activities for the faster students in the
Programmed Learning Center and ComputerTerminal- Room.

liov;ever, some "slow-paced" students seemed to be falling so far
behind that the lessons presented to the. class as a whole did not bear
upon what they were doing in the lab. For example, the instructor might
be talking about writing one kind of paragraph while a few students were
still working on a simpler kind.

Sonie troubles were compounded by inefficient bookkeeping. To help
them keep track of their 'progress, the students were provided with an
"Assignment Sheet" and a large-ring binder. The Assignment Sheet"

,was supposed to be the first insertion in the binder. Thereafter, each
assignment was to be noted as it was. given, and the class materials were
to be added to the binder as they were 'distributed. Daily assigment sheets
were aietributed to help+ the student keep track of what had been passed out.'
Unfortunately, the materials weren' always added to the binder, materials
and daily assignments were lost, and assignments weren't recorded.
'Students began to complain that they ,didn't know what they were supposed
to be doing. They complained also that.they were spending too much time,
noting assignments, and straightening out their binders. Demoralization
began to set in, especially among the least organized and most in need 'of

Selft-pacing might not be an invalid theory, but a self-pacing system
for a writing course must be the product of several semesters of accumu-
lated materials and experi nce. \A self-paced course for writers would

require 'a wide variety of ercises which could be applied to each lesson.
and an iron-clad, care y administered bookkeeping system .

. .

Just before the mid-semester break, the instructor had a serious talk,
with the class. Most of the students seemed to Mayor more control by the
instructor in terms 'of more specific' deadlines and less personal bookkeeping.

!ff gradually evolved, self-pacing may yet become part of an MCCC writing.
\., program; however,, in the past semester it threatened to produce the sort

of "heart wrenching" experience which K. 'Patricia Cross mentioned.,.
.

. .

D. - Feedback

The writing program did maptain a system of quick, consta6t feedback.
Thie,took the form not only of the personal, commentary of the instructor -
and-tutors in the lab periOas but atso of the daily return of exercises .and
writing assignments. -yntil the-enor of the semester, a paragraph or exercise
would usually be retuned the day after it bad been turned In Often,, a tutor
or the instructor could let a student know how he had performed on a test

,within an hour of the time he had taken it. This practicb seemed to encourage
student interest.
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E. Relating Materials to Student Needs and Interests
o

Another effort which, according to student evaluations, seemed useful was
that of relating writing exercises and mechanics lessons to the students'
vocational and personal interests," -

4

1. some writing assignments were intended to help students gain
vocational orientation. An early assignment was to analyze the re-
quirements as listed in classified alivertisements for a particular sort
of job. A later assignment was to-'write a paragraph discussing the
prospects, requirements, and rewards of a socational field as they had
been projected by the Occupational Outlook Handbook. A third assign-
ment was to. write a paragraph analyzing requirements for a vocational
program as listed in MCCC's Academic Bulletin. A. later assignments
was to write a letter of application for a hypothetical position to
accompany a resume.

Still other paragraphs took the form of response's to essay questions
which were presented by beginning chapters from textbooks of the student's'
next courses. Inqhe last weeks of the semester, the students wrote*"
requek letters and complaint letterd-which the3' mailed to actual recipients.

The theory behind almost all of the writing assignments throughout
the semester was that the students would learri more about writing if they
perceived the process to be one which had -on atthentic and easily re-
cognized function in their lives as students and workers.

1e

2. To serve that theory, some writing assignments were integrated with
lessons from the other courses. The survey of Classified ads correspdnded,6
to a lesson in the Introduction to Technical Careers course. The analysis
of program requirements corresponded to work in the Counseling course:

. The problems of .finding the answers to essay questions in textbooks in
future classes paralleled lessons in the Reading/Study Skills course.

The hope was that assignments were integrated often enough to under-
line the ,usefpiness of writing. .. .

3. . Lessons in the mechanics of English could not always be given such
immediate 'application to the students'' concerns. Nevertheless, ean effort
was made, throughout most of the semester, to make a connection.

Early in the semester, the students were repeatedly told that they
wold have to be patient with lesson's on sentence elemeints becauge those
lessons would help'them to learn about punctuation. Puhctuation lessons
required less- patience from the class, as a whole. Several of the students
had learned that they would be taking vqcatipnal courses, such as secretarial

:
practices, which woilld require an extensile knowledge of punctuation. In
fact, one of the ,tutors was currently taking a secretarial course, so she
could 'show the students examples of the much more complicated exercises %

she was being assigned.
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Punctuation lessons gave the instructor an opportunity to discuss
repeatedly the ways in which senten es work and the ways tin which ideas
can be related within sentences.' T is method proved more 'practical, this Ak
time, than exercises in sentence co binifig.

in
the .preceding semester

the instructor had tried sentence ining in regular remedial Glasses with
fair success. ' The Basic Skills students, however, did not seem to have
developed enough of a "sentence sense," in many cases, to be

was
when a

combination was "good.", Another unfortunate circumstance was that the
sentences provided bx, the text lent themselves to double, meanings which did
not assist the serious purpose of the class. True instructor did attempt to
make use of the techniques of sentence combiiing by inventing some exercises;
however, most of them were. incorporated into lessons on punctuationt

The punctuation lessons were pursued beyond the limits
necessity for some students. For instance, the future dr'afts
have to use, semicolons very often:. On the other hand; the m

solute
may not

ical office
assistants may have.to. In one ease, such lessons. as the ones, on semi-
colons gave'the instructor further opportunities to explain how ideas could
be compared or contrasted or expressed as coMpOnents of a sequenCe.

This _convenience proihpted the instructor to give most- of the time spent`
on.ruechanice to punctuation. Other areas might have been given&more
attention, but they:did not seem to justik the time 'whiCh would have to be,.

,,,atienton them. Spelling was aproblem for some students. In-thelr course
').-evaluatiOn, a few studentsremitrked that they would have liked some spelling

th4orY,91he'lsiudents Weretupposed to note their misepellings ,

a sheet'Provtded.fog -that 46?apose., Tetley could, therefore, become aware ofw
lakiellings lideliMinate them. Some students did follow

thisqq pr ice. A ieneril t p ession was that the students' spelling probleis
dimfn shed sis'they, Pracilbed%ritins'

14,

Nevertheless, some studOts' 'spelling did not seem to improve. On some .

occasions, they were givenc.;sp.eciai;attention by tutors, but the attention could
not be made, systematic. Spelling does'notlend'itself well to systematic
lessons. To teach spelling wOul-meap, tOgives time to such matters as roots
and prefixes which most of.the Atudents laid snot need to learn and which could
bake been speniinore'usefully. Stioh%was instructor's judgment during
the progress of the course. -

.

In addition to spelling, Another elementary problem, fin'. some students
was handwriting., In most cases, the hadwriting of the studenta..seemed-fo
improve as they practiced writing., In a' few cases, the *students were yarned
that their handwriting might cause future instacuctors to discount the value of
their .ideas. The instructot would' have liked to give these few some supple-
mentary work in calligraphy. Again, ifot enough time 'seemed available.

F. Comparative Weight of Mechanics and Writing
lot

If a thoite had to be made betweektiving time to writing or giving if to
Mechanids, the decision was always int favor of writing. The theory was that the
anal product was always most important and that the most important function of
mechanics lawns was to improve writing.

1.4 6'



Each time a student turned in a piece ofNwriting, he put it in a flap
folder which included all the preceding pieces of writing. An important
factor in the instructor's' evaluation would be whether a piece of writing had
reduced the mechanical weaknesses of preceding writing.

'A student would be held responsible for only those mechanical problems
which had been discussed in class. Fragments, run-ons, and misspellings
were, criticized from the beginning. But the omission of a comma to punctuate
an introductory expression would not be noted unless that comma use had been

studied. This .common system seemed better than either overwhelming.a
student with all sorts of corrections or ignoring 'mechanicallaulte almost alto-

.
gether.

During class periOd, about half the time would be given to discussion of
mechanics; but'ddring the lab period, most of the time was spent on writing
assignments.

G. Texts and Materials

The students began the course with the following texts:

4'

H.

Hart, Kathleen A. and Alice C. HeilL
Sentences, Paragraphs, and Essays: An Integrated Approach.
Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1979

Krevisky, Joseph and Gordon L. Linfield.
The Bad Speller's Sictionary. New York:
Random House, 1978.

Morehead, Philip D. Roget's College- Thesaurus in Dictionary Form.

New York: Signet, 1978

The class also used the American Heritage Dictionary in copjunction with the
Reading/Study Skills course.

'Materials included a large three-ring binder in which the students were supposed
to keep the mimeographed. handouts which were distributed in class. In addition,
the students were given flap folders in which they were supposed to keep all their'
writing exercises.r ,

Chronology

1/19 The, importance of writing to the students' future courses and jobs was emphasized.
students..were given copies of writing assignments which follow introductory -

chapters' in the texts of their next courses.,

The students were directed, as a first wrAng assignment, to intbrview other
students, to take notes, and to write an impromptu paragraph:

1/20 The impromgtu paragraphs were returned. The paragraphs were not graded, but
they had bein criticized for fragments, run-ons, and misspellings. The nature of

fragments and run-ons was explained, The students were told they will be revising

the paragraphs.
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1/21 Mechanics: The class was given examples of fragments and run-ons
written by students of past semesters. Revisions were discussed.
Sentence Cotabining was introduced. The class worked through some

combinations of sentence sets in the text.

Writing: During the lab period, the students revised the flist-day para-
graphs.

1/22 This We the first of the Thursday ,three-hour sessions.
Writing: The revised first-day paragraphs were returned after having been
graded. Students were given assignmeht sheets on which they were to
record completed assignments. They were also given spelling sheets on
which they were to record misspellings. A new assignment of a topic for
a paragraphs given: "things and need for a simple task." This assign-

, ment introduced the concept of analysis in a simple way. Examples of
topic sentences were given to the students.

11126.-1/29

4 Mechanics:- More examples of sentence fragments were passed out and, dis-2
cussed., .

,Sets of sentences for combining were passed out. These sets had been
originated by the instructor to apply to the vocational interests expressed
by the students. For .the day, the students' were to combine one set of
sentences and to work out the topic sentence for the parag4aph "Things
I need for a simpleotask." A simple task might be painting a garage door,,
or baking some cookies.

On 1/26 the students were given the Written English Expression Test.
Writing: Students were encouraged to work at their own pace: But during
this week, most of them hid'corapleted these assignments: a, scratch
outline of tie "Things I need for a Simple Task". paragraph, a first version
of the paragraph, a revision of the paragraph.
To assist the students, ese materials were distributed and discussed:
sample outline diyisions d sample paragraphs.

Mechanics: The students worked at sentence combining with sets from the
text and with sets the instructor had originated. Students also worked with
-fragments and run-ons which past students had written'. If thy, students felt
ready for it, they were invited to take a fragment and, run -on test on
Thuisday. -A

2/2 - 2/5 Writing: Most,of the studpints developed a paragraph on "Steps of a Simple
Task." This paragraph v.?. related to the preceding paragraph Things p

). need for a Simple ;ask. "t The "Steps" paragraph added the consideration
of transition. This paragraph provided a simple introduCtion to the concept
of transition because transitions indicating a sequence were relatively easy
to Aevise. To assist the students, these handouts wereadistributed and'
discussed: Sample topics,' sample outlines, sample transitions, transitional
exercises, and sample paragraphs.

7
0,0 lake

Mechanics: The students were given exercises and assignments on subjects
and subject. parts and verbs and verb parts. Some of, these were in the
tekt, and some were o- gff-fiated by the Instructor. The students also, did

*1,48
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some sentences combining exercises in the text and on the instructor's
worksheets.

Ik. 2/9 - 2/12 Most students proceeded through these assignments:\>--- Writing:' They were directed to make copies of notes they had taken for -
their Introduction to Careers Cesufse. The notes were derived from
three classified advertisements for a job in which a student might be in-

61
terested. The students were to list and compere the requirements for
the position. Then the student was to devise a topic from the notes, create
an outline; and write a paragraph. The assignment sserved to intro-duce the,

) conceptuf sequence. In addition, it presented some practice in translating
notes-into sentences. Transitions from point to point were a little more
difficult for this paragraph. ..

. To assist the student, these handouts were distributed: sample gets of notes,

1
sample topics, sample outline divisions, and sample paragraphs. These
were originated by the instr tor to provide .models for the items which the

. students were developing.
t

,

Mechanises: The s dents worked with exercises on direct 'objects And comple-
ments from the text and on the instructor's handouts. If they felt ready. for
it, they took a sentence elements test. Most students preferred to do more
exercises before taking the test. G '

Y

4

2/16-2/26 Most of the students proceeded through these assignments:,
Writing: They followed a direction sheet to make use of an MCCC Academic

Bulletin. They located a program which interested them. They identified
the courses -which they would be taking in the Fall semester. Then they lo-
cated and took notes from the course descriptiQns. Their notes were to be
pertinent to the topic of "Things I Will Be Doing" (such as practicing with
a computer or learning medical terminology). §absequently, they would
develop an outline and paragraph.
This was a difficult series of assignments for this stage of the semester.
It Was assigned so early to work with lessons in the counseling course.
The assignments gave the ,students practice in extracting pertinent notes from
sometimes complicated course' descriptions,, in making sentences' out of I
sometimes complicated notes, of -organizing points into a sequence, an'd in

. creating fairly complicated sentences.
This assignment seemed useful, but it exaggerated the spread between the
faster and slower-paced students.. -

" To assist the student's these materials were originated or copied: sample
programs, sample course descriptiols, sample notes, sample outlines,
transition exercises, and sample paragraphs. L
Mechanics: Molt of the sqldents took the sentence elements, zest. If they
did badly they were invited to study tiaeir first test and takes another sentence
elements test.
They also worked with commas to punctuate introductAr expressions. The

type of introductory expressions were introduced in stages- as one-word ex-
pressions, phrases, and clauses. Most of .the students took a test on commas
to punctuate introdudiory expressions by Wednesday, February 25. If' they
detsiredthey could take a re-test. The tests obliged to insert commas into
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3/2 - 3/12

written sentences and to create sentences including introductory expressions.

o.

.

Most of the students accomplished these assignments'. , e

Writing: They completed a Worksheet which guide et though an 0if-i 11Q.

examination, of the Occupational Outlook' Handbook. they -1OCated the Handbook's
description of occupational' areas-which interested,thein. , Each student lo-
cated pertinent points which described the ,future of an occupation, the training.
and the probable rewards for that occupation. Then the student derived a
topic and produeed an outline and a paragraph from notes. . .

This assignment again obliged each qitpdent to locate pertinent points, to
make useful notes, to produce a reaslnable 'sequence of points, and to connect
them by transitions which were sometimes fairy complicated:

Ifel'his-assignment
was another' rather demand one. It covered some ideas

which had been touched upon in the ITC 'course. °
-%___

'To assisttthe )3tud2nts, these materials were copied or originated:. pages
from the Handi a wor&ieet to 'guide the studentg through the Handbook,
sample notes,, sample outlines, transitional exercises, and sample paragraphs.

Mechanics: From 3/2 y 3/5 most of the Class concentrated on commas to
diVide independent clauties.
The class discussions considered not 6n137- whOe the commas should be
placed in .compound sentenceq but why -two ides shoilld be put togethei in a
compound sentence. 'Most students took the test Covering commas for intro-

' ductory expressions, commas to divide independent Clauses, and the origination
of compound sentences-on 3/5.
From 3/9-3/12 they discuesed and worked with sentence:iiruding comma's

,t-e punctuate parenthetic expressions. Parenthetic expre one were intro-
-. 7 duced in stages' as one-word expressions, phrases, and nonrestrittlye

Most students took the test including commas for parenthetic expressions ,

ats all the priyceding comma uses on 3/12. ,

That Thursday was the last class period bore the Spring semester break.
At --tkit point, the instructor discussed, its progress with the class: Many

-students felt that they might concentrate better if they were given specific
, deadlineh for their work. They felt that they had sometimes'become con-,

fused about which assignMents to work on. Furthermore, Jhey felt that
tbeik,..persoiial bookkeeping had become a burden. The instructor agreed to
set deactiles for future assignments.,,
The Spring break was followed by the Human POtential Workshop, led by
counselors, which took most of the following/week. So* the' instructor didn't

. hold a writing class again until 3/26.

3/16 -3/26 Break and Human POtential Workshop
1,'

. ,

During the break, copies were' made of introductory chapters in texts Which
the students would be using in the st semester of-the vocational programs.
The texts were to be used for ba: c electronics, for an introduction to
drafting, for an introduction to siness, for an.introduCtion td biolOgy, for

./ an., ntroduction to, dental o ce practices, and for an introduction to *medical 4,

office practices.
the questions at the ends of the chapters could be characterized in-these

-

ways:
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a.) "Review questions," which could be answered merely by locating
the correct detail' in the chapter and paraphrasing the words of the
text.

2

b.) "Definitions which could be answered by locating the use_ of
the4words in tlieiext and by _stating their meaning and providing
'br4ct illustrations.

c.)- "Thought" questions which required locating an appropriate passage
in the text and Tn ak big declultions from it.,

3/26 - 4/2 Writing: Each student was given a. Copy of a chapter he would presumably
be working. with at the beginning of the next semester. The student was
also assigned a "review" question at the end of die chapter. After the
student had completed the "review" question, he was assigned _a "definition!?
quegtion. Most of the students coMPpted both questions and their revisions
within a Week / - .

To assist students, the following materials were copied,or briginated: the
test chaptets, 'chapters of other texts for class discussion, .sample notes,
sample outlinN, sample answers, alternative answers for discussion.

Mechanics: ite class discussed commas to pinctuate series and parallel
phlsing of items in series. A test on these words plus preceding usages

44 was given on 4/2.
s*

4/6 - 4/9 Writing: -The studen worked on their first "thought question." The
deadline was set for /9. To assist the students, several materials were
copied, or originated: questions from" texts, sample notes, sample outlines,
a 'good answer which one of the students had written, a series of alternative
answers for -comparative evaluations.

Mechanics: The students discussed semicolons, commas, and parallelism.
Several sets of material were distributed. The. test covering these usages
was given can 4/9.

4/13-4/16 Writing: The students developed answers to their, second, more difficult,, "thought. questions." The deadline was 4/16. Sample questions, notes,
and answers were distributed and discussed.

Mechanics: The students discussed colons, semicolons, commas and the
patterns, witfi whieh these punctuation marks were used. They assigned
sentences to originate. The test was given on 4/16.

4/20 - 4/23 A unit' on common types of business letters was begun for most of the gaiP

.students. The letters were short enough.to be written and revised quickly.
r..-

But they' were divided into beginning paragraphs; middle paragraphs, and
end paragraphs. So they were the first piedes of writing which required

' subdividing. nua first letter. Was a "request letter. The students were
. .. . , _,,
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obliged to define actual requests which would be useful to them. . Some

examples were requests for information on the GED test and dates, requesti
for Information on traitirng prograins in local hospital's, and a request for
information on the legal, use of nets in Lake St. Clair.
After the "request letters" were written, -they were typed by a tutor and a
couple of students and mailed. Several requests received replies by the end ",

of the semester.
Sample letters, good and bad, were copied. or originated to assist the students.

Mechanics: The class discussed the uses of apostrophes' and briefly reviewed
'preceding discussions. Worksheets were originated to clarify the discussionb.

The test was given on 4/23.

4/27-4/30 "Complaint letters" were written. The students were instructed to, be positive

in their complaints and to specify the redress they were requesting.
Again, the letters were typed and mailed. Some favorable replies were te-
ceived by the end 'of t4 semester. In one case, s cosmetics manufaciurer
gave a full refund, on a product. In another case, a city department planted

a tree to replace one it had removed.
As for earlier assignments, worksheets and writing samples were developed

to aid the students.

514 - 5/7

Mechanics: The class studied perdonal pronouns, agreement, Land subjective

and objective cases of pronouns. Worksheets and exercises were Originated

to assist them. A,test was given on 4/30.

Writing: The students wrote "letters of application." These were written
as though they had completed their programs. Although the letters were
not mailed, they were, in. most cases, directed to actual employers.
Worksheets and sample letters were originated or copied to provide modes.

Mechanics: The students studied problem pronouns and references such as
"it,"' "this" "that," and "which:" Exercises and worksheets assisted the class.
A test was giVen on 5/7. \

N -

5/11-5/13 Writing:, Students wrote resumes, as though they were applying for jobs at
theapds of their vocational programs. Sample resimes provided models.

.
S.

Mechanics: The class reviewed the mechanics lessons it had practiced
throughout.the semester.

Last Day, 5/14
Writing: Each.student interviewed another student. The interviewer asked
two questions:
"Wliat do you think that you have gotten out of the Basic Skills program?"
and "What more domyou think that you could have gotten out of the program?"
The interviewer then wrote a Um paragraph paper bised on the iesponsed;

The final papers provided comparisons to the first-day papers and elibited
evaluations to\ supplement those- of the student 'evaluation sheet.

1,

J 1.1
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Mechanics: The students were given the Written English Expression
Placement Test. The results , demonstrated a significant gain over the
testing administered on 2/2-.

I. Student Evaluations

t

1. The students apparently felt that they had learned to find answers
to questions in a 'piece of writing and to organize those 'answers. Further-
more, they seemed to consider the lessons in those skills to have beeti use-
ful.
(SA means ."strongly agree"; A means ."agree"; D means "disagree"; and
SD means "strongly disagree.")

TABI.41E- 17

Finding and Orianiziiig Information

Fading information
needed from a piece

. of reading.

Organizing informsttot
taken from a piece or

, pieces of reading.

My skills in this I need additional
area have' improved. instruction is this area.

A D SD

7 10 0 0

6 11 !.) 0

SA A D SD

6 I 9 2,

4, 11 2 0

This unit will be use- This unit should be
ful to me in my future included the next time
training thiS program is offered

to students.
SA A D SDSA . A 'D SD

10 7.. 0 0

1 10 0 0

,

13 4 0

13 4 0 0

61.

4§. Most of the students thought that they had improved their skills
in answering questionsj in writing, like those which they would' be asked
in future classes, However, most would haire liked more work with these
skills. ,

4

Answering questions
in writing.

TABLE 18
Writing Answers and. Qi.lestions

My skgls in this
area have improved.

AA -A D SD

9 1 0

I need additional
instruction in this
area.

BA A D SD

5 10

a
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Apparently, the students considered their lessons in this even
to have been useful. /

/

TABLE 19 k * -

Usefulness of Unit on Writing Answers

This unit will be use-
ful to me in my future
,training.

.
SA A D SD

I 5'1 10 1, 0 I- 0 1

This unit should be
inEfuded the next time
this program is offered
to students.

SA A D SD,
10 0

The course consistently. emphasized. the importance of making
clear what one point had to 'do with the next. To improve student
skills An connecting ideas, 'they were given many lessons in
transition. Evidently#, the students thought that they had learned
something about transition and that they knew that they should learn
more. In addition, they considered the lessons in transition to have.
been useful.

TABLE 20
Connecting Ideas,

My 'skills in this I need additional
area bive improyed. instruction in this

Relating one idea, SA A D SD

to another,r

II

71
l01 01

°I
.

This unit Will be use
ful to :me in my future
training

This unit should be
included the next time
this program is offered
to students.-

SA A D SD SA A D. SD

11314 l 0 1 01

1 7 1 9 I 1 0.1

.1

110
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4. Punctuation was presented as a method of making sentences
clear. Most. students thought that their punctuation skills had
improved, but only one thought thiat she needed no more instruction.

...
.

Punctuating sentences sA
Correctly.

!TABLE 21
Punctuation .

v
.

Myokills in this
area have Improved.

A D SD
3."
I

0

1 need additional
instruction in this area

A D SD

a

/
.. .

All of the students agreed that the punctuation lessoni had been
useful '.

TABLE 22
Usefulness of Punctuation Units
,..

Thil yntwill be use- , This unit should be
uI to me in my future included, the next time
training,. this program is offered

to students!
;`

SA " A D
/

SD SA A D SD

115 I. 1-1 0 1 0

5. A fundamental Foncern was helping the students to write more
-i. clearly., All of the students seemed to think that their sentences had

become more clpar and that their lessons had helped them become
clearer writers.,,

Putting ideas into
tit clear sentences.

TABLE- 23,.
Writing Clear Sentences

My skills In this . I need additional
area have improved instruction in this area

SA A D ' SD

This unit will be use-
ful to me in my future
training.

171 °I ° I1S1:

k SA A D

155

SA A D SD

181 81
0 0

I

s

This unit should be
included the next time
this program is offered
to students,

,SA A
11.2 5 I o 1 o 1

D SD

..

0
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6. In the first half of the4course, some attempt was made to employ
methods of self-pacing. This attempt was de-emphasized in favor of

deadline in the last half.. Student opinions on self-pacing and dead-

.. lines were divided. In fact, one set of responses seems to contradie.
the other.

7.

4

8.

TABLE 24
Self-Pacing

1.) working at my' own pace was
'better than working to meet dead-
lines.

3.) 'working to meet deadlines was
better than working at my own ?ace

SA D SD

[1 8 8 2

Another divided and rather contradictory set of responses was
elicited. bj a pair of qUestions.concerning re-testing. More re-testing
was done in the first half of the semester than in the la4it /half.

TABLE 25
Re-Testing

4 1 ,,,

being able to repeat a test I hadfibt done
well on was better than being forced to
take the teat once.

being forced to take the test once only was'
s' better than being able 10 repeat teats.- ,

?"
ThroUghout the -semester, detailed chisal materials were distributed '

daily. The text was used,infrequently. In the last half of the_iemesters_.

the text could not be adapted Yo' class lessons, so it was abandoned.
entirely. 'Apparently, the students appreciated the detailed help given

by the materials. HoWever, some Would have preferred a textbook.

SA A D SD
5 9 2 1

1 7 .6 3

TAE 26
Class Materials

using detailed class materials was helpful

using textbooks and taking notes would be
better

156
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9. One of thy- greatest efforta, of the course was to relate materials -
to future classes and jobs. The students unanimously agreed that .

this attempt was useful.

TABLE 27
Job-Related Materials

using materials which related-to future
jobs and classes was helpful.

using materials which related to future
jobs and classes did not make any
difference.

SA A D SD

.6 11

13

4,

10. The last divisionsof the students evaluation fermettemptesllo elicit "
suggestions for improvements. A variety, of suggestions were applied to
Composition course:

"Future training could be improved in the Composition course by
I

(4) - changing nothing 1

(1) - allotting more time for tilts course _ r

(1) - providing more lab time
(3) - including spelling lessons .
(1) - spending more time on, preparing a resume . t

.(1.) - spending more time on difficult areas of domp sition, e.g.; mechanics
(1) - r44_ 'the number of 'writing assignments .r...-r

(1) L including more group structure' and less> individualization .
[?] - (No comment) . i
[41 - (Praise for instructor and/or course)

.,.
q

tr

I
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d. Comments on Last -Day Impromptu.

On the last-day of the course, the s dents wrote a paper which prompted
further evaluations of program compon ts.

Ten favorable comments were made on elements of the writing class. Some

are quoted here.

("What do you think you have gotten out of the Basic Skills Program? )

1.- "[She] believes that her writing skills have improved.
greatly . . ."

2. "A more enjoyable course to [him] was English in which
he increased his punctuation and imaroved his writing ability.'"

.

3. "Unforttidately English is not one of [her] favorite subjects,
but she does think she learned sOmre useful skills like
writing. business letters and learning how to,yse punctuation
correctly." ,

4. "'Consequently, [he] improved his ability on how to organize-
and *rite a complaint or businesstletter. Also, [he learned]
the basic steps on how to set up a resume which will help
in a career field."

,
("What more do you think that you could have gotten out of the programl")

Five students-commented that they would pave wanted "more English. "
Of. These, two commented that they could have used more vocabulary work, and

. one commented that he could have used more sPcilling work:,

K. Tutors' Evaluations

4

In some respects, the tutors' eValuataitis'differed from those of the student's.

. The sharpest difference was in' regard to "self-pacing." The students\ were
divided about "self-yacing," though most favored it. T Contrarily, e tutors
"strongly disagreed" that'for the student to work at his own pace s better

3 than working to meet deadlines." Moreover, the tutors "stroik eed" that
working to "meet deadlines was better than self-pacing.. The tutors likewise
"agreed" that "being forced to take the test only once was better than being
able to repeat tests." This judgment contradicted the judgment of the majority
of students.

In regard to class materials, the tutors_"strongly agreed" that using detailed_
-class -materials was helpful. " This judgment, corresponded to that of the students.
However. some students thought that "using textbooks and, taking notes would be

better.'" The' tutors "disagreed" and added the note, "not for this class." .

Nevertheless, the tutors "agreed" with the unanimous judgment of the class 4110

"that "using materials which related to future jobs and classes was helpful."

1



L. Writing Progress .445-

The degree to.which students improved their writing night be illUstrated

'by comparing a few paragraphs written on the first day of the.class tO para-

graphs written by the same students on the last day of the 'claA.

On the first day of the'class, January.19,,the students were given a

'mimeographed sheet with these instructions:

INTERVIEW ASSIGNMENT

Thit assignment will help you get to knowlsome of the other

peopWityour class, and it will also help you to begin to practice

your writing.

(1)' Wen-your turn comes, Interview the person who is sitting to

your right. Take notes. You will be interested in the person's-'

(a) Name
lb) goals'
c) job experience
d) recreational interests, and
(e)' anything which the person may care to add to describe

himself or herself to other people in the class.

1

(2) After the interview is completed, you will use your notes to give
a brief introduction to the other people in the class. Later

.today, you will use the notes to write a paragraph on the person

you have interviewed.
.

The paragraphsvere written in class. The students could have taken up

to an hour to.write them, though most finished well before that time. They

could have asked for help, though most didn't.

At, the end of the sixteen-week course, the studenti were'given the fol-

_1 laving set of_directions_:_________

Interview another student for 15 minutes. Take notes. The

questions which the other student will answer are these:

(a) What do you think that you have gotten out of the Basic

Skills Program?

(b),What more do you think that you could have gotten out of

the program?

Sive your interview, answering the same questions, to another

student. Take 15 minutes. The notes will become the basis for .your-

'last paper. The paper will be graded. You will na be given help.
"-

The students wrote the paragraphs in class. -'Most were i'gritten within_an

a

hour. However, the instructor was busy with makeup tests and other matters,

15D
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'so he had no opportunity to monitor the time. The students were free to
fi,

, use dictibnaries at to refer ik, commen4 bripastiopapers.
,, % , ,

.

In general, the differences.between trhe first and last papers were these:

I

Y

Os.

(a) The last papers were 'Iongir.

(b)
The-1ast-p-aperi-i-rluded-fewer-run-7:cm-s-atierrts-a-l-though,, a few persisted;

, .
.

- °,(c)'Other punctuation was a liftle more sophisticated Tin the final,
papers.- . i

(d) The,lait paper=s vocluded fewer misspellings. although everal
occurred. --.

.4e) The development of tte Mifal-papers4as nibre.coherent

The first set of papers' quoted bilow wa.4; ritten by a student who made-. / ... . , ..

considerable progress. She was a Iduri9, persorewho hpd-graduated frOm high
. .

. .

,

schocil only a yeSr before, so perhaps,she had a "relatively ,less difficult
, " °t

-74

,
,

time recalling past lessons thanftheorder students.
,:.

. .

She had the highest score)on the Written English' Expression Placement

Test - aChieving the 23rd percentile. She raised that score to the

61st percentile-on the last-day post-test.

Here as her first paragraph:

I.

The Woman I interviewed is ( ), shes not really sure about
her"career goals she hasn't decided between these two occupations quiteyet, they are clerical and or drafting. Her recreaational interests aresewing, gardening, and biking.

She's married and has one daughter who is 19 old and she live
in Sterling Height. The only job experience ( ) d is_a cashier and
that was several years ago.

Here is the last paper:

(The student) feel's that she learned alot from the Basic Skills Program.'(Her) most favoi-ite class is math. She likes math because she feels that itcomes easier to her than any other subject.
However, she would have like it

even more if the course had expanded intd even harder math like algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry. Even though reading and study skills is a
necessary subject for future technical courses, (she) doesn't like it asmuch as math y Although she does feel she has improved her vocabulary andreading skills. Unfortunately, english is nOt one of (tier) favorite subjects,
but she does think she learned some useful skills likezwritingusiness

lettersand learning how to use basic punctuation correctly.
(She) feels she might have learned moreif, the introductory to careersclass would Rave been shortened to only meeting once every other week. Therecould have been extra time in all'thee classes to study more. In general.

(she) feels she learned alot from the Basic Skills Program, and believes that
it will help

in future courses..

slGO

4.

1.1
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The next student was an older woman. She had been out of school for

over twenty year?, had been a mother several times, and had several jobs

.as a bar maid and waitress.

She had achieved the 18th pertentile ranking the Written.English

Expression Placement test which was administered the first day of the class.

She raised that score to the 35th percentile on the last day.

Heveis the paper which she wrote on the first day.

(The student's) reason for being In M.CCC is to further his education,

to get a better job $uch as a Lawyer or a Male Nurse.
In his past he has worked as a tool and die Apprentice for Two-Year.

Befor this he worked h the Public in Sales frbm five tb nine Years.

Then to a Security Guard fox,Two yea s.
Ms Recreational Interests are. Dra Racidg, Horse Back Riding, and

Camping.

Here is the paper which she,wrote on the last day. The paper is a little

.

out of focus because she:wrote it in the first person as though the student ,

whom she was interviewing were speaking

The basic skills program has giVen me an opportunity to increase my

knqwledge of english and reading. My reading has improved 4nd now I under-

stand what I read. I have obtained dictionary skills that were unknown to

me in my previous education. My math ability has increased with a, new

understanding of division and fraction,
Basic'skills have given me a better outlook on the future, with a bettu.

prospective of the current job market. I would consider the basic skills 4
program an asset to my educational bacgground.

The first two students clearly made progress., But the next one did not,

apparently, progress very far.
I

He was a young man, a few years out Of high school, who had held a few

manual jobs. Part of his problem was physical. 'One of his eyes would not

focus.

Another problem was attendance. He had missed one solid week, plus a

number of other times. At one point, he was on the brink of beirig dropped -

from the program. He missed the standardized t st given on the first day, and

he scored only in the 5th percentile on the la;stday77
4

16"
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(The student) came to Leta to start a drafing course, he was working

at edisog training tree for five yaers. then got lay off. He's marred an

has two Kids a Boy a girl. He like to paly footBall,an4pool.

,Here is his last paper.

What (thrstudent) got out of the basic slidlle'program. (He) has a batter
understunding.of math, english, and reading than he did before he started

(He) also has a better attitude- towards school' he's motivation is better

to hoof that -(-he) has gotten he knows want goal that he has
4 got to go for in life. becase of these classis (he) w.11 be better prepured

for hes up coming classis. (e) also saids that If he was going thoyrh the

Nsic skill prooram 'again'he wound make the:room biger. and make every

subjecI ill a dIfferd room. he said the program was a good thing
WI/

The examples which have been quoted were intended to illustrate three

kinds' of writing progress. The writer, of the first set of pdTigraphs seems

compeMot to succeed in her, next vocational courses.

The writer of the second set of paragraphs will have a more difficult

time, but she may succeed because-of her dogged .determination.

The writer of the third set who is not without intelligence - may

succeed in his techriical classes, but he doesn't seem to have learned enough

about writing to help him greatly.

V

cN

O
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M. Changes in Writing Test Scores from Pretest to Posttest

The Written E dish Expression Placement Test was administered to the
itudenes in the,j3ec d week off the writing class. The same test was re-
peated on the last ay of the class. Sixteen of the students took both the pre-

\-and post test. Mot scored gains. The mean)score of those who took both
the pike and post-t st increased significantly,

A table die entile rankings for both pre and post-tests is presented
below. (The'pecl utile ranking are based on national norms. A percentile
rank indicates w t percent of hicoming college students would score below
that rank.)

TABLE 28
e-Posttest WEEPT Scores

\k,

Pre-Test Percentile Post-Test Percentile Change
1. die , ,dropped --

-, 2. .. 4E\ 61 * . +15
._3. '45 . 12

.,
-33

4. - - 26\ 51 ) +25

5. 26
. ..

26 -- 0

6. 22.E . dropped --
7. 22 , 15 . -1,
8. * 18 51 +33

9. 18 40 +22
10. - 18 35 . +17

11. ., 18 26 + 8
12. 18 26- + 8
1'3. 12 26 +23
14. , 12 15 . + 3
15. 9 . . 12 + 3
16. 1 s

30 +23

17.
e

5 22 +17
18. \ no pre-test 5 --
19. mo 5 dropped --
20 4. \22 ' +18

X.. 4 dropped --
22. 2' dropped --,
23,. 1' drOpped --

r
.

.-

A.)

'Comments

A

Of the sixteen students who took both pre-and post-tests, thirteen scored'
gains, two Vored losses, and one scored even.

B.) The mean of the raw score of the sixteen pre-tests was 18.38. The mean
of the raw score fOr the 16 post-tests was 21.44. The gain was 3.06.
The gain is statistically significant

, 41'
,14-163 t.
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N. Comparison of English 005 Sections to Basic Sella Writing ,Class
o

' The Basic. Skills writing class can be compared to English 005 in some
respects. Both types- of classes are de-velopmental. .Both are intended:to
increase writing competence' so that their studenfs can succeed in future
classes. The two students of the Basic Skills chi* who definitely, intend' to
take_ more, English were counseled to enroll in the English 118 composition

class just as most successful students of English 005 will, do.
..

Yet Englisz)h 005 sections cannot be used, in a strict sense,_ as control- 1

groups' for the Basic Skills writing class. Teo many differences 'ar vious.ger6b
The beginning achievement, levels of tIgEnglish, 005 students ran well above
those of the/Basic Skills group.' Many of the EngliSh 005's have general
education goals while the Basic' Skills goals are uniformly vocational.

I,

On the other hand,- the English -005' students and Basic Skills students: were ,

expected to cover ab6ut the same ground. Though the nature, of lessons and
assignments usually varied, the students of both class-es were judged' by
approximately the same standards at the conclusions of their courses. A grade
would be subtracted for a run-on or frogmen in a piece of,writing for flasic

,,Skills just as it would fop-a similar error a paper for English 005:
In the judgment of the instructor, "A" wor at the end of the course in Basic /

Skills would have been "A" work at4the end. of English 005; "C" work at the'
end of Basic Skills would have been -"C" work at the ,end of English 005:

The differences would be that the Basic Skills students, would have progress
through more steps to the test or wrfiing, and that they would have received
more personal assistance. Moreover, the instructor and tutors would have

done more to-relate the work to the student's future classes and vocations.

porapar , therefore, may,dot be strictly scientific;- b they may be
informative. .

11In addition to the Basic Skills writing class, Morton taught two E ish
t
005

sections in the Spring 1981 semester. Some comparisons of the Engish,,005.
sections to the Basic Skills sections can be made in terms of retention and pre-.-

pre -

post test scores.
. o

1. ]Vtention
. '

Perpentages of retention provide the easiest comparison. By coincidence,
Olt

the number of students who enrolled in the,-English 005 sections, and' who '

4.
actually did any of the assignments, was exactly double that of thd Basic:

i
v

Skills students. The table below compares the percentages ot.suress.
..,

English 005

Basic Skills

I

48 undertook- course work
cer

28 completed course with a passing grade of '11)",..or better
58.33% successful ,

1 4
24 undertook cours work .
1ecompleted cours with a pass grade of, "C" or better
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One might comment that the Basic Skills students had a more apparent
motivation to persikt: They were paid, to attend class. Nevertheless, they had'
no guarantee that the day-to-day rigor of. glasswork would aKeptually `improve
their lives more than-trying to fin4L jobs or even gett ing other form of
government assistance. nMoreaver, other Basic Skills students had further to
go than the Engltah`OQ5 studpnts.

2. Comparison' of Pretests ilkm°

A comparipoo, of pre-tests may.. illustrate the difference between thee two types
of students. The Badic Skills, and English 005 students were given. the Written
English Expression Placement,Test in the first week of the semester. The
achievement levels may be compared in the table .below. (The numbers of'
students who took the testy is lower than the number who undertook' the course-
work because of absences and late enrollment's.) . ,

4 .....
.-

(N) , 'Mean of Pre-test raw Scores
ENG 005 41 20.51

. Basic Skills 22 ,. 17.50

The difference in the pre-test means is' sighificant.at the .025 level.

t, ,

t

3

s.b

4
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If the means of the pre-test raw scores were rounded off to 21 and

18 and translated into percentile rankings, the differences might become

more clear. (The rankings are deriverfrom national norms.)

Percentile ranking
ENG 005 26%

Basic Skills 15%

3. Comparative Gains in Scores
,

lit''
, . .

The students of both types of-classes, who took both the pre-and post-
'tests made approximately equal gains In raw scores. ,

Y

TABLE°29
Comparative Gains in WEEPT Score§

(N) Mean of
Pretest' Raw Score

Mean of
Posttest Raw Score

Gain in
Mean

ENG 005 29
.

20.55 23.83
.

+3. 28

Basic Skills 16 18.38 21.44 . +3.06

s,,,,--
.

.
The gains for both the English 005 group and the Basic' Skills group are

.....
statistically significant at the .005 level. However, the difference in the 0
gainsgains is,not significant. . -,.

:., '. , ,
-1 -

C ...- , m A
)

0. Summary, of - Discussion of Writing Class

A.) The mean pry- posttest raw scores on the Written English Expression
test demonstrated a eignifiCant gain, at ,the .005 level, for the
Basic Skills wr,g class.

B.) The mean pretest raw score,of the Bailie Skills writing class was
significantly lower, at the .025 level, than -that of ENG 005 classes.

C.,) The. ENG 005 classes and the Basic. Skills group made comparable gains, .
and the differences in the gains .were not statistically significant.

D.) The Baste Skills' group retained'a higher perreentige of students (75%).
than did the, ENG 005 classes to which they were compared (58.33%).

E. Most of the Basic Skills fitudents' papers rclimonstyated progress in the
areas of organization, sentence construction, punctuation, and spelling.

F.) The students' evaluation of the -class materials expressed the unanimous
judgment that 'adapting the materials to vocational interests was helpfUl.
The tutors' evaluations agreed.

1 u

r
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,G. ) Though judgments were, divided, the majority of students thought that 'self-
pacing techniques were more helpful than a system of deadlines. The
tutors sharply disagreed.

fi.) The accumulation of materials and the system of record keeping for the
class was not fully enough' developed to permit a successful experience of
true self-pacing for an entire semester.

I.) The division of lessons into small graduallY incremental units seemed
to be useful. .

J.) The creation of a "supportive" atmosphere seemed to be useful.

K:) Consistent feedback 'in the ,forin of personal interchange and written
comments appeared to be useful.

L.) Almost all of the students' evaluations expressed the judgments t)iat they
had progressed in the areas of ,writing clear sentences, punctuating
correctly, connecting ideas, writing clear answers to questions, and
finding ansielei's in pieces of reading.

)

,r

167
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IX REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH - DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS'

Developmental mathematics comprises a'significant portion of the
mathematics enrollments in two-year colleges in the United States.

A. Developmental Enrollments
.

Trillon, Hecht, and Ak§t(1980) cited a survey conducted by the
American Mathetatical Societpwhich revealed that 44 percent of all
Mathematics enrollMents in two-year colleges were in arithmetic and high
school algebra. Similar results were recorded by Becicwith (1980) who
found that introductory and intermediate mathematics typically comprised
27 percent of the mathematics courses. Offlared while accounting for 44
percent of the mathematics sectiorts. In the 104 institutions surveyed
by Baldwin (1975), 91 percent offered a developmental` mathematics course.

.

. t

B. Problems of Teaching Developmental, Mathematics_

,.successfully.eaching a developmental mathematics class is a formidable
challenge: .Baldwi (1975) found that many developmental students have poor ,

study habits, poor se f-images, histories of failure, and .a dislike for
mathematics.---Beckwith (1980) found the Completion rate for mathematics
.courses to be the lowest of all the science disciplines surveyed, and the
completion rate for developmental mathematics courses was lower than the
completion rate for,regular mathematics 'courses. Stein (1972) estimated
that the attrition rate in a typical mathematics class to be between 40
percent and 60/percent. /

The literature on developmental-mathena L its-highligh several t -op-

the twolyear college mathematics coMmunity has identified in confronting

this challenge. These topics include content of developmental mathematics,

placement of students, rades and credit, and instructionarpractices. .

C. Content of Developmental Mathematics

The determination of which cour
institution to the next. Some eb
algebra and geometry development
virtual consensus, however, that.
developmental. Baldwin (1975) lie

offered elementary algebra and 84 percent offered arithmetic. Even within

the bounds of a single course, the content differed slightly. For example,

an institution which viewed the primary reason for having,an aritilztic
course as being to prepare students for everyday life might inClud different
topics andoprovide different,experiences'in the course than an institution
which viewed arithmetic as'a preparation for elementary algebra.

D. Placement in Developmental Mathematics'

s are developmental varied from one
s considered courses tn intermediate
:le other colleges did not. There was
hmetic and begirining algebra were

rted 89 percent of the institutions

Students were placed into developmental mathematics courses bX a
variety of methods. Baldwin (1975) reported voluntary enrollmeqt, high sthool4

.-mathematits grade's, interviews, teacher referrals,depament plac'ement
.tests,_and standardized placement tests were used (in decreaSing order, of ,
utility)NtO-plicestudints in'developmental mathematics courses. Pearlman

(1977) cited several "successfOl" developmental mathematics programs'which

O

1e
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used placement testing and suggested 'at investigations be conducted to4
determine if there were a correlation between successful programs and
placement testing.

E. Credit and Grades
...7......

Colleges vary on the issue of grantingcrkedit for developmental mathematics
courses. Baldwih441975) survey ,,revealed that 66 per&nt of the colleges
offered credit for developmental mathematja'courses. However, many colleges
only gave elective credit and not mgthemetiCs credit for these courses. On .

one side of the issue was the argument that no college credit should be
.

Oven for essentially high school work while on the other side was',.the
opinion that a no credit course should adversely affecta stydent's4motivation.

Baldwin (1975) found that two-thirds of ttie Institutions surveyed
granted traditional letter grades to students in developmental'mathematics
classes while the;remaining institution used,a variety of alternatives.
Beckwith (1980) found 52 percent of the institutions used the traditional
grAding system in theft' developmental mathematics classes while,76 percent
used traditional grades for their regular mathematics classes.

F: Instructional Practices
.

",7 Although the studies dealing with the aforementioned topics are descriptive,
there were many comparative analyses on instructional practices. Most of these
studies were designed to compare results of traditional classroom instruction
to some form of individualized instruction. Ajose's (1978) review of the
literature cited studies comparing traditional methods to audio-tutorial
methods, contract methods, the "systems approach," the tutorial'approach,
and televised instruction. The results of these studies were inconsistent $
,Mastery learning, however, seemed tobe a strategy which producedincreased
achjevement (Wagner4and Jones1973, Merritt, 1974, and Hector, 1975). Never-

.theleSs the lack of consistant evidence led Beckwith (1980) to conclude that-
the "learning needs of at least some of the students in the community college
are'not being met4by-current instructional pyactices--be they traditional
lecture method or the more individual approaches." Friedlauder (1979)
suggested"...a more effective approach to presenting developmental mathematics '

would be to use a variety of techniques, that is, combine the advantages of
lecture with that of controlled self-paced inlruction".

_The descriptive, studies dealing withinitructional techniques reveal
ttlat the traditional lecture method is the most used approach in the
developmental mathematics classroom (Baldwin, t975, Beckwith, 1980)..
Beckwith, however, found that 45 percent of the teachefs of developmental

, mathematics picovided some 'activity designed to individualize instruction.
This figure is higher than any other.sciencediscipline surveyed and
suggested that mathematics instructors were trying new approaches to meet
thelearning needs of the developmental student.

G. Summary ,
.

1. Developmental mathematics comprised a significant percentage
of mathematics classes taught in. two -year colleges.

20, The attitudes and habits of developmental mathematics student
.posed problems which resulted in high attrition, rates.

16 J
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3. De content of developmental mathematics classes varied

Zepending upon whether they were introducing mathematics

sequences or serving.vocational programs.

t,

4. Students were placed in developmental classes by. a

variety of methods.

5. Colleges varied in their policies of awarding credit and

grades for developmental mathematics classdt.

6. The traditional :lecture method remained the most common

for teaching developmental. mathematics.

7. Studies comparing traditional methods with individualized
methods hadroduced inconsistent results.

11. 8. Some studies indicated that mastery learning had produced

increased achievement.
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. TEACHING THE MATHEMATICS COURSE

1Li: ..,

,--
7 I .

During the development.of the Basic Skills Program, several 6,-.,,-

'hypotheses were defined concerning the students' matheMatical Skills and

.their attitudes toward mathematics. These ,hypotheses pertained-td (6),
student skills at the beginning of the course and the effect of the:c9Orse:

on them and (b) student attitudes toward mathematics at the beginning of

the course and the effect on them. ,..

.t

\

1'

A. Hypotheses Pertaining to Skills
di

Since the objectives of the'Basit Skills mathematics course were
virtually_the same as those,of the traditional MCCC- developmental mathematics ..

course ,(MTH, 005), the-hypdtheses were defined in terms of comparisons. Two

kypotheses were devised concerning comparative skills:

(1) The'hiathematical skills of the -BasicSkills group would-
be as developed as those of MTH 005'classes tested
during the same semester (Spring W81). tei

#
.

0

(2) Because of,intensive individualize& instruction and Mastery

`Learning Methods, "gasic Skills group would progress

farther than the H 005 classes and would, therefore,

r '
achieve greater m thematical skills 'than the control group N

at the end of the semester.
I- °-

The Mathematics section ofthe Basic Skills Ai'sessment Program was used

to test the hypotheses concerning mathematical skills. The Assessment Program,.
developed by the Educational Testing Sei-vice and published by Addison- .

Wesley, focuses on practical' applications of academic skills. 'During the

first week, the pre-testswere-given to the Basic Skills'group and'to

MTH, 005 sections taught'by the same instructor.

B. Hypotheses Pertaining to Attitudes, -

.

Three hypotheses were defined-in regard to the attitude of the 4Basic

4 Skills students toward mathematics.
o-

(1) The Basic Skills gr'Oup would be highly,anxious about
maA theMafics at the beginning of the semester:"

Of

(2) TheAroup's anxiety aboutbathematics would be reduced
toward the end of the' semester.

13- . . ',

(3) The group would develop a more positive.attitude toward -:

,,mathematics by thefnd of the semester, .

- . .

The Fennema-Sherman Mathematics AttitjleYSciles 'We- used to assess the

attitudes-of.the Basic Skills 'students. These scales Werepublished by the
Journal Supplement Abstract Service.of the American Psychological Association.

. . '
(--

. . .

., _-
C. Course Content . . . .

.-' .,
.

A
. .

- , , . . ''

The coWlent of the 13'asic Skills mathematics course va's int;nded'to build

the skills which they would need in their" daily lives, and which they wduld

,J
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presumably seed in many of their vocational courses. The course work

included arithmetic of whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, metrics,

and graphs and statistics. .

To some extent, the work with graphs and statistics was integrated with
lessons in the Reading/Study Skills class.

D. Texti

The textswer4 very t to.-thesystem of Mastery Learning.

The primary text was Ba is Mathematics: A Program for Semi-independent

Study. (D.C. Heath A Co.) b John D. Baley, Martin Holstegec and Gale M.

. Hughes. This programmed te't was divided into small units with specific

objectives. The practice t t problems at the end of each unit were

keyed to sections in the uni

a

Two supplementary texts were sed to emphasize the practical appli6ationts

of mathematical skills. When Am I Ever-Gonna Use Mathematics (HMS Publ'4cations)

by Hal Saunders was a collection' +f word problems.stressing the use of

mathematics ik "believable" job situations. Problem Solving(Franklin Institute

Press) by Alahur Whimbey' was used to raise the students' awareness of mathematical

applications to a variety of situations.

E. Course Procedures - First Eight Weeks

'Classroom structure in Ane first half of the semester was organized lo

facilitate individually paced mastery learning. No lectures covering content

were givefl to the class. The class hour and lab hour were used as a two-hour---

lab in which the teacher acted as a third tutor. .The -tutors shared respon-
.

sibility.for answering questions, giving tests and recording results. No

partial credit was:given on the test questions, and students had to "master"

the unit objectives at an 85', percent level. Students received immediate fppd !sack

on their tests and either prepared for another form ofthe unit test (if they

did not get 85 percent of the items correct) or progressed to the pext unit.

When one of the faster students completed ten units'before the mid-point

.

of the'semester, he.was diverted from theprimary text, Basic Mathematics,

to units in beginning algebra. This procedure was followed primarily to

let,the slower students catch up to the number of units which the faster

students had completed in the basic_text. By the end of the first eight

weeks, all students had completed ten units in Basic Mathematics.
.

F. Subj.ecti've Observations ofStudent Performance During the Mastery

Learning Sequences
.

Some formsof positive behavior and of negative behavior had not been

',anticipated by the mathematics instructor before the semester began:

(1) The students' desire to learn and willingness to work igas greater

than expected, It was feared that an individually-pated instructional

mode might invite students to engage in non-productive socializing, but

this, did not happen.

1 P'1
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(2) It was observed that the groups' ability to listen to and follow

instructions was surprisingly poor. Orienting the class to

the unfalgliar routine of the individually-paced, mastery

learning mode of classroom operation initially required several

repetitions of the samrset of directions. This inability

seemed to be a problem for teachers of the other subjects also.

(3) Several students voiced a preference for the traditional

classroom methods i.e., more lectures and,group-paced
instruction without the:mastery learning concept. The

teacher expected the fibrillar classroom routine to be ,

threatening (assuming previous negative txperiences in

this routine) and at the idea of-mastelklearning would
be universally accePted by the Basic Skills students,

but it was not.

G. Course Procedures - Last Seven Weeks

The Spring break followed by the Human Potential Workshop was an

interim of two weeks without mathematics classes. During that period, the

course was reappraised and its procedures were revised. In the last half

of the semester, the Basic Skills Mathematics class had,a more traditional

structure. Instruction was not self-paced.

This change was made for several reasons. Fi,'st the instructor was

attempting to adjust students to the classroom procedures which they would

be facing ih their subsequent courses. further influences Were the comments

of the tutors and some students that a teacher-structured system would be

more.conducive to achievement. Still another influence was th§ thought that /

some of the slower students were becoming demorAlized because they had f en

. behind the pace of the rest of the class. A final consideratign was tha

the instructor wanted to be sure that the class would cover,a,tertain

amount ofground before the semester's end..

As a result, classwork followed this sequencein the last seven w

. A lecture was given covering -the- material in a unit. The'.students we e

supplied with an outline of the lecture and te expected to fill in h

outline'with examples and details used in the ecture., A.specificAat

was set for the unit test and there was no opportunity to retake the test.

During this time, the teacher took the role of supervisor of tutors in the

labs sessions while the tutors' only role was to walk around the class

looking' over shoulders to monitor progress and give help:

H. Subjective Observations of Student Oerformancein the Last Half of

the Semester.

Productivity of the. students appeared to drop dramatically during the

second half of the semester. The mathematics instructor attributed this

decline, not to the abandonment of self-pacing; but to two other factors.

(1) The students were confronting more difficult and less familAar material.

and (2) they seemed to have difficulty establishing psychological momentum

following the two-week hiatus ofthe Spring break andthe Human Potential

Workshop.

Aar 174
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I. Student Evaluations

The SIudent Evaluation form was intended to evoke some'judgments of the

self - pacing methods in the Mathematics course. The majority of students

seemed to favor elements of self-pacing. (SA means."strongly agree"; A

means "agreC; D means ydisagre"; and SD means "strongly disagree".)

TABLE 30
Mathematics Self-0 Pacing

he Mathematics Skills course... SA A

I. had too many tests. 0 1

2. should have had everybody doing
the same thing at the same time 0

8

SD

8

5

3. should not have given the oppor-
tunity'to take a test more than

once. 2 2 6 7

The class was more evenly divided in regard to the amount of lecturing.

A large minority favored more lectures.\

TABLE 31
Mathematics Lecturing

The Mathematics course...

did not have enough lectures.

SA A-I D SD

1 6 I 8 I 2

In any case, nearly all the students
they needed it.

felt that they could get help when

The Mathematics course....
SA A D SD

provided individual help whenever

I needed it. 9 1 0

Furthermore, thecourse seemed to have increased_the students' positive

feelings about mathematics.

The part
improvemerit dre

-work (as opposed, presumably, to self-pacirig),.

Three students suggested more difficult work..
Future.training could be improved in the Mathematics Course by .

(3) -,changing nothing
" (2) - allotting more time for this course

4"
(1) - including weekly oral drills in times tables
(3) - extending' the course into harder mathematics, e.g. algebra

TABLE 32

Attitudes Toward'Mathematics

The Mathematics course... SA A D SD

increased my confi

doing math.
lice about

5 4
0

4

eased my appreciation of math ,

now it is used on job situations 9 8. 0 0
0 -

StUdent EvalUation Form which requested suggestions for

scattered reaction. Four students suggested more grdUp
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(4) - including more group work or-lecture-demonstration
(I) - requirihg all ,studentslo take tests at the same tin
(1) - not requiring students to take'tests when not ready

('2) INo comment>
(3) - (Praise for instructor od/or course)
(1) - (Praise for individualization class):

J. Student Comments on Las_t -Day, Impromptu -

The last paper in the writing class requlreestudents to make more

j -idgments of the program. More)positiye comments were volonteered'about the

. math class than of any other' component.
6 ,

Nine comments tmphasizep the benefits of the math,clas, and seven other

comments indicated that the/students would have liked more math. Some

representative remarks have been quoted.

.("What do you thirik you havegotten'at of the Basic Skills Program?")

I. "The best thing he got out bf his schooling is a better

understanding of math. He will need a lot of math in

drafting."

2. "He improved himself most in basic math class and also

-learned algebra and something about the metric system."

3. "One of (his) favorite classes was math because he 1,,

enjoyed the challenge."

"The-course7,she-has-benefitted'fom-the most is math.

(She) feels she has built up her skills in math and is
confident that she can handle just'about any math'

problem in the employment world:"

5. (Her) math ability has increased with a new understanding

Of division and fractions.

("What more.do you think you'Cou;rd have gotten out of the program?")

I. (He) stressed that he would have4liked to haVe had

more of an orientation in more advanced math skills.,.."

2. "The thing (she) would have liked4to have learned

more ofis algebra...."

3. ."...she whould_have liked (math) even more if it had

expanded into even harder math like algebra, geometry,

and trigonometry."

Such positive comments appear to reinforce some of the implications of

student responses to the Fennema:Sherman Mathematics Attitudes Scales,

4

4
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K. Tutors' Evaluations

The tutors' evaluations corresponded to the students evaluations of the
.Mathematjcs class inmost resp4ts.

a *

The tutors "disagreed" that the course had "too many tests ", and they
"disagreed" that the course "should have had everybody doing the saint thing
at the same time." These judgements seem to encourage some degree of kept-
pacing

4

However, unlike the majority of students, the tutors.flagreed" that the
. course "should not have given the opportunity to take a test more than once."

They added the suggestion "the second test should not affect the g5,ade for
the unit. It should be viewed as a learning experience.":

In regard to "individual help" the tutors "agreed," as did the students:,
that it was available whenever a student needed. t.

Individual help and other elements of the course did'contribute to In-
creasing student confidence about math, the tutors "agreed." The tutors
expressed a divided opinion about only one question: whether the math class
had increased the students' appreciation of math and "how. it is used on job
situtations.; One tutor "agreed" that the course had improved this appreciation,
but one tutor "disagreed." The students had either "strongly agreed" or
'"agreed".

I. Changes in Student Attitudes toward Mathematics as Projected on the
Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitude Scales 1

Before the semesterhad begun, two hypotheses had been formulated in
regard to the students' andety about mathematics. (1) The Basic.Skills group e
would be highly anxious about mathematics at the beginning of the semester,
and (2) the group's anxiety about mathematics would be reduced toward the end
of the semester.

1.' Some items on the Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitude Scale are
intended to measure ahxiety. Their inteitiontis described by the authors

of the test in thesewords:

The Mathematics Anxiety Scale (A) is intended to measure
feelings of anxiety, dread, nervousness and associated bodily_

symptoms related to. doing mathematics. The dimension ranges

from feeling at ease to those of cl.Minct anxiety. The,scale

is not. intended to measure coriOnce in or enjoyment of
mathematics. *

Student responses are summarized by the table below::

TABLE 33

. Mathematics Anxiety Scale

Anxiety
(N15)

1 P re post differences

mean 38.2 39.4 1.2

s cr t 15..0 11.1 8.2

17

I
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These responses suggest-that anxiety as notuhusually high among the

students of-the,Basic Skills group. The p e-test mean of the ,Basic Skills .

;group (38e2).was very close to the mean of (the group-on which thescales

were norMed 08.7).
-

IIIV.
,

7

tp. $
. r

* ,

, Another inference. must be that math nxiety was not reduced biihe-course.

. The dwifference Petween the4pre- and postt st means (+1.2) was not-significandk `'

,..
level.at.the 05 level \ -.

4 Therefoce both of.the d4ginal hypotheses - (a) that the;Basic Skills

'Aup wou3d,be highly anxious about math an (b) that the group's math anxiety

would be redgced'by the course' - were not supported 10 the data
,

- To 2. Some of reSpOnses-to the Fennema-ShermScale did not bearr.t

irectly on th .hypotives. These demonstrated no s if) cant changes,in

strident attitudes. The attitudes which were measured and the pre-post

responses arevsummaized below: a

(a) Teacher Sca

The Teach4,Scale (T), is desighed to measure stu-

dents1,perceptions.of their teachers' attitudes-toward

them ag learners.-of mathematics. It includes the.

teacherq' interest, eqcourigement and confid nce in The

student' ability.
TABLE 34
of Math Teacher 4-t,

pre

Teacher rmean 43.4

Scale I s.d.

post
42.3

-4116fferences,

1,1.1

7.8

,
(N=15)'- l'

,

The slight decline i$ not significant at the .05 level.
-0 t

ft)) Male Domain Scale . i
_ , 4

. . .

/
.

The_Mathematics...as a fial Domain Scale (MD) isitintended '.

to measure the, degree to whi students see mathematics as a ,

"4' '
male, neutral, or female domajn'in the following ways-% a) tti'

relative ability' -of the sexes to perform in mathematies;'t.)*

the masculinity/feMinity Of those Who achieve well in mathe-

,matics;

7-.-

and c) the appropriateness of this iline of study for

the two sexes.

5.1

;
11

02
post differences`''

,c,

,
Male Don)ain:'Mean 53.5

Scale . I s.d. 5.3 6.1.,._

(N=15) .
, ' e :. ;

0 4.

The slight increase isnot signif?6ni7 at the .05 level.
'.

(c) Effectance Motivation
t -S., .. .ate

the Effeftte.Motivation Scale in Mathema,tkts (E) is

intendedito measure effectancelas'applied to Mathematics.

The.dimension ranges from la%of.involveMentOn mathematics

to active iijoyment Aid seeki of challenge._ The scale is i' :

not intended to measure interest or enjoyment of mathematics.

.TABLE 35

Math as Male.Domain

0.3
5.3
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TABLE 36
,

TABL
!titivation Scale

Effeetance
Motivation

Scale (
. . .

,
'. ... " The: slight

N.
declihe is not (igriificarit at the .05 level .

, .

Significant Changes in student judgments:of math as goeful were
indicate by the Mathematics Uslfulness Scale. The authors ha've defined
the function of the scale 19 the following terms:,

The Mathematics Usefulness Scale (U) is designed to
.,

measure students' beliefs about the usefulness of .mathe-*
. matics currently. and in relatiOnship.,t0 fhei r ,future Ji.

education, \iodation, or othef activities. !
, TABLE 37 ,

Matti' Useful ness .Scal e '. ' . ..

differencespost
Usefulness I mean 54.7 51.S -3.2

Scale I s.d. '5.7 440 1 4.1"-/ . . .' (N 15) ,..

This decrease is signifiCant (t = 3.03 with a.f..F 14 which is
significant at the .005-level)., A possible inference is that the decline
is a'resui.t of the counseling given in -the Basic Skills program. The higher
pre-test score marhave reflected unrealistic expectations about the necessity
of, mathimati Cs i;' the students ' future traininge The lower -pbsttest scores ,

, as a result, would 1-eflect firm decisions, about vocational choices and a
. greater knowledge of how much math the students. would 'need in vocational ,

courses. ,

e
, . it .

4., Other significant changes were indicated in the Confidence SAle..
Apparently, the students ,had become more confident that-they could llarn
how to .perfortn mathematical tasks. The function of the Confidence in
Learning Mathematics' Scale is described, below:

el

0,.

The Confidence in Learning Mathematics Scale IC)
is intended to measure confidence. in one's ability to...
learn and. to perfortil well on mathematical tasks. The ,

t. dimension ranges from'disttnct lack' of confidence to
, definite comfidence:. ,' The scale is. not intended to

measure anxiety and/op:mental confusion, interest,
enjoyment or zst. in problem soliving

TABLE 313s
Confidence Scale

pre post , cd ifferences f;
Confidence mean I 40.3, -44.1 3.8 ;

I , Scale s.d..
NEW__ _ .

12.6 9.7 9:7 N..

4'
, i

. The incteaie fa31s.within theblimits of statistical significance (t
1.52 with d.f.'2= 14 which is significant at the .025 level)., Therefore the '"\
data frOm the confidence Scale 'supports thehypotheles that' the.students'

-general' attitude toward mathelssAtics would- become more positive. 9/ ,
'4.. 0

)
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Compaiiton of Pre-testlevels of Basic Skills Students to those of

MTH 005 Students

A preliminary hypotheses concerning skills was that the achievement

levels of the Basic Skills students.would be equal to. those of MTH 005

students taught bPlihe some Instructor in the Spring semester of 1981.

This hypotheses was not supported by data from the pre-ttst orthe

Mathematics section of the Basic Skills AssessMent Program.

The data is summarized by the following table,

TABLE 589

Coffiparative Pre-testScores

eitasic Skills (N=181. MTH 005 iN=15)

Mean 30.89 42.40 .

9.2¢ 11.05
1..

-The demonstrated that the achieveMent-Meis of the-Bas4c..-

Skirls group were significantly lower, (In fact, the hypotheses tharthe'

groups were equal- was rejected at an .6005 level. t=9.31 with d.f.= 31.)

N. Comparison of Gains ofBasic Skills Students and RTIP*005 Stihents.

Another aspect of'0 preliminary hypothesis was tht predictioilthat B tic

Stills Students would gain more than' MTH 005 students. Comparisons of pre

. post tests do support this feature of the hypOtheses.
r

The gains arr summarized by the table below;

4

Basic Skills
6 Progrpm-Math

1

t TABLE 40

Comparative Gains

Assessment
tmatics

. xpertmenlal Group
Nile

Control Group
NiI5 (-

pie .

fi..)o,791 AI

post
Its'or5r161 B)

differ-
ences

pie
Lfor41101 A)

post,
B)

differ-
egclse

. mean

,go2;

s.d. 9.26 9,60 ' 6.9-3 I1-05. 10.57' 6.02

The gain in the mean,scores,of the Basic Skills' group is significant at

the-.0005 level (t =,4.69 with d.f. = 17). According to the manual forthe'

Basic Skills'Assessment Program, the mean score for the pre-test fo the Rosie.,

Skills group wis at approximately the latter half of the sixtt, grade level.

'Themeon score of the posttest the Basic Skills group was at approximately ,

the first half of the ninth grad 'level.
/

contrast to the Basiq Skills group, the MTH 005 group made no ,

I ,

significant gains or losmits. Softhe expectation that the Basic Skills group

would mike greater gain 'was supported.'

,1 t.
,1

4
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0. Comparison of Posttests Levels of Basic,Skills Students to those of
MTH 005 Students

,

Despite its gains, the-posttests glean of the Basic Skills stu4nts re- 4

mained lower than that'of the MTH 005 students.

TABLE 41
Comparative Posttest Scares,

as c Ski s Nr1 Nr1
Me 38.56an 42.2
s.d. 9.60 10.57,

the difference (3.84) was '4111 significant at the .005 level (t =
3.02 with 4.f: =,31). So the hypotheses that the . MTH .t.005 wou14dispTay
greater skills at the end ofthe semester was not upheld.

P. Summary

1. The Basic Skills achieVement /level>, as indicated by ga ins in
meah score, increased significantly from approximately the
'Tatter 'half 'of the sixth-grade level to approximately the first
half of the ninth grade-level.

. ,
,

0 ,

I

,

2, The `Basic Skills grOup gained morethawa MTH 005'group which
made no significanrgain or loss. '.

. . .

.
.

4 .

3. The beginning level af'the Basic Skills group Was significantly:
lower than that of thel1TH .005 group, and the final level of
the Basic Skills group remained significantlplower than that

..,. of the MTH 005..group. ..-.

, 7 ,

, ,
° .

,

-4( , , 1,

1. tudent responses. to.pre-post administsrations of the fennema-

,"Sherman Mathematics, Attitudes Scales,inditated that the students.
4. had increased in confidence in'their ability. to perform-math

problems; these riii(571si-s-7-60reSpondyd to the students'. responses

.

.
N' to the Studedt Evaluation'Form and the tutors! evaluattons,

I..,
? . ..r

1

.k.
.,

. Student resPOhiglito pre - posit administratio
.

,

ns af-the Fenema-
-* Sherman(Mathematics Attitades Scales indicated that students

,

,
..,, ha "lowered theirtexpectations that,math auld be usefy4.to

. At re,a-ctivities;'these responses cOiliTa.d1rted their respbnses
,

'' to'the Student Evaluation Form.and to the judgment of one bf l'*

.7- 4,
, ,

- . the-eutors. ': ,,N 4._.,

*

.--,
I 01 , .4.,_.,

N
6. TheBasic Skill's students. dwonsfrited .no significant changes in 1

,
: thejr attitudes toward the mathematics teacher, their .pe'rception°

' Of math es i!malfriomain,-or their:WiTlingnes6 to become involVed 44,
,,- in mathematicalproblems. . .,.\

. . .-
, .. , \\

7: The Basic SkiJ1S students were.not highly anxious about mathe-..
,matics at the beginning' ofthe and:their anxiety aboUt, ' 4
math did not increase or diminish s'ynificAntly,duringlthe

.

Course.
, . -, 4

,

: 0

l / S.
.
. .. i ' 0 fi '

- .4 , .

Vt.

AV'

A

.1%

a It

lk

1 '

44..
04
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8. The students preferred the "self-pacing" techniques of

the first half of the coursdo the more traditional

practices of the last half of the course.
!

,
.

k

_ ,

9. In the judgment of the instructor and tutors,.a system

. - mf lectu,'es awl deadlines was preferrable to "self-pacing"
,

for the ,last half of the course.
-#

A

C.

10. The students'wiltingness to work and fear was Oeater

than the instructor had anticipatbd.

11. The students' ability ,to listen and to follow directions.

was lower than the instructor had anticipated.

6

J

.

.

. .

4

1')

43

t

"'"'4

t.

;
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4

REVIEW OF PERTINENT RESEARCH 7- COUNSELINo
,

The reseakh conducted for the 'Counseling 292 component explored these

areas: The - methods 'by which counseling-would best serve the needs of students

,e
'in the program, the selection ,of useful counseling tools, and counseling pradti4

of; extrhplarytdevelopmentr programs in Michigan su*i_elsewhere.
,..

40

4 4

O

A. Needs and Methods

° The literature is,Srowded with articles emphasizing theiteexi of counseling

support for both adult basic, educiaion and 'adult developthentsa education
tudents. ,Fleming; in Counseling and Advisehient Practices in Adult Education,

. stressed thq the usual passive system of awaiting requests for help:- prestrm-

ably. with academic problems, did not well serve(those adult needs. Korvale

and Lindsay En Adult ,Basic Education: Has It Worked? encouraged counselors

to become actively engaged in helping adults overcome economic problems;

hone problems, such as the disapproval* of family or peer:t3 of further education;

. and psychological pioblems, such as the fear of repeating past academic failures.

All of, these problems were experienced by students of MCCC's Basic Skills

Program.

A germinal study which confronted such difficulties was the Guidance' and

Counseling Project for Adult Basic Education, Offite of Education, Region VI

Final Report. *The report outlined these areas for providing service to

adult developinental students:
. . /

1.) The need td improve theotudents' self-concept.
Nf

2).. The need to help individuals with "adult" problems.
4 , - ,

3.) Tfie need to provide career awareness skills so that the students
Might find' their 'purposes for academic effoi.t

4'

fl

4 1. Improving Self-Concept /

In Overcoming Learning Problems, Rouecheand Snow
,

(Roueche and "Snow, 197' )suramarized. an important finding: "When d

college comfits itself to the development of student' self-concept, it is

more successful in, the number of students who complete th4 program,,mit,

,persist to the third semester, and complete some certified Program."

*-Soime years earlier, Maslow's highly -irdluencial work, Motivation

andPerscaility (Maslow, 1954) had discussed the psychological needs

which must be satisfied pilor to self-actualization. Prom:fluent itmong

these needs was the amelioration of anxiety. Ellis in .

Guide to Rational Living recommended the confrontations' of" ten'

irrational Ideas" which retard the growth of a poJitive 'self- concept. The

dtscusaion of such ideas sic') as the conviction that an adult must-be

187
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-1o14."by everyone, that one must be competent in every respect, and
that'problems are-/best avoided. rathdf than saved - become the bagis

of a in,ini;workshop earlyin the ,Basic Skills semester.
-:,

The most intense effort to improve self-concept occurred
in the Human Potential Workshop. The workshop was a four-day seminar

conducted along the lines laid down by McHolland. In the workshop, the

students were helped to articulate their own weaknesses and strengths so

that they could learn to work with their (strengths:

Ex$ernal consultants Martha Maxwell and John l bacrinde:

pendently suggested other meth of reducing anxiety and encouraging a

sense of personal worth. Ea recommended a class situation inwhich

the students would have oppo sties' to get together, to share experiences,

And to recognize the mutuality of one another's problems..
.

Another means of improving, self-concept which did not specifically

apply to the Counseling class, but which: did - influence the program, was,

encouraged by Purkey. ,Purkey (1970) stated that facilitating experiences

Of academic success, particularly in thqoearly stages of coursework, was.

one of the best methods of improving self-seoept.

The importance of raising tiie self-concept Of the Bititt'Skills
students became cler when the results of the Canfield Learning Styles

Inventoty was analyzed. Althost half of the class expected to fail or to

achieve only a low level of success. (See "Student Responses tp the

Canfield Learning Styles Inventory, ,pp. 32 -35.)
0

2: Serving "Adult" Problems
.. ,'

,Tb define the' problems, especially important to adults,. which

' frequently' interfere with learning, Maslow had constructed a hierarchy

% . ofneeds.which were not only peyChological but .alio physical 'and 'financial.

Maslow argued for an egged counseling effort to discover...those needs'.

and to help students cope with them Maslow's argulgents prompted -,

. in addition to the min-fiworkshop on anxiety - a session on the college's

`health servicesfard twb sessi,ons on financial aid.. As a nate:ans. of,I'dis--`,

,covering student problems, esiternal consultant Martha Mai-well recommended

a clo e monitoring of Stikients'absence's. Absentees should tie "required".,

to the counselor fig explain*ach atmence.° If the absentee did not

all,. then the counselor shoiald call for an explanation. This syitem was'

followed, and'it sometimes produt,ed results.
. , ,-;

..!-_-FE

.
: (.

i

D. Providing "Carekr:Awareness".

*

According to Mislow'Atheor Y0 after a student had been helped .to

cope with" personal needs, b sWd 'beled to an aivaractess Of career

possibilities. In Maslovirs opinich, the delermination to pursue a; career

was 'the highest form bf Self-a, tualization.

9

;

J

-J

-,"

4
11.

fit .
do;

it
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.The."Career Awareness" function of the Counseling 292 course
ovetlapped, the functions of the"Introduction to Techrkcalt Careng"course.
The distinction was that the ITC 292 course' provided clbjectivIlvexperiences

Whereas the Counseling 292 course provided individualized ones.

B. The Qtiestion of Integrating Counseling with Academic Courses I
Originally, the Counseling Instructor haehoped to introduce the "Career

Awareness" element into the subject matter of the academic courses. His

research. of 'the' ntegrated approaCh, used at LaGuardia College, had caused
him to recommend a system in which he would not teach a distinct counseling

'course. Instead, he would present "eareer Awarened-C materials, when
suitable, into the Math, Reading/Study Skills, and Writing courses. The

materials could be used in practice with acadeinic skills and could also be
used to help the students make career choices. Rirthefmore, the introduction
of the materials Would,permit the counselor to become acquainted with the
students so that .he could gain their confidence in order to assist them With
personal problems.

After deliberate consideration of the counselor's proposal, the other team,
members decided that they could not efficiently teach beginning lessons with'

career awareness subject Matter. Consequently, the pesentation of objective
career experienbes became the province of ITC 292 and personal and career
guidance become -those of Counseling 292.

- C. Coundeling Tools

-/

r

To forward the purposes' of the counseling courser a series of tests and

systems were selected as a, result of experience and recommendations.

1.) The Canfield .Learning Styled Inventory was' Chosen to provide .

information on student preferences of subject matter, methods,
and class relations. (See ,pp.32-35.) The inventory: also provided
enlightening data on the students low expectations of success.,

This instrument was recommended, among othere, by
external consultant John Roueche.

2. )- The puilford-Zimmernian TeniperamentTest has been.used at.
MCCC for many years to analyze perSonality traits.,

3.) The McHdlland Self - Directed (Search is a self-administered interest
o

inventory which permits students to examine their,priinterests.
It hid been highly recommended by some counseloras and ccvlci be
tied into thg MOTS System. .. .

The. Michigan, Occupational Information System (MOIS), a co'mputer-
-baded inventory. ft proVides4information ion employment openings
in varioul'ear4erareas., The system is frequently used at Mdcc.

-4i 4
5.). The Kuder Interest .Inventory is a standardized inventory that was

used in the proj'ec't and.resulted in 'the cleltrest picture of student
interests.

185
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6.) The Differential Aptitude Test provides data on a student's
aptitudes in' various areas such as mechanical, .abstract reasoning
and spatial relation. It is a familiar test at MCCC.

7.) ' The Mclidiand "Human Potential Workshop"-has been used success-
fully at MCCC for some years. As has been explained, the
workshop' attempts to build self-concept by encouraging the student
to recognize his strong points.

D: Counseling Courses and Sy Stems in Other Colleges

I

A study of ,CETA pre - vocational programs in other two-year colleges
revealedf a range of counseling treatments. A sampling of program desCriptions,
will, suggest the variety of possibilities.

1.) Kalamazoo Valley Comnitmity College .

The Kalamazoo Valley Community College StndentHandbook
for CETA trainees encouraged the students to take advantage of
the, "Supportive Services" during their eight-week The
services include Personal, Career, and Academic Co seling...

5Y
Personal Counseling -

.s.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
0

Counseling
Room 45, Redwood

Through personal counseling students can be assisted to:

4

.;=-better undefitand themselves and their feelings which may interfere

with academic success

gain Skills in decision-making

6
explore( alternatives to existing behaviors and failings

accept responsibility for directing their own lives

Vocational mid Career Counselinik

Through carrier counseling,individuaIs can

if;

- further explore and evaluate tentati4t career choice* alrabdy set

- seek now directions through planning and further exploration

. t .

,--participate in self-awareness, career awareness, decision-making and
life planning activities.

Academic Developmant,Eyaluation

0. Placement testing in reading, moliesatics and English is provided for
II

all at no charge so Chit students will be able tcriiEk courses suited
to them. The counseloreNill be able to.discuis the results of the

. tests with each person and make recommendation4 about specificilkurses.4

_ . . . .

ro .
6 0

1
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.2.) Southwestern Michigari College
The Southwestern Career Orientation and Preparation Progiam

COPP) was a four-week program for CETA students which included
a Career Exploration Course. The course somewhat resembled
MCCC's Counseling 292 in content, but the Southwestern course gave

emphasis to career 'awareness.more

SPS 103 Career DEploration 2 Credits

. ..., The course is delgned to help students take a realistic look at career
e .

opportunities in relationship to their interests and abilities by: (a)
developing a sense of self- awareness in the student about their goals, needs
and abilities; (b) developing a cireer-awareness atmosphere for students to. explore, the various careers open to him; (c) developing an ability to ,make
decisions concerning career options, -and (d) assessing career planning
techniques.

3.) Triton rollege,, River Grove, Illinois
In the summer of 1980, Triton College conducted a three-

'. week SETA program H. E. L. P.) which included a "communication/
. c.omputation section" Though, obviously, much shorter, than

Counseling 292', the sections content similarly attempted to combine
career atid person q elements. The description, as given in the
Triton report is 4mmarized below:

.
The communication/computation secti& had' two primary/ focal points: oral

communication and huthan potential. Both of these foci were integrally linked.
with the Individual's own career goals and job situapon.- The classroom Phase
of this session relied heavily on the discussion of films and filmstrips of
particular careers; this not only expanded the client's awareness of career
possibilities, but it heavily stressed the need fokgood conversational skills.
These communication skills were also practiced Oben speakers (most rultably
Russ Ewing. of NBC news,) came; the orients were encouraged and prepared to
milke,inquiries regarding the preseatatient

AP

.0

The hutnazi- potential course, required the client to examine the topics of
self-development, motivation, goal-Setting and values. The clients were en-
couraged to personalize these topics whenever appropriate anApossible.

Summary

. Several sources urged' greater efforts to assist' adult developmental students
1a.) improve self-concept,
b. ) ° cope with .adult problems and
c.i). improve career awareness

The counselor recommended a, system, like that of ..LaGuardia College,
which, integrated cohnseling into acadeinic classes; however, the consensus
of the team was to create tad distinct, courses: Counseling 292 for
perjional\tlevelopnient Sand personal' career selection snd IntroduCtion to
Technical Citreers for objective career explorgion.

.

18Z
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3. A variety of counseling tools were selected to explore personal traits,
to explore attitudes, and to explore careers.

4.. A survey of counseling components' in other two-year colleges discovered
these patterns:

a. ) A recommendation to the stude ts to take advantage
of counseling services.

b.) A counseling course with most of the emphasis on
heightening career awareness.

2 C. ) A counseling course which .divided its emphasis between
career vareness and personal awareness.
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TEACHING. THE COUNSELING COURSE

Before--Counseling 292 began, the Counselor assisted the students to register
tand held a brief orientation session.

The beginning of the course detailed Maslow's 'classification of needs. The

course sought to help students by providing instruction on coping with anxiety

problems, health problems, and financial problems before moving into career
searches. , ,

. .
f

A. lass AotiVities s

The 'class met for an hour and a half-each Monday ancrWednedday.
of the sessions were taken- up by class discussions. But some visiting
speakers lectured on their special knowledge of useftil subjeCts. In addition,
some class periods engaged the student in "computer searches" for occu-

,
pational information. -Additi-onally, sense class time was devoted-to-testing.-
At -mid-serdester, a "Human Potential Workshop" occupieo the students all of
each class -day for three days.

To"-assist these activities, the Counselor provided the students
variety of materialg but used no text.

B. Grading

C.

° the students° were graded, largely for attendance and
activities. The Counselor would have preferred not to grit
Obliged to if they were to be given college credit and if t$
CETA payMents.

with a

completion of
de them, but he was-
ey were to receive

The following chronology summarizes the courses pursuits.

Chronology ,

Week I
, 1/19

4

The "firsl-day activities" filled what would have been the first.
session. ,During that day, the Canfield Learning SOlesiveniory
wits adminisiered.'

a
Cr

The second meeting was devoted to an overview of the course
objectives including an intibOuction to Maslow's hierarchy of needs.

A further stress was placed on the availability of class time
-tohandte CETA-related concerns. The students were, also in--
formed that they woujd have time to discuss personal problems
which might interfere with their schooling. Although the course
would ptovide "career information" as they were told, its main.
purpose was to remove obstacles to their success in college.
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Week H
1/26. Counselor Robert Marrstpresented a workshop on coping

with "teat anxiety "" and how to deal -with stress using the rational
approach of Albert Ellis.

1/28 ()% career-selection theory. was presented, and the students g. ,

were given an int4=rest inventory as homework, An early start
41"..

with career awareness became necessary because the interest tests
would have to be computer scored and later intekpreted. Rather

t than .giving the tests without explanation, they vtere Tresented
foll*ing the discussion of the theory. The theory related interests,
aptitudes, job values, av,careness, of career options, and reality
factors. _ .

Week H
1I , ,

2/2 The school nurse, Cecelia Champicih, visited the class to
-. disCuss health care and services. ;She provided the .students with

i information_on_healthinzirance, medical services, and diets.
Thereafter, the class toured the Muses' office which is available ---

-
to all students. 4 t.,

N. .
0

.

2/4 The elass began apreliminary disCussion of filling out the
(

B. E.O. G. form for financial aid.
. .,

..
/

Week IV- .. ar
K_._2/ .9 ' The school's financial aid 'officer, Karen Rexin, visited the

. class to answer questions' abOnt° filling out the financial aid fornis.-
Thid 'session was gisien the highest rating of all the activities
evaltiated by the students.

2/11 Students were guided through the McHolland Self-Directed Search,
This began the main, phase. of the career awareness units of the course.
The McHolland Self - Directed Search literature claimed that the individual
could use his own self- awareness to clarify a career goal. The.responses

. ,) to the Self-Directed Searchcicould also be used with the amputerized
v

Michigan Occupationai Informafion System (MOIS).

The Self-Directed Search did not work well. -The students had
difficulty with the intricate coding system which was used for self-
scOring.

Week V
2/16-
2/18 The students were given instruction for accessing a computer-

based guidance system. The Michigan Occupational Information System
(MOIS). They were given further help in,using the results of the
McHolland Self-Directed Search with that system. The MOTS script gave

-a student a description of the.career, worker traitArequirements,
methods, methods of job entry-, salaries and job market information.

0

to

The use of the systemiecinferred a side benefit. Ad internal
consultant, Art Wagner, .pointed Out, when the students were learning , ,
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how to use the computer for career guidance they were also learning
about the computer. This activity may have been partially respohsible for
encouraging five students to become interested in data processing.

Week vr
2/23 The computer seaiches were coptinued.

2/2t The Kuden.D.D: Interest,Inventory was presented to obtain an
"indirect" ,analysis of job interests. The instrument did not elicit interest
in specific job titles, but rather interest in life activities. The results
were compared to "occupational" and "college major" patterns. For
example, an individual's interest pattern could be compared to the pattern
of a bricklayer or of a dentist.

*1 f

Week VII
3/2, 3/4 These sessions were devoted to discussions of the MCCC programs

that related to interest test scores. Also discussed were the- implications
of the CETA' guidelines. -

to,

Students were obliged to make some initial career choices and
some plans for enrolling in courses at MC CC or elsewhere.

;I
Week VIII
3/9, 3/11 a Students were guided through the Abstract ReVsoning, Mechanical

Reasoning, Spatial.Relations, and Clerical Speed and Accuracy, sub-tests '

'of the Differential Aptitude- Test.
A student's potential was related to occupational choices. An

attempt was also made to discover if the student had some potential in
an area' not previously tested:

0

Spring Break

Week IX
Four Days: 3/23 - 3/26*

A Human Potential:Workshop using the McHolland method was
,employed as, a systematiC effort to improve each student's self-concept.
,,,The method attempts to make the individual aware of talents and successes
by reviewing past accomplishments. The review should clarify the student's
personal values and liglp him to focus his efforts on his own goals.

To conduct the workshop,, the class was, divided into two groups, one
conducted by 'Counseling 292 Instructor, Bart Fiumano and the other 'conducted

by Counselor Miry Rreda. The workshop was, an intense group activity
which prompted students, to reveal muc)T of themselves to their Classmates.
Both pf the counselors encountered difficulties in the activity whi they

had not encountered iii years of administering the workshop to othe students:

Yet the student evaluations of the workshop rated'it highly.
e

(See Appendix J for an outline of this workshop.) '.

19:
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Week XVI
'

5/11 Students-were reminded of services available to )i)lem ,haring tife tm
They were particularly encouraged to visit the Program Counselor h case
of any difficytlties.

. 4..-

5f. .
.

,, Weeks XI - XII 6.e
-178- .

4/6.-418, 4/13, 4/15

These two weeks and part of the next were gpent.meeting with individual,
students to 'bring together their test, results .and their' self- discoveries in
order to formulate an individual. educaSiDnal' plan.

'Week XIII
.4/20 Individual program planning was continued.

4/22 Registration procedures were discussed. .Students would be going through
registration for Summer sell-fester .courses on their own. They were briefed
on how to register and how to cope with. problems of closed sections.

Week XIV
4/27 The session was devoted to assisting students with individual questions

and problems.

4429 The inimeanemperament Test was adininistered. The .

,
.

. .

students sa = at filed to take, a ftest to get to know themselves betters
/ .

Week XV
5/4 The ?lass cone: strated upon 'business-activities." Certain matters had

td
f

be handled for ETA in terms of educational intent forme and financial
aid forms for the summer.

5/6, The puilford-Zimmerman Temperament Test findings- were interpreted
albngivrith a caution that group \norms were established in the-50's...

5/13 The class discussed,possible improvements for Counseling 292.

,

D. Post-Semester Activities.

The students were assisted with problems of registering for the Summer
semester. *rt

. 4.
During the Summer semester, the students met in -small group's with the

counselor. They were, in. addition, given pe?sonal counseling and assistance
in such matters as arrangements for tutorial help. .#.-

#°

E. Student Evaluationt
7,. )6

6. The early part of the course attempted to provide personal .assistivceei
a 'beans it proviig self-coirept,

1. Personal assistance was judged to be helpful by Most of thentudents.
The table below summarizes the students " evaluations of the session.

.
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4 which discussed health services and the session which discussed text
anxiety., (SA = "str ly aghe"; A = "agree"; D = "di'sagree' ;
SD = "strongly disSgr e")

The health discussion
o by the colIege nurse

The presentation on
how to cope with anxiety

TABLF 42
Health Services Session

The experience was
valuable to me.

SA A D SD

5 10 i... 0

.-

2 10 5: 0

The experience was valUable to
enough people to be included in the
program the next time it is'offered.

SA A D SD

8 9 0 0

5., 10 2 0

The personal assistance session which received the highest eiraluation
of any' activity was the "financial aid workshop."

TABLE 43.
Financial Aid Workshop

JJ

3 el

The financial aid
workshop

The experience was The experience was valuable to
4,valuable to me. enough people to be included in

the program the next time it is offered.

SA , A D SD

12 i 4 1

SA A D SD

0,0.

2. Career awareness became the major focus'of the class by the
'fourth week. some cases, the results, of the testing and compu-
ter searches were not satisfactory.. Nevertheless, most students
considered these activities worthirhile.

TABLE 44,
Career Awareness' Activities
1

Using the computer to
search career infor-
mation. 1

Interest testing and
interpretation.

Aptitude testing and
Interpretation.

The experience was The axperient e,was valuable to
valuable to me. onough people to be included in the

program the next time it is offered
-

SA A D. SD

1 12 4 0

a

2 5.41 4 0
'''+'

1 12 3 1

. .

°19.3

SA A D SD

9 2 0

4 11 2 0

3 10 4 0
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3. Late in the semeste, , after most of the students had made
their vocational decisions, they were assisted to choose courses for

4e\fitrjtheir Summer and Fall ached . This assistance seemed Ipportant
to the majority of students who 1 ongly agreed" upon its value.

TABLE 45
Vocational Decision Assistance

This experience was
valuable for me

it BA A D

futureDiscussions on
'bourse selections. 101 5 2

SD

1 0

sof

\
This experience was valuable
to enough people to be included
in the program the next time
it is offered.:

SA A D. 8D

1111 5 I1 I °

4. At the mid-point of the semester, the class had been divided
into two groups and these were guided in "Human Potential Workshops"

by Counselors Bart Fiumano and Mary Preda. The "Workshops",
explored each individual's personal strengths and weaknesses. The

intention was to the students to recognize -their strengths andto
build on them. Nevertheless, the experiences of the "workshops't were
pergonallv -challenging and intense. Both- counselors commented upon

the unusual difficulty of conducting the "workshops" with the Basic Skills

group.

however, the group's evaluation of the workshops was strongly
positive.

TABLE .46
Human Potential Workshop

Human potential work-

This experience was
valuable for me.

This experience was valuable
to enough people to be Included
& the program the aat_time it
is offered.

SA A D SD SA A D SD

12
(3I

1

till I 1 1 1'

(i

5. A section of the Student Evaluation Form requested them to make
suggestions for improiring the courses. The most notable set of suggestions
for the counseling course expressed the thoughts that the time given to
Counseling 292 might be reduced.

"Future training Might be improved
in the Counseling Course by .

(5) - changing nothing
(8) - redicing the amount of time. allotted to the course, e.g.

. to once weekly
(2) - and/or to- alternate the counseling class with the ITC

(Introduction to /Careers) class
ra.4
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(2) - including personal counseling
(1) - instead of group counseling
[1] - (No comment)
[2] - (Praise for instructor and/or course)
[1] - (Criticism of need for class)

lF'
Student Comments on Last-Day Impromptu

- The interview papers registered six appreciative comments on the
Counseling course, including the Human Potential ,Workshop.

Here are some quotes.

("What do you think that you have gotten out of the Basic Skills

ow.

Program?")

1. "In addition, the [course] helped directing her toward the best, program
of her interest."

2.) "In the Counseling class, [site] has learned about the rules of the college,
courses and credits hours, also filling out college forins that will be of
use to her in the future. "

3. "[She] said she liked the Ittiman Potential. She said 'it was' fun.'"

4. "In the 'Hunuin Potential Group;' [she] enjoyed learning about all the
people in 'The Basic Training Group,' and [she] learned a few things about
herself too, that was to her' advantage. "

("What more do you think,gutt you could have gotten out of the Program?")

Though the answers weren't direct responIses to the question, two students
remarked that the time spent in the Counseling component could' hive been
reduced.

G. Instructor's Commend;

to'

1. The personal aid Visitors were valuable, of the financial aid expert was
particularly important because of the complex personal and, financial 'problems
of the students.

2. The Holland Self-Directed Search was top complicated to be helpful and would
not be repeated fort a Basic Skills group.

3. If more time had been available to work on, the computer-based Michigan .

Occupational Information System, the system would have been a more valuable
tool. However, MOIS was useful and was .worth using again both for the
information it made available tote students and foil. the practice with
computer's which it provided...

# 195
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4. The MOM Career Search might have been more useful if the
SO-Directed ,S9arch had been more effective.

. . -1
5. The students seemed frustrated by the experience of the,Differential

AptiOrde 'Test; therefore it would not bei repeated.

6. The Human Potential Workshop' was helpful to many students, but it
might better hive been scheduled at a different time in the semester. -

7. 'Group and individual work on educational plans proved to be

essential. )
.0

8. The-Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Test served only a minor
purpose and might have been eliminated.

9. The Basic Skills studduts should be offered personal help:tieyond the

end of the semester.

H. Summary

1.* The personal assistance segment - including sessions on anxiety,
health bervices, and financial aid - were considered useful by both

the students and Counselor.

2. The career awareness segment - through gi#en'a reasonably high
evaluation by the students - should eliminate the McHolland Self-
Directed Search; but it should retain' The Michigan Occupational
Information System and the Kuder Interest InventotY-.'

maa

3. The Human Potential Workshop should be repeated but should not

\be scheduled to extend a break in other activities.

4. Much personal counseling interwoven with group activity was vital.
4

5. Grading was not exactly- appropriate to the° course.

6. An effort to monitor unproductive behavior, .,such as absences and
tardiness was important; personal- oontaetto rOuce such behavior
likewise appeared,important.

7. The maintenance of ,personal and group counsel beyond' the end of

the semester wat important.

*fi
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OF RELEVANT RESEARCH OF PRACTICES .VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION CLASSES

. ,

/

duction to Technical-Careers Class (ITC 292) did not exactly

any other course uncovered by a review of pre-vocational programs.

ITC 292 was incorporated late in the planning stages of the Basic Skills

program. The course became part of the Basic Skills plan beause of the .

instructors' anxiety to provide motivation for pre-vocational students during

a sixteen-week semester. The hope was that the students would gain more from..

their academic studies if they experienced frequent reminders' that. their

reading, writing,-and math classes were leading to, vocational pursuits.

The ITC class was also to serve the important purpo'e of helping students

make career decisions:

A. Objectives

Murphy (Murphy, 74) refers to a'definition of three-objectives 'of

remedial vocational education: 1) to:provide instruction in basic academit

skills; (2) to assist students in making a realistiC self-appraisal on the

basis of existing skills, interests, and aptitudes; and (3).to develop a'

commitment to an "educitional-vocational-personal goal:" Both the ITC

course and the^Counseling course pursued-the .list two objeCtives. The

difference was that the Counseling Course emphasized personal guidance while

the ITC course provided objective experiences to,assist vocational decision

making.

v

B. Integration With Persopal Counseling.
A

Other comparable programs, such'as those of Kalamazoo Valley Community

'College and Southwestern .Community College, combiried personal guidance')

and'an occupationtl survey into one course. This' combination seems to have

been the pattern of several "VbcWonal-personal Decision-Makfng Program

Components" cited by thesurvey,of New York State developmental studies .for

occupational students. (Cornell Institute-for Research and Development

in Occupational Education, 1976),' The ."outtomes":of hese components were

intended to be (11 improved understanding of personal needsand abilities,

(2) identification of tentative career.gpals, and (3) selection of'rogram

major. Therefore a distinguishing characteristic.of ITC 292 was'the degree

to which it .concentrated on providing objective experiences to assist

vocational decisions.

1
C. Length of Course

.

..6

*to .

.

Another distinguishing characteristic - which the ITC courseshated

,withiother Basic Skills components - was the length of time which it gaVe

to apre- vocational experience. Other occupational orientation.classes, .

such as those which Murphy describes, began a particular vocational sequence -

.
after a student had already made a general choice - or else they accompanied

at least one vocational chits.

The programs which are not premised on a vocational choice - such- as

at Southwestern Community College or Kalamazoo Valley' Community ColTegk-

last only four to eight weeks rather than'sixteen.

197 .( 1
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The Macomb ITC course was considered useful by the students and by the

instructor. However, their judgments suggest-some modifications.

Q D. References

Cornell Institute for Research and Development in OccUpational

Education. Overview of Developmental Studies for Occupational

Students: A Sourcebook for Post-Secondary Programs, 1976.
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XIV. TEACHING THE INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL CAREERS COURSE

A. Goals of the Course

The,Introduction to Careers (ITC 292) Course Was planned to perform
several functions:. (a) to motivate the Basic Skills students by helping
them keep in mind the vocational putpose of their.academic classes; (b)

to acquaint the students with the variety of program possibilities which
were available at MCCC; (c) to.broaden the students' view of vocational
possibilities; (d) to provide the students with first-hand acquaintance
with the nature of some kinds of work; (e) to supplement the vocational
guidance provided by the Counseling Course.

B. Course Practices
It

The ITC class mei once a week, usually do Tuesday afternoon from
1:30 4:30 p.m. It sometimes'held'discussions in the Basic Skills class- .

room, but it frequently left the classroom'to visit other campus sites or to
take field trips. Several guest speakers from'thevocational and tech-
nical areas were introduced. Most class sessions had defined learning
objectives, and most had shoyt homework assignments. A variety of materials
was distributed to the class to assist discussion and to suppkement the
lessons, but no texts were used.

Letters grades were given at the end of the course. The instructor,
Chris Panos, wouldhave preferred not to have administered grades because
they did not seemCappropriate to the design and purposes of the course.
However,. grades were required if the students were to be given college
credit and if they were to receive CETA payments for course)Worli. Therefore
the students were graded according to their performances on.homework and
personal projects.

C. Course Design

During the first eleven weeks of the course, the class was introduced
to the requirements and conditions of employment in these vocational areas:
design technology, mec4anical careers, business$. and ,health services. In

the last five weeks, the students concentrated on and discussed concerns
affecting their personal vocational choices.

D. Chronology

y The course followed this schkle:

4
00 WEEK I: WORLD OF WORK

A. Development 'of work as we knoW it today.
1. Introduction of-class members

2. WhafOs work?
3. Work ethits.

.

4. Development of workweek.
5. Identification of jobs.
6. itat kinds of training, education and experience does

one need to obtain d position.
7. 'Film -Automation: the Next Revolution.

193
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Learning Objectives:
1. The student will be able to develop an understanding of the

concept of work, productivity and changes occurring in the
community.

2. Identify opportunities for employment. .

3. Develop a historical overview of work, 1950 to 1980.

Homework ASsigtiment:
From want ads provided identify jobs and requirements needed to

obtain.

1/27 WEEK II
A. Discussion of homework assignment.
B. Awareness of the historical development of educational institutions

To train and prepare workers
1. University
2. College
3.. Community College
4. TradeSchools
5. K-12

6. Private and Military

C. MCCC Programs.
D. T.V. Presentation Robot Tech 1980.

Learning Objectives:
. The student will obtain an insight and understanding of the

educational institution% structure and its development to meet
the needs of our technical society.

Homework Assignment:
1. Prepare a list of career opportunities that were not in

existence 25 years ago.
2. Based on presentation, project into the future and make a

list,of career opportunities that will be in demand.

L

2/3 WEEK III .

A: Overview of career cluster: ,-
:

1. Design - technology.'
.

a, Drafting (Chris Panos)
b. Graphic communication (Bil Meador),
c. Graphic' reproduction (Roger Cherry)

d. Tour of "R" building.
I

2. Inter-relationships between idea - design - production and

communicating the, idea. .

Learning Objectives: 40

1. TRe student -will be able to identify 4,major drafting and

design career fields. .

2. The'student will -be able to identify and develop an under-
standing of the career areas of graphic.communicationIandf
their relationship to product klesign.

,3. The student.will beable to identify methods of graphic re-

production and the communications field.

Homework assignment:
Prepare a list of specific career positions in each tfiethree

(Pf
Career clusters of design technology.
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2/10 WEEK IV
A. Overview of'the career cluster.

1. Mechanical` technology (Ben Selleck)

a. Instrumentation
b. Materials
c. Manufacturing.

2 Inter-relationships-between-idea - methods ofproduction, ,
qualification and use of product.

A

7187-

4

Learning objectives:
1. The student will 'be-able to identify 4 major mechanical

technology career fields.
2. The student will be able to identifythenter7re-lated

areas of instrumentation and manufacturing of product.
3. The student will be able'to identify ferrous materials

anOthgin,use in production of products.

Homework assignment:
Prepare a list of specific 'career positioni in each of the

three clusters ofmechanicai technology.

2/17 WEEK V
A. Overview of'the career cluster.

1. Business Technology (Allan Levy)
. a. Data procesing (Allan Levy)
b. Accourfting (William Callaghan)

P c. Marketing (Allan Levy)
d. Clerical Science (Dirilda Shankie)
e. Overview of BuIness Area (Pat Chupailo)

2 Inter - relationships between financial - marketing - infor-

mation and clerical operations of business

.

Learning objectives:
1. The student will be able to identify 4 major business tech-

.

nology career fields.
2. The student will be able to identify the inter-related-fields

of business technology.

Homework assignmek:
Prepare a list of specificcareer positions in each of the 4
career clutters for business technology.

4'

3/3 WEEK VII
A. Cverview of the career cluster (Sam Petros)

1. Nursing ,
2 Medical Technology
3. Medical and Dental Office Practice

3/10 WEEK VIII
Tour of Harrison Community Hospital

Spring Brea* and Human Potential Workshop
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t

3/31 WEEK X
Selection of occupational areas for in-depth discussiOn.

4/7 WEEK XI
Field trip to the Society ofManufacturing Engineers at Cobo

Hall. The students were assigned a short paragraph describing

their observations.

4/14 WEEK XII
Discussion of Students' Occupational `areas.

.4/23 WEEK XIII
,Discussion of MCCC Job-Placement Services (Adam Mick) '

4/28 WEEK XIV ,

Discussion of MCCC Co-op Progr'ams (Paul Gould)

5/5 'WEEK XV
Discussion of Students' Occupatiorial areas with focus on their

anxieties and needs.

-5/12 WEEK XVI
Evaluatiol day. Students' discused their grades,and their

experiences with the instructor.

D. Student Tvaluaiion

The tours of the MCCC Occupational areas during the first half of the

semester seemed useful to the majority of students/ Of course, no one tour

would apply to every student°s interest.

TABLE 47 Tours

The, experience was
valuable to me.

The experience was valuable to
enough people to be included
in-the program the next time

it is offered.

SA. A D SD

The four of the Design and

Graphics areas (R-Bldg.). 12 3 1 1 13 3 0 1

The tour of the Mechanical
Tech. areas (T-Bldg.). 11 5 1 , 13 3

...
0

..
1

,

The tour of the Business

areas. 11 4 2 0

ze,

0 2
4 1 0

The tour of the Allied alth

areas (Center Campus). 9 5 2 _1 12 4 1 4

The majority

The Field trips

.46

E,

f students likewise considered the field trips useful.

TABLE48 Field Trips

The experience was
valuable to me.

PSA A D it SD

h 10 4 1 3 1 0 4

The experienie was valuable tc °

enough people to be included

in the program,the next time

it is offered.
SA A D SD

110 1 5 1 2 1 0 1
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The guest speakers also maintained the interest of most students.

The guest speakers

TABLE 49 Guest.Speaters
The experience was
valuable to me.

SA

6 9

D SD

2

The experience was valuable tc
enough people to be included
ih the program the next time
it is offered.
SA A D 5b

17 8 2 0

The classroom discussions oft'oCcupetions which took place, for the most
part, in the last weeks of the course appeared to be useful to the large
majority Of .the ITC class.'

TABLE

Classroom discussion of
various occupational areas
at M.C.C.C.

50 Classroom Discussions/
.....< .

,

The experience wa's The.experience was valuable tc

valuable to me enough people to bi included
in-the program the next time
it is offered,

SA A D

Ill _

Ill

3

SD SA A D- SD

0 10 5 2 0-

1 Y.

When asked to suggest improvements for future ITC courses, most students

volunteered positive comments. Nevertheless, several students thought that

the time allotted to the ITC course could be reduced or that the ITC course

could be combined-with the Counseling course. The_students' suggestions have

been listed below. *
,

) 4 1 .

\
"Future training could be improved in the Introduction to Careers Course \ ,

(5) - changing. nothing
\\,

(6) - reducing the amount of time allotted to the course \

(2) and/on to alternate with or combine with the counseling course \

(4) - including more field trips .
r .\

(1) - alloWing studedts to experience a day in, actual training classes for t eir

future programs \

,

(4) - (Praise for instructor and/or course)
11) - (Criti"cism of need for course)

0

0
F. ,Comments on Last-Day Impromptu

Four more positive student comments were volunteered in the final

assignment of:the writing class: A couple are quoted:
C

("What do you think that you have gotten out of the'Basic Skills Program? ")

1: "Much helpful advice came'from ITC. She thinks it

helped show (her) various courses and explained many

different job opportunities.",

2. :"Furthermore, she liked the different types of careers

in ITC class. That was a help to her in choosing types

of courses for next semester."

1

203
-4
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Orily, two criticisms were volunteered.

'("What more do you think you could have'gotten out of the Program?")

,

Two students commented that the ITC comporlen/ could have
--
been-reduced.

G. Instructor's Suggestions

*

The. ITC 292' Instructor, Chris Panos, had severatju.dgments pertaining
-

to future career orientation courses:

1. The course is a good idea forCETA'students.

2. The time given to the, course might be cut back.

3. No grades should be required for the course,

:4. More field trips should be planned.

5.. Assignments should be'kept 'short.

6. Personal, interviews are useful to help the students set

reachable goals.

7:. The group stiould be split up into smaller groups, each

of which could concentrate upon tours, field trips, and

discussions which would fit the interests of its members.

H. Summary

-

1. Student evalUationsindicate that 4 studentsstudents considered

the ITC292 tours of MCCC occupational areas, the field

trips, the guest speakers and theiclassroom discustions
to have been useful.

2. Some students and the instructor concurred ttiat less time

might have been given tothe course.

3. Some stodents hd the instructor would have' preferred more

f field trips.

4. The judgments of a few students and the instructor suggest
that the class might be divided into sub-grobps for some

prbjects to improve the likelihood that each student will

be studying an occupational area which'interestshim/her.

a

r.

1
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XV., GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions have been inferred from the experience of planning elements
of the program and from teaching specific components. These specific con-
clusion§, may be examined in the summaries of the fol4owing divisions of this
report:

Al

Program Design and Sequence pp.

pp.

48-49
101-110Teaching the Reading/Study Skills Course

Teaching the Writing Course ' pp. 151-152
Teaching the Mathematics'Course , *p. 166-167

41. Teaching the Counseling Course p. 182

Teaching the Introduction to Technical 1' p. 190
Careers Course

In addition, some general conclusions,have been defined or re-emphasized
here.

A. Team Approach

1. An intensive team approach to the remediation of the academic
dlifficulties of basic skills students is effective.

2. The ftvelopmentof a team approach to a basic skills program
requires a considerable expenditure of time for research,
discussion, planning, and reporting.

3. A team approach requires the kind of sympathetic and responsive admini-
strative support which was given to the Basic Skills Team.

4. A team approach requires a compatibility of philosophyattitudes
and temperament among team members.

B. Program Components

1. A reasonable combination of academic courses in a basic skills
program includes reading/study skills, writing, and mat).

2. Agedemic courses in a bliic skills program can be effectively
cdmplemented by a course which encouraged vocational orientation.

3. Academic courses in a basic skills program can be effectively
complemented by a counseling course which encourages self-.
-discovery of interests, aptitudes, and personal utilization of
institutional resources.

C. Counseling

1. Personal counseling, encouragement, and prodding is important to'
retain students in a basic skills program.

2. Once adult ba skills students have made vo .tional choices, they
can only with difficulty be encouraged to re w those choices\in

- light of new discmieries about their own preferences and aptitudes.

-3. With a counselor's cooperation, academic instructors can integrate
elements of vocational guidance into academic courses.

121JJ
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1. Tutorial assistance has a strong positive influence on the
academic' rogress of basic skills students.

I

2. Tutors are important to gain knowledge of the academic and
personal problems of basic skills students.

3. One effective system of using tutors is to have the same
tutors be available for help in all of the academic courses and
working labs of a basic skills program.

E Course Design

1. The length of the program is an important consideration.

a. 'A semester-lo g pre=vocational basic skills program
can be effecti y tained.",

-
b. However, pgssonal pressures and problems may discourage

productivity during a semester-long programA.

2. A thirty-hour instruction ''l Aek can be eff ctive.

3. A seven-hour instructional ,day clan be effecti

I .44,
.

4. The pattern. of alternating instruction, periods with working

labs is highly useful: .

5. A semester-long Basic Skills program which is introduced in the
Spring term'rnay lead to difficulties for some students who (a)

may be obliged to undertake accellerated summer coursed r (b)

may be obliged to defer important vocational classes until the

Fall term.

F. Effects of Class-sized Group Upon Student Behavior , )

1. A Clasi-sized Basic Skills group may generate softie positive

mutual support:

2. A clas"-sifed Basic Skills group may generate somejuvenile

behavior.

G. Selection of Students for a Basic Skills Program

It kuseful criterion for the selection of tudents for a Basic

Skills group is the 7th - 9th grade rang on the composite

score of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

'2.- A pre-selection in.tervjew is essential td introduce the candidates

. tO,the purposes and requirements of the program and to determine

' their interest in it.

Course Procedures

I. Productivity is enhanced by clear definitions of the program's
purposes it the beg6ning and throughout the Semester.

20

. .
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2. Clear definitions of attendance and pro tness policies, and .

consistent enforcement of them, ance retention.

I, Teaching Methods

1. . Methods of constantly varying short lessons and Utilizing self -
pacing materials will help to promote attentiveness and interest.

2. Glasswork can often be effectively adapted to vocational interests.

44

J. Follow up

1. Personal counseling. and encouragement afte'r the conclusion of the

basic program is important to tnhancethe.students' chances
of success.

.

2. Mutual supportkof.the Basic Skills students after the conclusion of
the progNm can be encouraged.

XVI. RECOMMENDATIONS ,

4

Some recommendations may be made as a'result of the experiences of the

Basic Skills program.
4

A. Cooperation with CETA sponsor

1. If.a CETA'sponsored program is planned, the instructors should
acquaint themselves With.the sponsor's guidelines, its selection
techniques, and its experiences with similar programs.

2. The instructors and the CETA sponsor should deielop a clear
mutual understanding of the purposes and limitations of the

program.

B. .Selection of Candidates

Theriteria for selection for a -Basic Skills program should
be as homogeneous as possible.,

e
V'

4.441,

P-
...

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Selection criteria should be influenced by the learning

requirements of the students' future courses.

minimum criterion for a Basic Skills program should be the
seventh grade level of the composite score of the Nelson-Denny
Reading Test,

Selection shouldifollow an interview of the student by the
instructors .which would clearly inform him of the purposes
and requirements of the program and which would determine
the students: interest in the program.

C. ProqraMIComponents
4

1.. The academic core ofa Basic Skills program should be math,.
reading/study skills:arid:writing..

a
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The academic courses should be complemented by a counseling,1/4--

effort.

3. The academic courses should be complemented by a vocational

orientation effort.

4. TWo types of design should be considered in planning (a) a

program for students with similar vocational goals (b) a

program for stadents with diverse vocational goals.

(a) kirogram for a group with similar vocational goals
should include the' academic courses plus.a vocational

course which would introduce students to the specific

pos'sibilities of the vocation in addition to some

practical experience.

(b) .A program for a group with diverse vocational goals should

include the academic courses plds a course which would

acquaint students with various vocational possibilities.

D. Counseling 4

I. Two alternatives for introducing'the counseling effort should

be studied: (a) presenting 'a counseling course as a distinct

component, and (b) integrating the counseling effort with the

academic effort. sio_

(a) A Counseling, Course; if presented as a distinct component

of the program, should include elements of personal

assistance, self-discovery, and vocational orientation. V
( 4

(b) If the counseling lessons are integrated with,academic

lessons, the-counselor might provideAcademic assistance.

2. The couriselingeffort should 'extend beyond the cla/ssroom to entail

monitoring of absences, tardinesses, and persOnal difficulties

which might interfere with student achievement.

E.- Tutoring

1. Tutors1should be considered essential to4 Basic Skills program

in order to provide personal academic help and informarencourage-

ment\and guidance.

2. If possible, the same set(of tutors should available for all of.'

the academic courses and working labs.

F. *Program Design

I. Eight-week and twelve-week programs should be studied as alter-

native to westet-length programs.

2.( .A thirty-hour instruction week should be planned.

3. A seven-hour day should be planned.

4. The schedule should_provide for some free study time with instructors

or tutors' present:
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5: I the academic courses, instruction periods should be '

,alternated with working labs.

G. Starting:Point

1. The effects.of starting Basic Skills programs at various times
of the school year should be carefully considered.

2. A Basic Skills program should probably not be initiated in the
Spring term because it might oblige students who complete the
program to. undertake accelerated summer courses.

3. ,A Basic Skills'program might best begins in the Fall term because,
upon its. completion, students could soon begin vocational courses
at the pace for which the courses are usually designed.

H. Faculty Load A

1. The assignmentto a Basic Skills program - especially a new one -
, should take into account the time which a teacher must take to

Perform research to original lessons, to provide personal attention
to students, to prepare records,-and to meet with the other teachers

of the program.

2. The recommended loaddfor a_faculty member engaged in designing and
developing a Basic Skills program should consist of program dirties plus
one other section which might serve as a control group.'

I. Course Procedures

1. A clear attendance and tardiness policy should be presented to
the students at the beginning of the semester, an4 it should be
carefully enforced. /.

. 2. The Canfield Learning styles inventory - or a similar instrument -
should be administered early in the semester to discover the
students' preferences and expectations.

'3. A.system of pre-post tests should be deVised to provide objective
evidence of student progress.

4. A student, evaluation instrument should be employed to provide

evidence of student judgments.

5. If'pgiible, control groups should be identified to allow
objective comparisons.

J. Methods

,l. Academic lessons should relate to vocational interests as directly

as practical.

2.- Self - pacing 'materials should be utilized to the limits of practicality.

2uJ
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K. Follow-up

1. Student scores, grades, and subsequent progress should-be'
monitored on a continuing basis in order to provide measures of

success and to encourage improvements in Basic Skills 'programs..

2. Counseling and guidance of Basic Skills students should extend

beyond the semesters' end.

L. Dissemination

1. Experiences and finairigs should be communicated to the general

faculty.

2. Experiences and findings should be exchanged with other institutions

which have developed Basic Skills programs.
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SMARR STUDY

ACADEMIC FACTORS

Entry Reading Levels Required for CETA Students in'Five Technical Programs

CETA students are commonly placed into five technical educatiOn programs

at MCCC: Automotive Mechanic, Climate Control, Copy Prep and Type 'etting,

Drafting, or Quality Control. In Copy Prep and Type Setting, students are

not required to study-read textbooks. In Drafting, only one course

(EDT 116) requires extensive reading. In the other three programs, however,

much study-reading is required for a majority of the courses.

Consequently, in order'to determine wha entry reading skills CETA

students would need in.order to compete with ther students in those

programs requiring reading, the textbooks used during the first module

of the first trimester or semester were analyzed for readability.* Gunning's

RN Index was used for this purpose's

Basically, this index measures readability according to two factors:

sentence length, and vocabultry. (Passages that have long sentences and/Or

many polysyllabic words are high in reading level.) In.orderto determine

the readability of a textbook,lhree representative passages are analyked

for tnese factors. The results indicate average readability in grade

'level as well as the range of readability fount in the text.

Computing the average readability for these textbooks by program

reveals the entering reading grade levels which CETA students must

'-- possess in-orderto 4, able- to study -read `for their courses:

,

PROGRAM
EXPECTED READING
GRADE LEVEL

Automotive Mechanic 11.4
7Climate Control 12.6

Drafting (orie course only) 15.3
Quality Control.. 13.9
Copy Prep and,Type Setting NONE

An examination of the ranges of 'readability, however, shOws that
.

211
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Automotive' Mechanic students could encounter passages as high as 17.8

grade,leveli Climate Control students, as high as 18.3 grde level;
t

Drafting students, as tvigh.'as 19.1 grade leveT; and Quality Control students,

as high as 17.1' grade. leue.1).

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC (TRIMESTER I, First 7 weeks)

COURSE' TEXTBOOK
Range of
Readability.

'Average
Readability

. ATA - 120 Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics. 10;1-12.4 10.5
New York: McGraw-Hi T171g77-

ATA -110
ATA - 111

Abbott, Sheldon L. Automotive Brakes. 10.1-17;8 12.3
Encino, California: G

ATA - 126. Crouse, William L. and DdhalXI 'L. Anglin.'
Automotive Fuel, Lubricating, and Coolin )

11.3

Systems. NWFVOrk: McGraw-Hf7T7 976.

ATM - 115 ' Henrix, T,G, and C.S. LaFevor.
Mathematics for Auto*Mechanics. Albany,

10.8-12.4 11.6

New ork: DeTmar ^, 1978.

- *except for the Drafting course (EDT 116) which is offered during the first
eight-week module of the second semester.'

QUALITY CONTROL (SEMESTER I - First 8 wehs)

Average
Readability

COURSE TEXTBOOK

Range of
RAdability

TMT 106

....t-latial

Ewen, Dale and Michael A. Topper. I

Mathematics for Technfcal Education.
10.8-16.8 13.4

Englewood, Cliffs, Neb"---3i erse)77,-erltice-

1, -1.976.

bICR 101 Busch, Ted. Fundamentals of Dimentional 11.6-17.1 15.1
fetroloay. Albany', New York: De mar,

9

D8P 150 Ihne, Russel and Walter Streeter;
Jiachine Trades Blue rint Reading."

11.0-14.16 13.08

Chfcago: American echnIcal Society;
1972. ,r) I el
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CLIMATE CONTROL (SEMESTER 1 - First 8 weeks)

COURSE

CCT 12.6
.

TEXTBOOK,

Brazing: How and Wes. Benton Harbor,
. Michigan: WM-TT-pool Corp. 1969.

Range of .
Readability

Average
Readability

84.2;01.9 9.5.

Laboratory Exercises. Warreti;.Michigan:
M.C.C.C.

11.8-f7.3 14.5

CCT 120
CCT 140
CCT 179

Refrigeration FUdamentals. Benton Harbor 9.3-103 '9.7
Michtoan: Whirl000l Corp. 1969:

, ..

Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration 16.6-18.3 17.1,
. Institute; Refrigeration and Air-
Conditioning: Englewood CTi147-New
Jersey:. Prentice -Hall, 1979.

CCT 160 Reid, Hugh B. Sheet Metal Layout ,.. 13.7 -1
Simplified. VoT717 Detroit: Sheet
Metal Laydut Books, 1954.

15:1

CCT 140 Repair Procedures for Refrigeration Sealed 8.213.3
S stems. Benton Harbor, Michigan: .

harp of Corp., 1969.,

11.7

CCT 170

M4_

Laboratory txertikes. Warren, Michigan: 10.7-18.2
M. C. C. C.'

10.9

Langley, B.C.'' Electric Controls for 10.4-13.4
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.
Englewood Clif737 New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1974.

12.3

41.

.DRAFTING ($EMESN n, First 8'weeks)

4C

COURSE

EDT 116

TEXTBOOK
, Range Of
Readability

Johnson, Harold V. Manufacturing
Process's: ;Metals and PIa tics.
Peoria: Chas. A. Bennett Co., 1 973.

10.7-19.1

Average
Readability

.

18.-3

I

*f_
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ANALYSIS 0 CADEMIC PREPAREDNESS FOR FORMER .

C.E.T.A...'STUDENTS= 1977- 79
t

"-

In order to persevere and compete successfully the programs into

'Which they are placed, C.E.T.A..candidates,must possess -- aminhother

things -- at least the minimum

(as determined in the previous

entIty readingOevel'S for those programs

analysis).- In fact,-a reading handl-

cap may very well be one,of the factOrs cOntributing to, the

out rate among formerC.E.T.A. studetiks at M.C.C.C.

However, available re ing test score, d#ta collected from 1977-079

,,,,:ri,

reveals that only 20.9 of the' former C.E.T.A. students at M.C4.C.
w

- during those years posse4sed the reading ability neiessary for the

progiams they entered.

The following tables Summarize the composite scores on the'Nelson-

asterisksDenny Reading Test by grade level, indiCating by a line' of asterisks

the separation between those students who were 14m tally prepared

in reading from those who were academically deficient in reading:

5

1

a,

21

o

1
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.43

'(7201- 14,

. .

AUTO MECHANICS (Required level - 11.4)

/ *1;
.

1979 N = 15

GRADE LEVEL
-0,

14 +

- 13.9

12 - 12.9

11.6 - 11.9

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

1 PREPARED at 5 =

* * aft * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

11 11.5

10 - 10.9' 2

9 9.9 t is

8 - 8.9 3 DEFICIENT = 10=617%

7 - 7.9.

-7 3

,215

4.

'1
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CLIMATE CONTROL (Required level = 12.6)

1977 - 78 N=17 .

. RADE LEVEL NUMBER OF STUDENTS

14 + 2
4

13 - 13.9
PREPARED = 4=23.5%

12.6 - 12.9 2

,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

12 - 12.5 1
,

11.7 10.9
.

1

10'= 10.9 6 DEFICIE>+ 13=76.5%
__-

9 - 9.9 2

m

- 8.9 3

7 - 7.9

,1

1

'

I

l'

L

,

7
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DRAWING (Required level S 15.3)

4

1977 - 78

GRADE LEVEL NUMBER 'OF STUDENTS N 13.

13 - 13..9

12 - 12.9 2 DEFICIENT 13R100%

11 - 11.9 4

N`No, 10 10.9

3

9.9

8 - 8.9 3;

9

tA

1

1.

21
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QUALITY CONTROL (Required level 13.9)

'GRADE LEVEL

1977 - 78 :106. 1979 N =11

NUMBER OF STUDENTS NUMBER OF STUDENTS

14+

1.3.9

* * * * * *
t"

* * * *(# * * * * *

1

* * * * * * * *

13 - 13:8

12 - 12.9)

11 - 11.9. 3

10 - 10.9
-

9 - 9.9 1

8 - 8.9 1

t k

J

o

..0

0 ,
.1 vi

1

,
Prepared.
3.17.7%

* * * * * * * * *
.

2'

a

WSW

Deficient=
14=82.3%

1

a
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Appendix B FLOOR PLAN

The room for CETA classes and the reading and writing labs was located'on the

first floor of the Learning Media Center. This room, J-229, was across the

from the Programmed.Learning Center.

71

The room had tables, rather than desks. The tables were set up in a U-shape to

encourage exchanges betWeerostudents. This room, J-229, although used for reading
and foreign language classes, housed the reading-andmriting materials of the CETA
project. Files and cabinets were added to accbmmodate the additional materials of
the reading and writing "labs.

'In addition to the classroom, the CETA students made use of the Programmed

Learning Center. The Programmed Leirning Center included 120 learning stations.
Each learning station was equippedfor,use with electrical equipment such as
television sets and tape recorders. One video tape playback unit, fifty

/ guided and/or controlled readeri, and forty'tape players were available.
Additionally, the Programmed Learning Center had a variety of- software.

On the far side of the Programmed Learning Center from the class-room was

the computer terminals room.

Z'

a
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)°
INTERVIEW FORMAT

INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE

I. Overvielti of the program and its components.

A. Reading/Study Skills

B. Math
C. English
D. Career Counseling

II,Explanation of the schedule to be followed.

III. Discussion of the student's previous educational experience.

A. Strong subject areas
B. Areas in need of develOpment

IV. Discussion with the student if this development program would

serve his needs.

O

V. Discussion of the expectations the team will have of the student.

A. Willingness to work
B. Good attendance
C. Commitment to developmental education prior to a'technical program.

VI. Discussion'of the rewards to be derived

A. Hourly pay as determined by CM
B. Inclusion in a technical/skill development program upon completion.,

C. Development of basic skills to serve life-time needs.
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Appendix D Course Descriptions

RDG 292 - Reading and Study Skills

The, readirig study skills course will help you learn

READING SKILLS:
. - how to adjust your rate of reading to fit your purpose for reading

or the difficulty or-6e material.

- how to speed myour reading when it is ,good to do so.

- how to. understand more of what you read.

6

1

- how to concentrate when you read.

- how to remember more of whg you read.

- how to increase your vocabulary.

STUDY SKILLS:
-,how to solve logical_ problems.

- 'how to, study a textbook chapter.

- how to underl effi ciently."

- how to take notes from reading and listening.

- how to memorize.

- how'to take different kinds of tests.

MTH 292 - MATHEMATICS

. tlath 292 is a Math class covering basic arithmetic including addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, fractions,
decimals and percents. Also some introductory skills on algebra And
geometry will be covered. Alot of problems in applications to job
situations and life situations will be worked. For example, we'll learn
to >read cha'rts and graphs that might appear in the news paper or work
manupl. We'll learn how to estimate the tip on a restaurant bill or the
amount of paint !needed to cover a room and the like.

ENG 292 - WRITING SKILLS

e: The writing course will help yodu to improve, your writing 'for your
vocational classes and your eventual job. You will practice writing
clear sentences and clear,organized paragraphs. Tadward the end of the
course,- you will practice writing letters and shol-t reports.

You will not get much grantor, just enough to, help your writing.
But you, will learn some things about punctuation.. As.much as possible,
the assignments will be related to vocational subjects.

221
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COUN 292 - CAREER AWARENESS

Counseling 292 will be a 'career awareness course that will focus on
getting to know yourself better. Emphasjs will be placed on clarifying
your career interest, abilities and what you want from a job/career.
This course will work in conjurktion with ITC 212.

ITC 292 - ORIENTATION TO OCCUPATIONS

ITC 292 will be a systematic exposure to the wide range of career
programs available at Macomb. Even if you are decided about a career
this course will give you more information as to what you will dd on
the jot). Information about the job will be combined with actual lab
experiences you will have in the areas of design and:mechanical
technology, business and allied health.

0.

25'
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Appendix .E

INDENTIPICATION
CENTER

-2O9-

COUNSELINTRECORD AND PERSONAL INFORMATION

LASTANTAMI FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAI

DATE:

IjSN DATE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS (Na. and Strom. City tend Ito COW TELEPHONE NO

SECTION B EDUCATION AND TRAINING

TYPE OF
SCHOOL

, .
LOCATION

. WIMPINlb

NAME OF SCHOOL I
(City and State)

High
School (s)

0",Collage(a)

m
sity (4s)

Other
!Include
Civilian

& Military)

DATES AT TENDED

I° T PROM

CIRCLE HIGH. MAJOR COURSE
EST GRADE OR SUBJECT
COMPLETED

11 12

V 10

1 2 3 4
Gemara' (D'
College Prop 0
Vocational 0

SECTION C SPAR4 TIME ACTIVITIES

LIST ANY HOSDIES OR OTHER SPARE TIME ACTIVITIES (Such as worn, church, thawing. hospital
vokintsw. tootling. att.)

SECTION D HEALTH

_HAVE YOU SEEN ADVISED OP ANY DISASILITY THAT MIGHT HINDER YOU IN ANY ACT iv sYy
NO 0 YES 0 Al1 yos briefly *stubs:)

EMPLOYMENT SINCE LEAVING SCHOOL

GIVE NAME OF JOS AND TELL WHAT YOU DID (Immune military so o.. 11 arty)
(Port with current Joh) If

DATES

p

TO

SECTION P EDUCATIONALNOCATIONAL PLANS
WHAT KIND OF WORK HAYS YOU THOUGHT ABOUT THAT MIGHT INTEREST YOU

'1- -

- ;a : 223
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CETA BASIC SKILLS PROGRAM

Attendance Policy

To be assured of the most productive learning eXperisnce possible; a
student has the right to expect that every class. session will mt. If an
instructor cannot meet a particular session, he will have arranged for a sub-
stitute or he will have prepared useful class work in advance.

The student, likewise, must plan to meet every session. If a student cannot
attend, he or she must let the .instructor know, in advance, of the unavoidable
circumstance and arrange to make pp lessons. In case of illness or accident, the
student must inform the instructor by telephone.

Two absences will necessitate a conference with the instructor. If a student
has more than two unexcused absences, as judgedthy the faculty team, the team
may recommend that the student be dropped from the program.

CETA policies oblige the instructors to keep strict attendance records. No
one will, of course, be paid for any class time which he or sily has missed.

Promptness Policy

The student has the right to expect tha aoh class session will meet on time
and be ready for business.

'T-lte;student also has the right to expect that classwork will not be interrupted
or delayed-by late arrivals. Therefore habitual ,tardiness will result in a conference
with the instructor. If habitual tardiness' persists, a student may be dropped from
the program.

In any ease, CETA rules enalize each tardiness. If a student enters after
the beginning of the hour, he or s will be piid only from the next quarter of
the hour. For instance, if a student oins the class at 8:05 a.m. he or 'she will
be paid only from8:15 a.m. If he or ehe"enters at 8:17 'a.m.; the student will be
paid only from 8:30 a. m.

_ Early departures must also be docked.m. An instructor may assign, independent
study out of the classroom; howeier;- such a case, the student must make sure

.that the instructor knows where he or she ts. Furthermore, the student must
return to the classroom before the end of theNhour to get credit for that hour.

1 4

20



CETA Basic Skills Program
Promptness' Policy,
Pg. 2

-211-
4

. I

.r

CETA-politfe,s are sharply ,defined to insure that each student gets the best.
_ opportunity to progress. 'Those policies cannot be permitted to become lax.

s

4,

..-
I 1

Assignments
.4)

The student has the right to expect that assignments will be designed to fit
his or her needs insofar as the instructogs can peliceive them. The student also
has the Tight to expect that corrected assignments will be returned promptly.

In order to make personal progress, the student will be expected to complete
assignmentS regularly. Because each student has different talents, . each may not
proceed at the same pace. Nevertheless, each will be expected to do his or her
best to work on-assignments at an appropriate rate.

If a student does not progress,Ve instructor will review the studertt's
proiress with him or her. Consisten lack of progress will be reviewed by the
teaching team. In such a case,` the student's status in the project may be re-
appraised. -

,

-1/14/81
/vm ....

A

1

,

e

t
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Appendix G

General Chronology

October 15, 1979

November, 5, 1979

. November 8, 1979,

4

April 18, 1980

May 19, 1980

May 21, 1980

May 27, 1980

May 2Q,- .
June 17, 1980

"June 11, 1980

-212-

Proposal by Dr. Ames Varty; -Director of Cooperative Education
and Special 4rs1es submitted to Special Services Unit Advisory
Committee.

Notice of endorsement of proppsal .by the Special Services 'Unit
Advisory Committee to Dr. Varty.

Proposal to Mr. Willard Walker, Michigan Department of
Labor, Bureau of Employment and Training, Program
Development and Information Division.

POsting, of positions for project English Instructor, Reading/Study
Skills Instructor, Math Instructor, and ,Counseling Instructor.

Notice of selection of Basic Skills Team.

Administrative and teaching beam discussed
-* division of responsibilities among team members
- selection of internal and external consultants
- housing of activities
- documentation of activities

Administrative and teaching team members, and representatives of
the Mt. Clemens and Warren CETA offices discussed

division of administrative responsibilities
progress report format

- organizing and filing of materials

Teaching team members , .

- surveyed pertinent literature in .South and Center Campus
libraries , .

- initiated ERIC search at Macomb Intermediate School District
offices

-,: .conducted a telephone survey of community and senior colleges

- which' had listed special developme4tal programs in their hand-

books -

visited the Macomb CETA office in- Mt. Clemens
accumulated documents and ordered books cited as. influential

research
developed theoretical teaching models

00

a

Administr tive and team members discussed
evaluat techniques

- visitatio sites
selection of consultants
utopian model of Basic Skills Program

2:26
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June 17, 1980

June 18 -
July 46, 1980 .

41

July. 17 -
Atigust 20, 1980

August 21 -

-2134

Administrative and teaching team and CEITA representatives
discussed
- definition of target population (7th,- 9th grade level scores

on Nelson-Denny reading test)
weekly schedule (30 -hrs: per week for 16 weeks)

Teaching team members
continued ERIC search
surveyed pertinent literature in Wayne State University
Library.

- began telephone survey of MiChigan CETA organizations
surveyed' descriptions of testing materials

- recommended postings for internal ,consultants

Teaching learn members
continued ERIC search
continuea survey of other pertinent 86Mcert.,

- continue0 telephone survey of Michigan CETA organizations

..e
September 17, 1980 Administrative team members

- posted notices of positions for internalkonsultanti
\I- - initiated correspondence to possible external eo ants

I

September 18 -,
October 15, 19'80 Team members A W.

. r-
- visited Kalamazoo Valley Community College, Southwestern

/ Community College, and Kellogg Community,College,
September 25 - 26 i;i

- wrote definitions-1'W pertinent aspects of the .visitations
- '..JerrY Brantley, mat teacher, attended the conference of

-,, American Mathematical Associaticat of two -year colleges in
Washington,. D. C. , pctober 9 r 12

- recommended selections of internal. consultants
- Bart Fiumano, Counseling Teacher, wrote a definition of the'

.. -issue of integrated counseling vs. a distinct counseling course
- contacted Phoebe Helm, Director of Developmental Education,

Triton College, River Grove,- ;Illinois, in regard to a visitation

Teaching team members
...- arranged for local visitations to basic skills CETA piograms

at Kellogg Community College, Kalamazoo*Vialley Community
College, and Southwestern Community. College o 1

September 25 - V.
- arranged for attendance 'at the Developmental Studies Confefence

in Atlanta, Georgia, on November- 4 - 8.
- began formulation of testing program, phases of the basic skills

courses, and the weekly schedule ofclasses
ordered free, pamphlets

on October 20



4

-ill-
September 118 - , .

October 15,-, 1980 Continued
... - prepared course designs .

defined as specific concerns relative: to course designs:
Aneentives -'

course length

-

. tutorial systeth
. .

October 15, 1980- Aaministrativeanxt,teaching-tewn and CETA representatives
- selected external !consultants:

Dr. MartlieMaxwell, lJniversitY of California,
. Berkely

, Dr. Jahn E. Roueche, University of. Texas,
. , ' ' Austiii _

- selected classroom (J,-229) and discussed possibilities for 4 '

files to be used for records and teaching materials
sy ..

4t,

October 20,°.1380

October 22, 1980

.

October 31, 1980

.
Teaching team members visited the Learning Activities Center,
Triton,College, River Grove, Illinois.

Teaching team members prepare definitions df the pertinent
aspects of the Triton visitation

Administrative aid teaching team members held first meeting
with internal consultants to discuss
- purpose of the program /

design of the program
contribtitions of internal consultants

October 31, 1980 Teaching team members prepared a repygt which was forwarded
to external consultant, Dr. John E. Rotteche in regard to

testing program:
- course designs

questions and concerns

Noy.ereber 5 - 8,. Administrative and teaching team 4nertbers litteniled the.Developmental

1980 Studies, Conference In Atlanta, Georgia, Noiember 5 - 8
it je

November 6,- 1980 Teaching,_team members met external consultant Dr. John 'E. Roiliche
- Mathematics teacher, Jerry Brantley, met with Milton Spann,

Appalachian State Uqrversity, to discuss questions of develop-.

mental mathematics
.

November 10 - 11, Teaching team members prepared definitions, of pertinent aspects

1980 of their discussions with Dr: John Roueche, Milton Spann, and
the Developmental Studies Conference

.

19804) Teaching team members met with internal consultant, Robert Marrs
of the Center Campus Placement Office, In regard to problems of Ai&

test anxiety IP
November 12;

11,

2 2 3



, November 14, 1980

-2.15-

Administrative and teaching team members met with internal
consultants to discuss their suggestions including an occupational
orientation progr5tm designed to supplement the coupseling component

November 19, 1980 Administrative and teaching team members and CETA representatives
discussed
- reports from the Developmental .Studies Conference aid Triton

College
meetings with internal consultants
the testing "package"
the first-week plan
the occupational orientation course
the visit to campus of Dr. Martha Maxwell on November 25
the selections process

offa a.
November 25, 1980 - Administrative and teaching .team and other members of the

administration and faculty met with Dr. Martha Maxwell.
November 26", 1980 ,Teaching team members defined pertinent aspects of discussions

with Dr. Martha Maxwell

December 2, 1980 - Administrative and teaching team members discussed with internal
consultants Paul Gould of Industrial Clop Education, and,.
Ben Selleck, of- Technical Education, their plans for an'occutional
orientation course 'to be' added to the Basic Skills program and -to

7 be titled IntroductiOn to Technical Cal.eers

. December 4, 1980 Teaching team met with internal consultant Robin Avery,
English Department, .to discuss, possibilities of record keeping by.
computer ,

November 20 - TeitchinCteam members I
December 17, 1980 - held discussions with Diane LaNeglia, Tutor Coordinator for

Special Services, in retard to tutorial system
- selected texts .

- developed' materials to assist interviews of candidates. .:.descriptions of the courses and ,course requirements, And a
. .

-questionnaire __.3,..
e

Decemberl 17, 1980
.0.

.Decemifter 18 -
y 16, 1981

- interviewed 30 candidates
- selected 16 candidates .

Administrative and teaching team and CEA. xepresentatived met
to discuss
- the ITC course
- the election and use of tutors

the processing of candidates

Counseling teacher, Bart Fiumano, redesigned the Counseling
Course to accomodate the ITC Course -

- administrative team belected Chris Panos, of Technical
Education, to teach the ITC course

229



December 18 -
January 16, 1981/

January 19, 1981

January_27, 1981

Continued
administrativ0 team posted two positions for tutor technicians
administrative team and teaching team interviewed candidaici
for tulor technician
Linda Austerman and Frank Gmnip were selected for tutor-
technicians
20 more candidites were interviewed for the Basic Skills
Program
a final selection of 25 was made
letters were written and mailed to the candidates who had
been selected and those who had not

The Pr am began
- 41 o the candidates appeared
- l'candidate appeared to inform team Member that she would

not be participating
itt-day activities included
introductions.

- distribution of texts and materials
discussion" of attendance and lateness policies
elaboration of course contents
orientation to the campus
esting Sb,

erviews of other students
the writing of paragraphs based on the interviews

-= a tal the importance of writing on the job
by Leonard Rinke of Fisher Body
,Counselor Bart Fiumatio called three missing students to
determine why they had not begun the Program; two said they
were ill and one had a transportation problem

Administrative and teaching team members met to discuss the
beginning of the progr3am

January 27
February 25, 1981 The teaching team

proceeded with their courses on schedule
met with Chris Panos, ITC instructor, to orient themselves
to the direction .of his class

- held a meeting with eight students who had acquired two
absences or more

Counselor, Bart Fiumano
4.

-/
arranged for Karin Rexin, of the financial aids office to
visit class to provide help
arranged for Cecelia Champion, college nurse to visit claim
to discuss basic health care and medical assistance programs
assisted the students to take the Rolland Self-Directed Search
to determine career objectives

- defined student concerns relative to the future of the CETA
program

* 230



January 27 - Continued
. February 25, 1981

r -217-

Reading/Study Skills Instructor, Jaine; Smarr, arranged for a
collection of high' interest, easy reading books from the .library
- Internal Consultant, Art Wagner, 'assisted some writing.

- students to practice with teaching computer
- two students droved the program

February 25, 1981 The 'administrative and teaching team membert and CETA re-
,presentatives discussed
- course .progress

the two4iirope .
frequency- of absenteeism (only ten students had not missed

.,at all)
- charged emotional atmosphere, perhaps due to crowding,

and to conducting most of the work tn the same room

February - 7, 1981

Marchihr

'March 16
March 1981

Mardi 23 -

Administrative and teaching team meet with Internal Counselor
to discuss progress of course

Teaching team members discuss problems and progress with
..students prioroto Spring Break
- more emphasis to be placed on deadlines in mathematics, and

writing class

Spring Break

March 26, 1981 Bart Fiumano, counseling teacher, and -Mary Preda, Counseling,
administer the Human Potential program to the Basic Skills 'group

Bart Fiumano admtisters aptitude and interests tests

March 25, 1981 Administrative and teaching team and CETA representative;
discuss
- 'experiences of Human Potential program ,

continuing problem of absenteeism
' -- adoption of deadlines for- assignments

March 26 -
April 22, 1981 The teaching team developed siudeitevaluation forms

Bartfiumano, Counseling teacher, helped students develop
educational plans for summer and later..
- two students dropped

April 22, 1981

/-\

The administrative and -teaching team and CETA representatives
.discuss
- dropped students . -

absenteeism (14 of 21 missed at least once during the preceding
two weeks)
student evaluation forms



,April 23 -
May 14, 1981

-218-
Two more students dropped ( a total of 6 out of 24

-

Bart Fiumano, counseling instructor, enrolled most ofthe students
45 for summer school classes

The Teachh3g.Team
- administered posttests
- administered student evaluations
- concluded the semester on May 14

May 21 James Smarr, Reading/Study Skills teacher, and Stuart Morjon,
May 23, 1981 Writing teacher, attended the Mid-American Association of

Educational Opportunity Program Personnel Workshop in Chicago,

Illinois .

May 15 - The Teaching Team
May 26, 1981 - .evaluated. posttests

- began final reports

May 26, 1981 Administrative and teaching team members and ETA representative
- discussed tentative findings
- discussed developmental conference to be scheduled in SeptemberN4

a

2
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.01ING,INVENTORY

NAME
,ri

PUT AN X NEXT TO THE STATEMENTS WHICH APPLY TO YOU AT THIS TIME.
1T.

.

J

.. Because'English is notAkpative language, I have trouble reading and speaking
. English.

2.. redo not like to read, but I know that I have to improve-my reading skills.

3. I read all the time.,

4. I do not rqd"mucti at'all.

S. I have difficulty pronouncing most words in anything I read.

6. Thesonly words I sometimes-have trouble pronouncing are big names or long new
Words.' ,

I do riot:know how to
the pronunciation of

8.' OfteA, because I.am a
in class, to prove a

use the pronunciation guide in a dictionary to figure out
new words.

poor reader, I am too embarrassed to read a Oassage aloud
point. .

9. I have difficulty spelling-most words 'when I write.

10. When I read silently, I read word by word.

11. I read' everything at the same rate.

7.04111 13. I know I,,am a slow reader.

13. Almost everytOng L read--from.the newspaper to text books--is hard for me
to read. *

14. I have difficulty understanding most things I read.

I can underStand things I read for pleasure, but have difficulty understand-
ing assigned)nateria.l.

usually miss the main point that an author is- presenting.

12.-When I read, I am usually not,conscious of the author's thought plan.

18. WhilFreading, ram not conscious of, paragraphs.

When1 finish reading, I usually cannot remember what I have read.

20. I
.
have a hard time concentrating on anything I read. ,

4

0,0
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21. I have a hard time concentrating only on things I am required to read.

3

22. There usually are many words in a reading which I do not urfderstand.

23. I usually just pass over difficult words without trying to figure out what they

mean.

24. I have a very weak Oocaqulary.

25. I usually do not look over something I am about to read,,before reading it.
/ .

26. When I,read an assigned chapter, I start with the first word, and keep going

till L have to stop or until I finish.

27, When I study-read, I usually underline important ideas..

28. When I study-read, I take notes.

29. I usually take too man4,notes when study-read.

%

30. In reading difficult material,'I usually do not'stop after'a paragraph or
section to summarize to myself what I have just read.

,

31. I do not usually use the study or review,,questions at the end of a chapter to

test myself.

32. I do not know how to find books on articles on a particular subject'in the

library.

33. While reading, I usually am not aware of questions.whichsarise inMY own
thinkirfg about the material being read.

34. Prior to this semester, I have used a machine (contolled.reader) to improve
my reading.

35. I dislike using controlled readers.
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Appendix I

3

POSSIBLE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

SCREENING
O

1.

METHOD '

FACTOR S) , RESPONSIBILITY

,

Nelson-Denny
Rdg Test ..

Potential for Successful
Achievement within 16 week
Semester (Aile-12%ile;
total score)

CETA Local Prime
Sponsors .

-

2.

.

Interview

,

Desire to pursue occupational
curriculum at MCCC:
Commitment to semester pf
intensive work on.basic skills;

SUfficiency of financial

support;
Freedom from serious personality',

or social disorders ,

CETA Local Prime \
Sponsors

r.

,"

Basic Skills Team

.

:

.0

;

1.

DIAGNOSIS

.

FACTORS)

.

RESPONSIBILITY

READING

METHOD .

Nelson-Denny
Rdg Test

General Rate of Rdg;
General Vocabulary Level;
General Level of Comprehension;
Overall Readimq Ability

CETA Local Prime
Sponsors

2. PloGraw -Hill

Rdg Test ",

.

.
.

.

.

Reading rate flexibility; .

Skinning ability; -

'Scanning ability;
Recognition of main'idet;
'Recognition and understanding

of specific facts;
Awireness of piragraph structure

and organization; , .,
.

Critical evaluation of: toner,---,.
intent, validity of arguslOnisL

Discrimination of factiVs.'Obinion

Basic Skillsleam

,

.

.

/ .

,.
.

.

__

..

.

3.

.,

California
PhOnici Test

.

Nord Attack Skills Basic Skills Team
.. .,

,

. 235
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STUDY SKILLS
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ASSESSMENT (CONTINUED)

METHOD ,
FACTOR(S) RESPONSIBILITY

-. McGraw-Hill Study
Skills Test

\ .

Underlining
Library information

Basic Skills Team
.

Teacheri-Made Test

Or McGraw-Hill
'Study\Skills Test

or

Brown-Holtzman
Sorvey of Study
Habits and
Attitudes

,

.

Study Skills (SQ3R, etc.)

, .
' .

,

.

.

Basic Skills Team

,

McGrawHill,-
Study Skills
Test

,

Or

Whimbey Analytn -
teal Skills

Inventory

At"
.

40:
.

.

froblemSolVing Abilities

- -

=

.
.

,

.

.

..

.

Basic Skills Team

. , .

Teacher-Made Test e(DictionirySkills

.

Basic Skills Team

Teacher-Made Test Structural Analysis Skills
. .

. Basic Skills Team

Xerox Effective
Listening Pre-
TeSt

Listening Comprehension Basic-Skills Team

- Teacher-Made
CLOZE Teit(i) -

from textbooks.

bility to Cope with content text
Nigeria
° .

°

Basic tea. Town

' ....
/.. .-,

.

_ .._.

MATHEMAT;CS, :

r

Skillsliought in iich unit

,

.
.

.

Basic BkUla team

.

.

lileacher-mode Teit

,.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

..

.

. .

2 3 (3

.
- --____

,
.

. .

.

i.
.

.
.

.

.

.

. .

.

1

,
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ASSESSMENT (CONTINUED) 9.

COMPOSITION

FACTORS)

.

RESPONSIBILITY;
METHOD,

Diagnostic -

Expository Essay
,

McGraw-Hill
Writing Test

LEARNING STYLES

Organizing Skills
Mechanical Skills

,

*

. .

Preferences in: conditions
. content

mode
Expectancy Level

Internal -.External Control

Basic Skills TeaM

.

.1.0°.

.

.

'Basic Skills Team,

Basic Skala fem.

Canfield Learning
Styles Inventory

Novicki-Strickland
Locus of Control

Scale ,

.
r

,

.

COUNSELING

.:.

,

.

.

Interest Test

.

.
.

,

.

Counselor .

Kuder D D

,Strong - Campbell :Interest Test Counselor -

"Oland Siff-

'Directed Search

Intereit Test -

- ,

Counselor

D. A. T. Multiple Aptitude Counselor

G. #1(, A. T: B. Multiple Aptitudp-..

.

Counselor

Guilford Zimmer-
man Temperament

Temperament
, .'

Counselor

O

237
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THE HUMAN POTENTIAL WORKSHOP

The Mc Holland -versioik of.Human Potential wat used as part of the counseling
component of this project. The grOup was divided in two with each group led by a
counselor. (Mary Preda of the counseling department led one group while the
program's counselor, Bart Fiumano, led the other group.)

42,

I. The Mc Holland approach has a yew/ positive tone and is based on two
principles:
A. All people have many talents and strengths of which they are

not aware,.
B. Through positively structured exentises-we can become more,

fully aware of these talents and mitke use -of them.

II. 'The methodblogy systematically leads the individual through*. six essential
experiences.
A.' Unfolding - is a basic process. whereby he participants get

to know one another and, themselves better. The emphasis is
on sharing what the individual wishege*lo share with the group.
Those aspects of the individual th1t are shared are the positive,
dimensions of the individual's history and personality. During
this process the individuals in She group begin to realize what
they have in common with the other members of the group.
1. Basic unfolpling - a three minute sharing of one's past.
2. Empathy r6call - an exercise whereby we remember

what is common in others'_badkgto ds.
3. Peak eXperience recall Apositiile et critical experiences

are remembers and shared.. ,

4. Mini-peaks - a review of small pleasures and satisfactions.

B. Achievement Analysis - Fs a structured exercise in which an individual
first lists both major and minor *.achievements, and then using an
evaluation grid looks for those conditions we deem necessary to consider
something a success, achievement or 9.brength.

Value Clarification - through both games and a study-exercise approach,
the participants are assOtedi.in identifying their, values.
1. Value Analysis Chart - a conscious analysis of values that

is later wised to point ,out "should", values .
2. Values Auction - a games approach used to identify( sub-

' conscious,ovalues.
3. Structured °Value Analysis - a derjel; of questions and answers

are reviewed by the groups to help the individuals, identify "their
operative wilues.

23
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D. StrengthItclmowledgement - a structpred exercise during which the
now close-knit group exchange with one another those talents,
strengths and abilities they see in one another. Often otters will
note talents in a person that he/she does not see in himself or herself.

E. Goal Setting'- a series of activities spaced throughout the program
whereby the participants learn first how to set goals and then to
achieve them. The participants learn the criteria for good goal
setting thed practice achieving goals based on these criteria. Goals
are first set on a concrete basis then on a value-related basis.

F. Life-Style Planning - this culminating activity has the pvticipants
review their strengths and values and establish some specific and
achievable goals for themselves. Because the pirticipants are now
positively aware of their strengths and talents, they are able to set

.value-related goals with confidence. ,°

c,.
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